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Cammontocaltb of fflassafbitsttts.

Perkins Institition and Mass. School for the Blind,

Soi'TH Boston, December 10, 1887.

To the Hon. Henry B. Peirce, Secretm^y of State, Boston.

Dear Sih : — I have the honor to transmit to jon, for

the use of the leijiskiture, a co})}' of the fifty-sixth annual

report of the trustees of this institution to the corporation

thereof, together with that of the director and the usual

accompanying documents.

Respectfully,

M. ANAGNOS,
Secretary.
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Thayer, Sliss A. G., Andover.

Thayer, Rev. George A., Cincinnati.

Thomas, H. II., Providence.

Thomas, Capt. J. B., Boston.

Thorndike, Mrs. Delia D., Boston.

Thorudike, S. Lothrop, (lambridge.

Thurston, Benj. F., Providence.

Tilden, Mrs. M. Louise, Milton.

Tilton, Mrs. W. S., Boston.

Tingley, S. H., Providence.

Tolman, Joseph C., Hanover.

Torrey, IVIiss A. I)., Boston.

Troup, John E., Providence.

Turner, Miss Abby W., Boston.

Turner, Miss Alice M., Boston.

Turner, Miss Fallen .J., Boston.

Turner, Mrs. M. A., Providence.

Underwood, F. II., Boston.

Upton, George B., Boston.

Villard, Mrs. Henry, New York.

Wales, George W., Boston.

Wales, Miss Mary Anne, Boston.

Ward, Rev. Julius II., Boston.

Ware, IVIrs. Charles E., Boston.

Ware, Miss M. L., Boston.

Warren, J. G., Providence.

Warren, S. D., Boston.

Warren, Mrs. Wm. W., Boston.

; Washburn, Hon. J. 1)., Wor.-o-iter

Waterston, Mrs. R. C, Bo.ston.

Weeks, A. G., Boston.
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Welch, E. R., Boston.

Weld, Otis E., Boston.

Weld, R. H., Boston.

Weld, Mrs. W. F., Thiladelpliia.

Weld, W. G., Boston.

Wesson, J. L., Boston.

Wheeler, Nathaniel, Bridgewater,

t'onn.

Wheelock, Miss Lucy, Boston.

Wheelwright, A. C, Boston.

Wheelwright, John W., Boston.

White, B. C, Boston.

White, C. J., Cambridge.

White, Charles T., Boston.

White, G. A., Boston.

White, Joseph A., Framingham.
Whitford, George W., Providence.

Whiting, Ebenezer, Boston.

Whitman, Mrs. Sarah W., Boston.

Whitney, Edward, Belmont.

Whitney, E., Boston.

Whitney, H. A., Boston.

Whitney, II. M., Boston.

Whitney, Mrs., Boston.

Whitney, Miss, Boston.

Wigglesworth, Miss Ann, Boston.

Wigglesworth, Edward, M.D., Bos-

ton.

Wigglesworth, Thomas, Boston.

Wightman, W. B., Providence.

Williams, George W. A., Boston.

Winslow, Mrs. George, Roxbury.

Winsor, J. B., Providence.

Winthrop, Hon. Robert C, Boston.

Winthrop, Mrs. Robert C, Boston.

Winthrop, Mrs. Thomas L., Boston.

Wolcott, J. H., Boston.

Wolcott, Mrs. J. H., Boston.

Woods, Henry, Boston.

Worthington, Roland, Roxbury
Young, Mrs. B. L., Boston.

Young, Charles L., Boston



SYNOPSIS OF THE PROCEEDINGS

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CORPORATION.

South liosrox, Oct. 12, 1887.

The annual meeting of the corporation, duly

summoned, was held today at the institution,

and was called to order by the president, Samuel

Eliot, LL. D., at 3 p.m.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read

by the secretary, and declared approved.

The trustees presented their report for the year

ending Sept. 30, 1887, which was read, accepted,

and ordered to be printed with that of the director,

and the usual accompanying documents.

The treasurer, Mr. Edward Jackson, read his

report, wiiich w^as accepted, and ordered to be

printed.

The corporation then proceeded to ballot for

officers for the ensuing year, and the following

persons were unanimously elected: —

President— Samuel Kliot, LL. D.

Vice-President— John Cummings.

Treasurer— Edward .Tackson.

Secretary— M. Aiiagnos.
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Trustees— Joseph B. Glover, J. Theodore Heard, M. I).,

Andrew P. Peabody, D. D., Edward N. Perkins, Henry S.

Russell, James Sturgis, S. Lothrop Thorndlke and George W.
Wales.

The following persons were afterwards added

to the list of the members of the corporation by

a unanimous vote : — Capt. J. B. Thomas, W.
Hodgkins, Zenas C. Howland, Herbert E. Hill,

B. F. Brown, Mrs. Moses A. Dow, George B.

Neal, Miss Mary D. Balfour and W. E. Barrett.

The meeting was then dissolved, and all in

attendance proceeded, with the invited guests, to

visit the various departments of the school and

inspect the premises.

M. a:n^agnos,
Secretary.



REPOET OF THE TRUSTEES.

Pkukins Institution and Mash. Schooi. von tuk Bi.ini>.

SoiTTii Boston. Oct. 2, 1887.

To THB Members of the Coupokation.

Gentlemen and ladies

:

—"We have the honor to

present to you, and, through yon, to the legisla-

ture of the commonwealth, the fifiy-sixlh annual

report of the institution under our charge as

trustees for the financial year ending Sept. 30,

1887.

Fuller details are appended in the report of the

director.

1. The quarterly reports of the director, as

well as our own personal observations for the year

past, present a record of remai-kable success, and

some points of exceptional interest.

The number of pupils has been steadily increas-

ing, and the health of the household has ii.ain-

tained its high average. One death occurred Jan.

14, 1887,— that of a female pupil, Florence L.

Clarke of Peace Dale, R. I., whose blindness had

been caused by an attack of cerebro-spinal menin-

gitis four years before, and who, on this second
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attack (January 12), was removed to the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, where after living two

days in a state of stupor she died. A severe

accident occurred during the quarter ending April

1, one of the little boys, while playing with his

school-mates in the yard, having fallen and frac-

tured a hip bone; and there were two cases of

contagious disease among the boys, — one of

measles and one of scarlatina in light form. Both

the sufferers were sent to the City Hospital and

made good recovery; and speedy measures were

taken to prevent the spread of the diseases, which

proved satisfactory. There have been four other

cases of measles in a very slight form. With

these few exceptions the household has been

unusually free from even ordinary ailments.

The total number of blind persons connected

with the institution on the first of October was

200, against 180 in October, 1886. A year ago

the pupils numbered 146; since then 39 have been

admitted, counting the 15 little children who have

formed the nucleus of the kindergarten, and 15

have been discharged, making the number of

pupils 170; while the number of teachers, work-

men and employe's is 30. The number of appli-

cants for admission to the school, at the reopen-

ing September 21, was larger than ever before,

and enough have been received to fill all the dor-

mitories provided at the parent institution in South

Boston.
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2. The School

was never in a more satisfactory condition. We
can endorse with confidence the following words

contained in the director's quarterly report to this

board at the close of the school year: '• While it

[the school] has constantly grown in the breadth

of its curriculum and in the substantial scholar-

ship of its graduates, there has been no abatement

of the special attention paid to the physical and

a3Sthetic culture of its pupils, nor of the sweet

and gracious spirit of true morality and noble

self-denial, which was fostered by its illustrious

founder, and which has pervaded its halls."

The able corps of teachers, both in the girls'

and the boys' department, in the great variety of

branches have done faithful service. The facility

of leading both from the line type and the Braille

has been rapidly developed in most of the 3'oung

beginners, and with constant care to clear, intelli-

gent, agreeable enunciation, accent and modula-

tion of the voice. The progress in arithmetic and

algebra, including the working out of not too com-

plicated problems upon their slates with types, has

been striking. So, too, in geography, with their

quick, sure tact in finding places on their raised

and their dissecting maps, and their recollection

of the distinctive physical features, products, gov-

ernments of each, the school has more than kept

up its high reputation of past years; while in
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studies that involve thought and tax the intellect,

as well as cultivate the taste,— like history, mental

and moral philosophy, literature and science,— the

more advanced among them have shown how

much may be and is done to place the blind upon

an intellectual level with well-educated seeing

people. In music, under the faithful, wise and

comprehensive oversight of their excellent and

long-tried musical director, Mr. Thomas Reeves,

himself blind, seconded by an efficient corps of

teachers, the standard of attainment has contin-

ually risen both in chorus and in solo singi ug, in

pianofoi'te and organ playing, in the theory of

music, and in the tasteful and effective execution

of their band of reed and brass instruments, which

has given so much pleasure to many audiences.

The new term opens with two changes of

teachers in the literary, and one in the musical de-

partment. Mr. J. M. Ilulbert's engagement for

the last two years as principal instructor in the

boys' department terminated with the school year,

and Mr. Jesse T. Morey has been appointed to suc-

ceed him. Miss Harriet D. Burgess, and Miss D.

B. Upson (music) declined reelection and have

married. Their places have been filled by Miss

Sarah M. Lilley and Miss Bertha B. Reed.

3. Commencement Exercises.

These were held, now for the sixth time, in

Tremont Temple, on Tuesday afternoon, June 7,
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the president of the corporation, Saitiuel Eliot,

LL. D., presiding". It was an occasion of profound

interest, and gi'cat was the eagerness to secure

seats in the spacious hall, still iar from lai-ge

enough to hold all who craved admission. It was,

as it always is, an audience of the highest char-

acter; and there were very few who did not sit

through the entire programme, seeing and listen-

ing with enthusiastic interest. Inspiring addresses

were made at the opening by Rev. M. J. Savage;

during the kindergarten exercises of the youngest

children by Harvey N. Shepard, Esq., who forci-

bly presented the great need for and the good to

be accomplished by a kindergarten for the many

sightless children of a tender age; and by the

president, whose wise and feeling Avords to the

graduates of the day, in presenting their diplomas,

moistened many eyes. There were ten gradu-

ates,— the largest number yet in any one year,

—

viz., Caroline Eastman Adams, Clarence Wilbor

Basford, Asa Everett Benson, George William

Brown, Frederick Bates Gould, Christopher Al-

bertus Wickes Ilowland, Elisha Kobinson Ken-

yon, William Beard Perry, William Sterne Smith,

Patrick Francis Washington,— all of whom bear

testimonials from their teachers and from the

educational sub-committee of this board to their

good general education, and their qualification to

support themselves by teaching or by some light

branch of mechanic industry.
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The various exercises of the pupils (which were

not exceptional efforts made for mere exhibition,

but honest, average specimens of their school

work) were fully up to the mark of any previous

year. There was but one original composition

spoken, namely, the valedictory by W. B. Perry,

which made an excellent impression. The exer-

cise in geometry by nine members of the class;

the lively answers to all sorts of questions in

geography (always a strong point in this school)

by two of the boys; the wonderful promptness

and accuracy in reading by the touch of two of

the youngest girls; and the display of graceful,

fairy-like gymnastics by the younger girls and

boys, and the military marching and handling of

muskets by the older boys,— all seemed to sur-

prise and delight the audience as if witnessed for

the first time. The musical contributions to the

programme contained some matter of a very high

order: for instance, the G minor organ fugue of

Bach played for the opening by C. H. Prescott;

Handel's Hallelujah chorus, very effectively

arranged and played by the full band of the

institution; and notably, as a sign of musical

progress in a right direction, the choral How
hrightly shines the Morning Star! in the four-

part setting of Sebastian Bach, which was sung

with good balance and perfect distinctness of

parts, with the support of half a dozen reed and

brass instruments. (Such a thing is not yet heard
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in any of our chnrches.) Then there was a sweet

chorus for female voices, The Mountain Brooh,

by Kheinberg-er; and another for male voices,

Mendelssohn's part-song, Farewell. Two in-

strumental solos, having more of concert brilliancy

and difficulty than of intrinsic charm, served at

least to show the proficient execution of the young

performers. These were: for the pianoforte, a

fantastical transcription by Liszt of Wagner's

march in Tamil) diiser, played by C. A. W.
Howland; and for the clarinet, an air and varia-

tions, pla3^ed with fine tone and fluency by C. W.
Basford.

The kindergarten exercises were by ten little

girls and boys whose ages ranged from five to

eight and a half years,— the first pupils of the

new kindergarten at Koxbury. Their whole

appearance (after little more than one month in

the school), and the clever, happy way in which,

before the audience, they modelled in clay each a

group or figure of a story agreed upon beforehand,

certainly gave signal proof of the educational

virtue that resides in Frobel's method, as well for

sightless as for seeing children. And this brings

ns to the subject of

4. The Kindergarten por the Blind.

The most interesting event of the year has

been the completion of the substantial, admirably

arranged and beautiful, while very simple build-
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ing, which had been so long m process of erection

on the grounds purchased for this purpose at Rox-

burj, now inchided within the Umits of Boston.

The dedication, on the 19th of April, was attended

b}^ all whom the largest room in the building could

contain, and was notable for the presence and the

sympathetic interest of a large representation of

the best elements in our society. Dr. Samuel

Eliot presided and made the opening address,

after the singing by the pupils of the choral by

Bach already mentioned. Very impressive, char-

acteristic addresses, too, were made by such

earnest thinkers and philanthropists as Rev. A. P.

Peabody, D.D., Kev. Phillips Brooks, D.D., Rev.

Cyrus A. Bartol, D. D., Rev. Brooke Herford,

Hon. J. W. Dickinson of the state board of edu-

cation, and by the Greek consul, Mr. John M.

Rodocanachi; and some original verses, full of

beauty, w^ere recited by Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.

The burthen of all the speeches was the serious,

unquestionable claim which such a school, under

such auspices, has upon this community,— a claim

which rests with especial weight upon those who

have the means of giving, those who in so many

Avays are continually showing that they love to

give for the improvement of humanity, as well as

many others who can well afford, and for-'their

own good likewise, to indulge in such a pleasure for

perhaps the first time. The pressing need of funds

to carry on the enterprise, after all the generous
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contributions which have bought the land, l)l:isted

and removed the rock, and i-eared the solid edifice,

was dwelt upon most cogently by every speaker,

above all by President Eliot, who again and again

returned to the attack, and made it vcvy clear to

every listener, first that a debt of eleven thousand

dollars demanded to be paid off at once; and sec-

ond, that it is an imperative duty not to rest in the

good work until the school is guaranteed by a per-

manent fund of $100,000, of which the income

shall be sufficient for its running expenses. The

speeches were interspersed with charming musical

selections by the pupils of the parent institution,

during which it would seem that the pregnant

hints were already taking root in the good soil of

not a few sj^mpathizing spirits present, for in a

very few da3^s the extinction of that eleven thou-

sand dollar debt, by spontaneous contribution,

as it were, w^as announced; and since then two

friends have contributed $1,000 each, besides one

legacy of $3,000 towards the permanent fund.

After the dedication exercises most of the ladies

and gentlemen lingered to walk through the neat

and shining school-rooms, corridors, kitchen, pan-

try, dining-room and dormitories of this first of

the intended group of buildings; and all expressed

delight with the arrangements, as well as with the

chaiining and obliging welcome of the presiding

genius of the place, Miss Greeley, and her chosen

assistants. Could they have visited the rooms a
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few vvcclvs later they would have been still more

delighted by the rapid progress of the ten little

pupils with wiiom the infant school began May 2,

and by the many evidences of a genially unfolding,

happy life. These children verily have found their

home. To visit and to witness that school and

that home will furnish the most convincing argu-

ment that can be presented in favor of the kinder-

garten for the blind. The number of pupils in

this building will be increased to twenty-five, so

soon as the means for their instruction and main-

tenance shall be secured.

The kindergarten has been incorporated by an

act of the legislature as a department of the Per-

kins Institution.

By a unanimous vote of the board of trustees,

a committee of ladies, twelve in number, is to be

organized, who, at such times as they may agree

upon between themselves, will visit the kindergar-

ten, consult with the matron on its domestic affairs,

and extend tow^ard the children such kind notice

and advice as they may deem desirable.

5. Post-Graduate Course.

In our last annual report it was intimated that

the uppermost, as well as the lowest round, was

wanting to our educational ladder,— a post-gradu-

ate, as well as the primary, school. Our intermedi-

ate school course of seven years suffices for the

average pupil, but there are every year one or
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more exceptional pupils, superior in talent in at

least some one direction, and showing a capacity for

higher attainment in this or that important art or

study,— notably in music. It is not doing justice

to their nature, to their talent, to leave tliem here,

without the means of going farther. They need,

and they deserve, " finishing lessons" (in the con-

ventional phrase) under the auspices, examples,

personal influence and inspiration of the foremost

masters and professors to be had in each depart-

ment. During the year the experiment has been

tried on a very small scale, cautiously and tenta-

tively, and with encouraging result. Two of the

graduates of 1886 have taken pianoforte lessons

of Prof. Baermann, who speaks highly of their

progress; and several have had instruction in

vocal music, solo singing, from that artistic tenor

singer, and teacher in our school, Mr. George J.

Parker. It is desirable to provide such oppor-

tunities in other fields. The plan opens a great

enlargement of the whole scope of education for

the blind. Only so can they become fully educated

men and w^omen. It will widen the circle of their

activities, raise the standard of their trainhis' and

increase their usefulness.

These suggestions all lie in the direction of a

cull which has for a long time gone up from our

own graduates, and from those of other and more

distant schools throughout the country, for a col-

legiate education, which shall include the higher
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urgent and so frequent that it cannot remain many

more years unheeded without serious discourage-

ment to the whole future of the blind.

The practical point of departure is the appeal,

which we now make, to the friends of the blind for

the endowment of a few scholarshij)s. Are there

not generous men and women in this community,

or within reach of this report, who will find pride

and pleasure in bringing some gifted and indus-

trious pupil under the influence of fitting teachers

through an advanced course of study?

6. The Finances

are in a good condition. We make grateful

acknowledgment of the receipt of a legacy of

120,000, left by Mr. Kichard Perkins, to be known

as the " Kichard Perkins Fund," the income of

which is to be expended for the purposes of the

institution, while the principal is to remain intact.

Thanks are also due to Mrs. Perkins for authoriz-

ing the executors to pay said legacy before the

expiration of the time during which she was

entitled to the interest. A legacy of $1,000

has been received from the estate of the late

Henry Gassett of Dorchester, and from the execu-

tors of the will of Miss Dorothea L. Dix we have

also received f 100, to be expended for books for

needy pupils.

By a unanimous vote of the board a pai't of the
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funds of tlie iiislitiition lias l)eeii invested in I'cal

estate. Besides the ])nrehaso of a lot of land and

of foni- bouses adjoinini;- the institution |)r()|)erty

on the south side of Fourth street, two new

houses have been built in that street, near the

workshoj) for adults.

The treasurer's exhibit may be summarized as

follows: —

Cash on IkuhI, Oct. 1, 1880 .... 830,32745

Total receipts from all sources during the year,

(including collections of pa^'able notes) . laO.OOO 81)

$180,337 34

Total expenditures and investments . . . 183.308 87

Balance 83.028 47

7. PlJINTIXG rOK THE I>LTXD.

There has been no relaxation of the vigor with

whieh the work of embossing books for the use of

the blind, not only here, but in all parts of the

Union, has been carried on for so many years at

our ])ress in South Boston. The shelves iu our

hbraiy are rapidly filling with works of gi-eat

meiit. The blind can no longer conij)lain of

w\ant of i)rintcd matter to read with the tij)s of

their fingers.

Besides the literary publications there were

sevei'al works of music printed in the Braille sys-

tem during the past year. Among these was a

collection of Bach's chorals, selected and lurnished
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with English words, as near as possible to the

spii'it and peculiar rhythm of the old German

hymns, by J. S. Dwight. The purpose of the

work is thus explained in the introduction:—
Feeling that it would be an essential aid, both to the musi-

cal culture and to the social and religious satisfaction of the

pupils of our institution, for the musical ones among them

to be able to sing together, or to play with their band instru-

ments, some of the fine old German chorals in the perfect

setting of Sebastian Bach, I have made this beginning of a

selection for the purpose, printed in the raised type read by

lingers.

Here are sixteen hymns and chorals, each preceded by the

music in four parts, in the Braille type. The number, it is

hoped, will be increased from time to time, and they may here-

after find their way also into choirs of seeing people, where

something better than the common psalm-tune is certainly

much needed. . . .

These chorals, so different in their spirit and expression

from our New England psalmody,— the tunes themselves, as

well as the equally inspired polyphonic setting which ensures

them against ever growing hackneyed, — have hitherto been

unavailable for our American choirs, partly through the intrin-

sic difficulty of the music (which, however, a little training

and familiarity will be pretty sure to overcome), and partly

through the peculiar metres of the Lutheran hymns, of which

but few are found in our hyuni books. The chief work,

therefore, o£ the editor has been to prepare English hymns,

both rhythmically and otherwise suitable for singing, each with

its own native tune or choral, so to speak. These are partly

translated (sometimes very freely) from the German hymns,

—

only a few stanzas from the very long ones,— partly freely

imitated, and in many cases wholly original in diction,

though the sentiments, the images, etc., are of necessity
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qnilc C'oniiiioii i)r()|)orty. Esi)C'ci;il care lias been taken to

cxcliKle all puzzling, irritating stuml)ling-l)locks of narrowing

and heart-hardening dogma, with which the old h3'inns of the

Reformation, as well as of the older churcli, are full, accepted

witli a cliild-like reliance upon mere authorits' in Luther's day,

so that tile hymns sung to such i)ure nuisic — music unsecta-

rian, undogmatic in its very origin and essence — may Itreathe

tliose sweet, deep, heavenward aspirations, prayers and thanks

in wiiicli all reverent and loving s[)irits can unite.

Apart from social and religious uses, it is hoped, too, tliat

the frequent practice, botli with voices and with instruments,

of these wonderful specimens of four-part haimony, in which

Bach makes the several voices move on each with an indi-

vidual and independent melody, and yet all interwoven into

perfect unity, will help to lay a solid foundation for the true

development of what musical gifts and susceptibilities raaj

exist among the pupils of the school, to whose good this little

effort is huuiblv dedicated bv their friend,

J. 8. D.
Boston, March 1, 1887.

We have now in press the Booh of Common
Prayer, printed at the expense of Mrs. Sarah E.

Lawrence in memory of her husband, a benefactor

of the institution, the kite Amos A. Lawrence. In

addition to the cost of printing the Booh of Com-

mon Prayer and a vohtme of poetry or fiction, in

all amounting to $1,0J0, Mrs. Lawrence has given

another thousand doHars, to be invested, and its

annual income to be used from time to time for

keeping in store a sufficient supply of copies of

the Booh of Common Prayer, or for print iug

a new edition of the same whenever it may be

needed.
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8. Workshop for Adults.

The business of this dcparlment has been carried

on with the nsiial degree of success. The financial

status has been somewhat improved, but it is still

far from being entirely satisfactory.

An increase of the amount of work is impera-

tively needed, so that we may be able to employ a

number of blind persons who are very desirous of

earning their living through their own exertions

and becoming self-supporting. We appeal to the

public to patronize our workshop, with the assur-

ance that all our customers will be promptly,

honestly and faithfully served.

9. Death op Members of the Corporation.

The corporation has lost by death during the

last year an unusual number of members.

One of the board of trustees, Samuel M. Quincy,

by his removal leaves a vacancy to be filled today.

lie brought to his work for this institution the

same single-hearted purpose of faithful sei'vice

which had marked his career as a patriot and a

citizen. His colleagues could but echo the verdict

of a bereaved community in expressing to his fam-

ily and near kindred their high appreciation of his

ability and worth, and their sorrow for the close of

a life so precious to so many.

We have lost also two of our principal bene-

factors, Zenas M. Crane and Henry B. Rogers,
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kinclergailc'U I'liiul as well a.s to the parent institu-

tion.

]\Ir. Crane first became known to tlie l)oai(l l)y

his numilicent gifts; but we have seen reason to

believe tliat they were typical of his life and char-

acter. He was one of those who value the gains

of honest enterprise and pei'severing industry

chiefly as a treasury for beneficent uses, and who

prize wealth as a means of diffusing happiness and

well-being.

Ileniy 1>. Rogers in a late old age closed a life-

long, uninlermitted and largely diversified minis-

try of beneficence and philanthropy. With all his

other gifts he gave himself, to his country in as-

siduous offices of humanity to sick and wounded

soldiers, to various seminaries of learning in wise

counsel and watchful care, to charitable institu-

tions in vigilant supervision and in sympathy with

their managers and their beneficiaries. Endowed

with the five talents, which he made ten, he knew

equally how to expend them in large benefactions,

and to coin them into nutes and farthings of daily

and constant kindness.

The following resolutions commemorative of

these gentlemen were passed by the trustees: —
liesolveiL that we, the trustees of the Perkins Institution

and Massachusetts School for the Blind, heard with heartfelt

sorrow of the death of two distin<>iiished friends and constant

benefactors of the establishment, Mr. Zenas Marshall Crane
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of Dalton. ;uul Mr. Henry Bromfield Rogers of Boston. Ani-

mated by a, spirit of broad philanthropy and prompted by a

noble desire to come to the assistance of afflicted humanity and

mitigate its sufferings, they both took deep interest in the

enterprise of educating the blind and contributed most liber-

ally to its success. While Mr. Rogers' first unsolicited sub-

scription was the corner-stone of that grand column of intel-

lectual and moral light to the Vtlind of New England, — the

printing fund, — that of Mr. Crane was its capital. Their

benefactions covered a wide field, and their memory will ever

live in the hearts of all sightless persons and their helpers.

Besoh'ed, that we cordially recognize the faithful services

of these men to the cause of benevolence, and place on record

our just appreciation of their nol)le deeds and personal worth.

Resolved^ that the hearty sympathv of the board be ten-

dered to the respective families of the deceased.

We have also to report the death of the follow-

ing memhers of the corporation,— Sarah Aldrich,

Theophihis P. Chandler, Sarah S. Fa}^, a most

benevolent lady and constant contributor to the

funds of the institution, Richard C. Greenleaf,

well-known for the liberal and generous use of his

wealth, as well as for the graces and virtues that

leave a fragrant memory, William Perkins, univer-

sally revered and beloved, Alpheus Hardy, who

has been intimately associated with more enter-

prises of philanthropy than we can easily number,

and who has left a name honored for the highest

type of Christian excellence no less than for active

usefulness, Charles E. Wai'c, whose wisdom and

worth would have been recognized in a much

wider circle but for the modesty which he in-
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heritcd witli lluMii, and IVIarshall P. AVildtr, wlio

entered Avitli a phiiantliropic spirit into thr \ai'iou.s

associations in which for many years lie Ijore a

leading- part.

Since our report was written Ave have lost

another member of the corporation, Thomas B.

Wales, for seventeen years (from 184(3 to 1862)

treasurer of this institution,— a man of pure life

and a kind heart, a lover of all that was good in

the past, yet glad to render his sympathy and aid

to enterprises like our own which give assurance

of future and enduring usefulness.

All which is respectfully suliimitted by

FREDERICK L. AMES,
FRANCIS BROOKS,

JOHN S. DWIGHT,
JOSEPH li. GLOVER,
J. THEODORE HEARD,
ANDREW P. PEAliODY,

EDWARD N. PERKINS,

HENRY S. RUSSELL,

JAMES STURGIS,

THOMAS F. TEMPLE,

S. LOTHROP THORNDIKE,
GEORGE W. WALES,

Trustees.
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THE REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.

" The spacious panorama of a year

But multiplies the image of a day, —
A belt of mirrors round a taper's flame

;

And universal nature, through the vast

And crowded whole, an infinite paroquet,

Repeats one note."

4 Emerson.

To THE Board of Trusteks.

Oenilemcn :— Time has closed the gates of an-

other period in the history of the institution, and

while standing at the entrance of a new one it

is meet that we should take a retrospective view,

examining carefully the record of the past and

counting up our achievements and our failures.

It is also fitting that we should now form suitable

plans, purposes and resolutions for the year to

come.

Nothing which requires special mention in this

report has occurred in the operations of the es-

tablishment during the past twelve months.

The school has gone on usefully and prosper-

ously in its career, and everj^thing pertaining to

the departments of government and instruction,
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of pliysical and moral culture, of music and ol"

manual training, lias been conducted with uniform

harmony and with satisfactory results.

The eliaraetei- of the work j)erformed in the

institution has l)cen varied, lieli)ful, discriminat-

ing,— as blissful in its cfFects as rain falhng upon

the parched earth. Its chief object has been to

give to the scholars that wdiich would enable them

to participate in the activities of the world and

take care of themselves, thereby raising them from

a state of dependence upon others to a condition

of manly and womanly self-respect and self-reli-

ance.

The establishment has steadily and successfully

pursued the ends for which the benevolence of its

founders and the generosity of its patrons called

it into existence.

The aim of the course of instruction and train-

ing pursued in the various departments of the

school has been not only to develop and discipline

the powers of both body and mind, to cultivate

the taste and refine the sentiments, but also to

strengthen all moral and spiritual tendencies, and

give robustness to character and backbone to

purpose.

The teachers have been generally devoted to

their vocation and faithful in the disehar<i-e of

their I'espective duties.

The pujnls have made commendable improve-

ment in their studies and other pursuits.
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The graduates are all doing well, and no one

has brought reproach on himself or on the

alma mater that commissioned and sent him

forth.

Far be it from us to claim perfection in what

has been done at the school, but any fair-minded

person who examines the matter will find much to

commend in all departments and rare excellence

in some of them.

!N^UMBEK OF Members of the Institutiox.

" This forwarduess

Makes our hopes fair. Command our present numbers

Be mustered ; bid the captains look to 't."

Shakespeare.

At the beginning of the past year the total

number of blind persons connected with the in-

stitution in its various departments as pupils,

teachers, employes and work men and women

was 180. Since then 39 have been admitted and

19 have been discharged, making the present total

number 200.

Of these, 1G7 are in the school proper, 15 in the

kindergarten at Roxbury, and 18 in the workshop

for adults.

The first class includes 155 boys and girls en-

rolled as pupils, 10 teachers and other officers,

and two domestics. Of the pupils there are now

116 in attendance, 9 being temporarily absent on

account of ill-health or from other causes.
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The second class comprises 15 liltlc l>()ys and

girls nnder ten years of age, and the third, 18

men and women employed in the industrial de-

partment for adults.

Health of the Household.

" Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor power,

Can give the heart a cheerful hour,

When health is lost. Be timely wise
;

With health all taste of pleasure flies."

Gay.

Daring the past twelve months the hj^gienic

condition of the institution has been veiy good,

fully equalling that of any former year.

In the main building there have been five cases

of measles and one of scarlatina. They were all

of a very light form, and none attended with seri-

ous results. There has been a severe accident,

one of the little boj's having fallen and broken a

hip bone while playing on the gronnds.

In the cottages for girls no instances of illness

of a contagious or painful nature have occuri-ed.

Nevertheless we have been called npon to mourn

the sudden death of a very amial^le and much-

prized pupil, that/of Florence L. Clarke of Peace

Dale, II. I., who died on .the 14th of Jannary last

in the Massachusetts General Hospital. She was

smitten down at a single stroke by the heavy arm

of the same terrific disease— cerebro-spinal men-

ingitis— which attacked her for the first time
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about four years ago, and caused her blindness.

She sank—
" In the deep stillness of that dreamless state

Of sleep, that knows no waking joys again."

She was a beneficiary of Rhode Island, and,

although not very long a member of our school,

had given promise of attaining to success in the

future.

Scheme of the Education of the Blind.

" As the morning steals upon the night,

Melting the darkness, so their rising senses

Begin to chase tlie ignorant fumes that mantle

Their clearer reason."

Shakkspe.vrk.

The occlusion of the visual sense is not a mere

bodily deprivation— it is more than that. It affects

the whole being. While on the one hand it under-

mines the soundness and vitality of the physical

organization, it acts on the other as a distributing

force in the order of the development of the

various intellectual and moral faculties which go

to form character.

In order to remedy or to lessen the effects of

this affliction as far as possible, vind to ameliorate

the condition of its victims up to what, in their

case, may be considered as a normal standard, a

complete scheme of education— constituting a

sort of physical, intellectual and moral g^^mna-

sium, preparatory to the great struggle in the
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arena of life— is indispensable. The principnl

objects of such a system nmy l)e summarized as

follows: —
Flviiit. To develop and strengthen the bodily

powers of the pupils by regular and constant exer-

cise adapted to the requirements of their case, and

to render them healthy and vigorous.

Secondly. To cultivate and discipline their

minds, and to put them in full ])ossession of all

their faculties as tools for doing life's work.

Thirdlij. To ennoble their heai-ts and harmon-

ize the contending impnlses of their nature.

FourthJij. To refine the taste and regulate the

imagination, so as to render both subservient to

puiity of purpose and energy of action.

Fifthly. To train them up in industrial habits,

to increase theii* mnnual dexterity and the keen-

ness of their I'emnining senses, and to mirture all

their capacities and aptitudes.

These objects constitute the sum and substance

of our system of education, and a review of the

work performed in the various departments of the

institution during the past year will show that due

attention has been bestowed upon each and all

of them, and that satisfactory results have been

obtained.
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Department of Physical, Culture.
" ^vfjy ye /xfv ov xaxoi kdriv,

Mr/povi TE tcvrinai te huI ai-Kpoo x^^poCs vTtepQEv,

Avx^^'o: z'f dvi/Japov, itiya te dOsvoi- ovde vi Tj^rji

Several, aXXd xauoldi dvvspprjHTai TtoXiEddivP

Homer.

Physical culture is of inestimable value to man-

kind. It is the promoter of health and the pro-

ducer of strength. It is the builder of the pedestal

on which alone the shaft of the column of educa-

tion can stand firm and its capital ascend to the

sky. Passovv characterizes it as an inappreciable

gift made to humanity. According to Baillot it

is the means through which we can obtain a soul

of fire in a frame of iron. Broussais calls it the

art which purposes not only to train the body but

to influence the mind by acting on the physique;

while Amoros, its first propagator in France,

defines it as the rational science of all our move-

ments and of their relations to our senses, our

intelligence, our sentiments, our manners and the

development of our faculties.

That physical culture should constitute a most

important phase in a complete system of education

and form its groundwork a few words will suflice

to show.

Nature has imprescriptible rights which she

never allows to be violated with impunity.

Body and spirit are indivisible, — both are

essential parts of man. The former was given to
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the latter as a necessary instrument without which

it cannot act. They are two halves of the .same

being, and their harmonious development is con-

ducive to human j)erfection. For the term of their

earthly pilgrimage they are more inseparable and

more interdependent than the horse and its rider.

A person could no more attain mental supremacy

at the expense of his physique than a centaur

could have promoted his higher interests by

neglecting the equine part of his constitution.

" I have sinned against my brother, the ass," said

St. Francis when the abuse of his material frame

had brought on a mortal disease.

It is impossible for the intellectual faculties to

attain to their full power unless they draw from a

well formed and sound body the vitality and vigor

requisite for their manifestations. Hence we must

improve, strengthen, enrich and harmonize the

powers of the physical organism before ^^c can

reasonably expect to see aptitude, energy, talent

and learning grow on the tree of life.

A sine qua non condition of the welfare and

efficiency of a human being is that a strict equilib-

rium shall be maintained in the development of the

two sides of his nature. Plato declares that alone

to be " a good education which gives to the body

and the soul all the perfection and beauty of which

they are susceptible." Kant expresses the same

idea slightly modified; and Montaigne tells us

that we are concerned with the whole nature of
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man collectively, and not with either of its con-

stituent parts separately,—
" Ce n'est pas une ame, ce ii'est pas un corps qu'on dress, —

c'est un homme."

Of all the nations of antiquity the Greeks were

the first to conceive the idea of perfect unity in

dualism and to reason it out to its fullest extent.

They recognized the truth, that physical soundness

is the basis of mental and moral excellence. They

saw in a person's gait a key to his character, and

strove to realize " that beautiful symmetry of shape

which for us exists only in the ideal, or in the

forms of divinity, which they sculptured from

figures of such perfect proportions." Early in

the history of their civilization we find that they

bestowed great care upon the culture of the phys-

ical organism, for they knew that if the soil were

not well tilled, ploughed and regenerated by fer-

tilizers it could not produce the golden ear and

the luxuriant sheaf.

Both Homer and Pindar manifested great enthu-

siasm in singing the praises of bodily strength and

skill. The sons of king Alkinous and the valiant

youths of Phseacia were most anxious to show

to Odysseus how they could excel in public games.

The laws of Lycurgus provided free training-

schools for the thorough physical education of

both sexes. The ablest statesmen of Athens and

Thebes, of Corinth and of almost every Greek
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lator by founding palicstric, gymna.sia and race-

conrscs, and in devising measures for popularizing

them. Plato declared that '' there is no symmetry

greater than that of the body to the soul," and his

academia and xVristotle's lyceum were both gym-

nastic institutions. Four different localities were

consecrated to the " Panhellenic games," at which

the athletes of all the Hellenic tribes met for trials

of strength at intervals varying from six months

to four yeai's. The disgrace of being defeated in

the presence of an assembled nation was as bitter

as the honor of being crowned was great.

" The racer in tli' Olympic game

Before his friends was put to shame,

If, in the contest, it were seen

He'd fail to win the crown of green,

From pine leaves or from laurel wove,

For which the Grecian athlete strove."

Besides the drill-grounds and the public gymna-

sia,— of which every town had one or two, and

where the complete apparatus for all possible sports

was often combined with free baths and lecture

halls,— the larger cities had associations for the

promotion of special favorite exercises. Wrest-

ling, javelin-throwing, running, leaping, pitching

the quoit, riding, driving, climbing ropes, shooting

the arrow, were all practised by amateur clubs,

each one devoted to its special form of games.

The dominant passion with the Greeks was a love
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of beauty and harmony to which they joined a joy-

ous sense of well-being. Animated and stimulated

by these feelings they reached the goal of an ideal,

which is, as Moiiy says in the preface of his Let-

tres AtJieniennes, the " culminating point attained

by humanity. It is the primary and necessary con-

ception; it is the light which should enlighten

every man coming into this w^orld." Lecky ob-

serves, that " harmonious sustained manhood with-

out disproportion, or anomaly, or eccentricity—
that godlike type in which the same divine energy

seems to thrill with equal force through every

faculty of mind and body, the majesty of a single

power never deranging the balance or impairing

the symmetry of the whole— was probably more

keenly appreciated and more frequently exhibited

in ancient Hellas than elsewhere."

It was under the inspiring sky of that country,

and in the midst of living models formed by the

games of the palaestra and the exercises of the

gymnasium and the stadium, that the art of

sculpture, full of the divine thought, begot the

Apollo of Belvedere.

The Greek idea, that body and mind work

together and that it cannot be w^ell with the one

if it be ill w^ith the other, might seem an axiom

wiiose self-evidence could be questioned only in

a fit of insane infatuation. Yet for ages the truth

was lost sight of, and indeed w^as supplanted by

the antagonistic error, namely, that if we would
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cultivate and develop the soul we must oppress

and dishonor the tahernaele in wliieh it dwells.

To consider the dilapidation of the casket as

indispensable to the increase of the brilliancy of

the gem is an unnatural paradox, to say the least.

As a consequence of this strange logic the body

was disparaged, vilified, cursed, macerated and

mutilated by a set of theologians, scholastic and

mystical, who had wedded a religion divorced

from science. These monomaniacs held doctrines,

which, cast in the mould of profound ignoi-ance

and fanatical idolatry, were appalling in many

respects, leading to an age of mournful darkness.

Their disciples were dogmatically assured that all

earthly concernments were vain, that " bodily ex-

ercise profited but little," and that their natural

instincts and affections must be mortified in order

to qualify their souls for the new Jerusalem. The

joys of nature were to be shunned as man-traps

of the arch-fiend. The health code of the Mosaic

dispensation—whereby the Hebrew people were no

less invigorated both physically and morally than

they were refreshed by the sparkling water that

sprang from the rock— was repealed as une^en-

tial and indeed superfluous in a community of

miracle-mongers. The Olympic games were sup-

pressed by an imperial decree. Manly exercises,

the festivals of the seasons, mirthful pastimes and

health-giving sports were discouraged as unwoithy

of a holy person. Celibacy, voluntary poverty and
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willing subjection were the three suhjects which

Giotto chose for his paintings over the high altar of

Assisi as being the three distinctive characteristics

of a saint. The sons of the thaumaturgic church

were taught that our desires and dispositions are

wholly evil, and that the study of w^orldly sciences

is vain and foolish, and solicitude for the welfare of

the material frame a proofof an unregenerated heart.

When such views as these were held by all

classes of society we cannot wonder that, as

Lecliy says, " a hideous, sordid and emaciated

maniac, without knowledge, without patriotism,

without natural affection, passing his life in a long

routine of useless and atrocious self-torture, and

quailing befoi-e the ghastly phantoms of his delir-

ious brain, became the ideal of the nations which

h-jd known the writings of Plato and Cicero and

the lives of Socrates and Cato."

The crusade against the body, which consisted

in wreaking all sorts of cruelties and degradations

on the wondrous physical constitution to the end

of fi-ec'ing the spirit from the pressure of its mate-

i-ial fetters, reached later on a painful degree of

madness, of which the case of archbishop Becket

gives a most disgusting illustration.

When the corpse of this prelate was stripped,

the whole body down to the knees was found to

be incased in haircloth. This cover was so fast-

ened together as to admit of being readily taken

off for his daily scourgings, of which the portion
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inflicted on tlio day j)i'evi()U.s lo liis death was still

aj)i)ai'ent in the stripes on his skin. These mai*-

vellons proofs of austerity were increased l)y the

sight of the innumerable vermin with which the

haircloth abounded— boiling over with them, as

Dean Stanley describes it, like water in a simmer-

ing caldron.

Even so large a mind as that of Shakespeare

was tainted with the morbid feeling prevalent in

his time, and he makes some of his characters

speak of the body as a vile prison and a grave.

He says,—
" Look how the floor of heaven

Is tiiick iuhiid with palines of bright gold

;

There 's not the smallest orb which thou beholdest

But in his motion like an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubims :

Such harmony is in immortal souls ;

l>ut whilst this muddy vesture of decay

Doth grossh' close iis in, we cannot hear it."

It is passing strange that the compilers of the

English liturgy, influenced by dualistic and mon-

astic notions, included in their work no eulogium

of the body, no prayer for its health, no thanks-

giving for its functional regularity. On the other

hand, the Jews seem to have escaped this perni-

cious epidemic of denunciation of the material

frame, for in their daily acknowledgments they

bless the Lord '' who hath formed man in wis-

dom, and created in him pipes, tubes, veins and

arteries."
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The atrocious war, which was persistently

waged for so many centuries against the human

body and its proper treatment, was most disas-

trous in its physical, intellectual and moral results.

It destroyed the roots of ancient beauty and sym-

metry, and produced a series of corporeal deform-

ities, distortions, disfigurements, weaknesses and

imperfections in both shape and development,

which, transmitted from generation to genera-

tion, are still conspicuous in the great masses

of people. It unmanned the Aryan nations and

doomed them to a hopeless degeneracy and ret-

rogression, crushed the expansion of their fac-

ulties, arrested the flow and impulse of their

nature, brought about a sickly effeminacy and

mental lethargy, obscured the light of science at

the noontide hour of its existence by a total

eclipse of common sense and reason, paralyzed

all industrial progress, and, by cutting the nerves

and sinews of husbandry, changed so many Ely-

sian fields into dreary deserts.

" A heavier gloom

Ne'er covered earth. la low'riug clouds the stars

Were muffled deep, aud uot oue ray below."

Happily in the midst of this lurid darkness the

all-cheering sun of rationalism, rising on the

wings of the resuscitation of the classic writings

and of the Moorish influence, began to draw the

shady curtain from Aurora's bed, and at the ap-

proach of the harbinger of day the clouds of
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superstition were checkered with streaks of light

and the "ghosts that were wandei-ing here and

there trooped home to the churchyards." A re-

action in favor of the Greek point of \ iew with

regard to the relations of body and mind set in,

and the " grey-eyed morning " of a new era

smiled on the frowning night. The chiefs of the

Ecformation, Luther, Melanchthon and Zwingli,

urged the revival of gymnastics as a part of

the education of all classes of youth. Toltaire

planted his destructive artillery of sarcasm and

invective against the towers of mediaeval demon-

ism and miracle-worshij), hideous persecution and

ghastly asceticism, and battered them fearfully.

Rousseau, the great apostle of freedom, hurled

the thunders of his fiery eloquence against the

strongholds of mental despotism and traditional

authority with terrible eflPect, and on their ruins

he laid the corner-stone of a new educational em-

pire. The throne of the ruling power of this

realm was physical culture, while development

according to the laws of nature was its shield,

spontaneous activity its sceptre, and reason its
r

crown. Rousseau's Emile was the great event

of the last century prior to the French revolution.

Its boldness of thought and language startled the

whole world. While reading it, Kant, the sage

of Koenisberg, was so fjiscinated that, for the first

time, he forgot the walk which he had been in the

habit of taking at a certain hour every day of his
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life. This wonderful work, blending as it did

all that is so real and practical and homely in

Locke's writings— wherefrom the best of its pre-

cepts were borrowed— with all the power and

richness and beauty of the ideal, shook the school-

houses to their foundations, and ftinned the sparks

of reform into a blaze which sent its light and

warmth beyond the boundaries of France,— to

Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, even to distant

Sweden. Basedow and Camps, Salzmann and

Guts Muths, Pestalozzi and Fellenberg, Clias

and Amoros, Lind and ^achtigall, all were in-

fluenced by the ideas of the master spirit of the

age, and sought to give form and wise direction

to his speculations. They accorded due promi-

nence to bodily exercise and became its earn-

est advocates. Through their labors gymnastics

ceased to be the stock in trade of clowns and

acrobats and assumed their wonted dignity and

importance. The increase of the number of their

friends and promoters was as rapid as the growth

of popular n^ith in their beneficence was astonish-

ing. Converts constantly joined the ranks of

their partisans, and thanks to an ardent propa-

ganda they reconquered the place which they had

occupied in antiquity.

The first suggestions in regard to making

physical culture an important branch of public

education we owe to the Germans; but perhaps

the most accurate views of its objects and util-
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ity ai-e to be found in Pestalozzi. In bis work

How Gertrude teaches her Childreriy be truces

tbe necessity of its introduction, tbe foundation

upon wbieb it sbould rest, and tbe manner in

wliicb it sliould be appUed.

Tbese principles very soon developed tbem-

selves in Germany, and Prof. Jabn of Uerlin and

bis pupils, during tbe war of independence, gave

tbem a sudden and important celebrity. To the

enthusiasm and skill of tbese young men, wbo

formed the vapguard of Bliicher's army, much of

tbe fervent spirit of national resistance to the

domination of the French is undoubtedly to be

ascribed. Tbe favor with which gymnastics were

then regarded was universal. Kings and people

vied with each other in extolling their worth and

importance. But in the troublous times that fol-

lowed tbe triumphs of the battle-field they fell

into disrepute, at least with the governments of

Germany. ^N^ot only w^ere the promises recalled

which had been proclaimed in an hour of need,

but the gymnasia throughout that country, with

the exception of those of Wiirtemberg, were

closed in 1819. Jabn and his disciples, the

turners, were denounced as liberals and enemies

to the state. Tbe former was thrown into prison

and kept there nntil 1825.

Gymnastics, expatriated from Germany in some

degree, were well received in France, and there

formed an integral part of education. An attempt
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made by Piof. Yolker, a pupil of Jahn, to trans-

plant them into England was not crowned with

equal success. In the meantime all official opposi-

tion to them ceased in Germany, and they were

finally introduced into the public schools from the

lowest to the highest grades in 1842, when turners'

societies, into whose organization the quickening

genius of Jahn breathed the spirit of life and

growth, were flourishing all over the country.

Soon after this physical culture won its way to

recognition on both hemispheres as an indis-

pensable part of sound education and as a preserver

of health and restorer of strength, and it has spread

very rapidly. During the past twenty-five years

due homage has been paid to it in Europe and

America, and the magnificent temples and humble

tabernacles, which are expressly built in various

institutions of learning and in other places for its

worship, multiply year by year.

The restoration of gymnastics is one of the

most auspicious signs of the times, and the rich

results already obtained by their practice are full

of meaning and promise for the future. They

indicate that the revival of the Greek idea,— that

body and mind are two well-fitting halves of a

perfect whole and that each of them has its distinct

and urgent claims to nurture and development, —
aided by the exact methods of modern science and

guided not by the lamp of observation alone but

also by the light of physiological knowledge, will
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eradicate the seeds and blot out tlie remaining

marks of mediaeval barbarism, and equip tlie lucm-

bers of the human fiimily for the exigencies of the

campaign of life and the demands of civilization.

I have given the history of gymnastics at con-

siderably greater length than would ordinarily

be admissible in the limits of an annual report foi-

the sole purpose of placing before the blind a

striking illustration both of the inestimable benefits

derived from physical culture and of the untold woes

and miseries resulting from its neglect, and also

for the sake of showing to them its supreme value

and importance in their own case.

There is no other class of children and youth

who are in such great need of bodily exercise as

they are. For reasons relating partly to the cause

which destroyed their visual sense, but mainly to

the limitations and restrictions resulting from its

loss, they are weak in organization, inferior in

physique, wanting in vital force, and liable to the

incursions of disease. In other words,—
" Their body 's of so frail a kind,

As force without, fevers within eau kill."

Pale faces, narrow chests, " shoulders folded

round to the front," heads stooping forward from

the base of the column of the neck, spinal cur-

vatures and spindling legs abound in them. No
roses bloom upon their cheeks, nor can vermilion

be seen on their lips; but haggard sadness, " lean-
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looking, sallow care," and pining sluggishness,

—

a " rueful train,"— dwell on their brows. At the

very best, theirs is a listless company. True, a

few boisterous youths among them leave nothing

to be desired in point of noise; but the rush and

exuberance of spirits natural to seeing persons are

noticeable chiefly by their absence in the sightless.

The following lines of Churchill seem as if they

were written with special reference to their case.

" Awkward, embarrass'd, stiff, without the skill

Of moving gracefully, or standing still,

One leg, as if suspicious of his brother,

Desirous seems to run away from t'other."

These imperfections, flaws, weaknesses and bad

habits of the material organism are not mere

negative disadvantages, marring the external ap-

pearance solely, but positive hindrances to intellec-

tual, moral and aesthetic culture. Hence we must

remove or rectify them as far as possible, and

render our pupils first and above all " fine animals,"

healthy and vigorous, — strong of limb, straight of

carriage and ruddy of hue,— before we can reas-

onably expect to make them thorough scholars,

accomplished musicians, successful tuners of piano-

fortes, skilful mechanics, nay, before we can make

them men and women fitted for life and able to

perform its ordinary duties. Only where there is a

good and well-husbanded soil is it possible for

the fragrant flowers and the luscious fruits to

grow.
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Tn view of these I'aets, and in eomplianre with

the prineiples whieh lie at the foundation of our

seheme of education, the care and attention l)e-

stowed on the department of i)hysical training in

our school have been, during the past yeai', as

steady and as unremitting as ever. !N^o efforts

have been spared in carrying out and improving

a series of intelligent, progressive, and, to some

extent, scientific gymnastics.

These exercises, supplemented by play and

games in the open air, are calculated to modify the

growth and distiibute the resources of the body so

that each particular pait shall have its legitimate

share, to nip in the bud all germs of disease, to

increase the action of the circulatory organs—
thereby promoting the elimination of efiete matter

and quickening all vital processes till languor and

inertia disappear like rust from a busy plowshare,

— to develop robust constitutions and fortify those

that are feeble, and above all to secure that supreme

earthly gift, health. This alone can enable the

blind to pursue their callings and do their work

with the greatest amount of comfort to themselves

and usefulness to others, and without it everything

else in this world is chimerical and deceptive.

It is with a sense of profound gratitude that I

make the statement, that, by a sti"ict adherence to

the potent instrumentality of regular bodily exer-

cise, our scholars have made enormous gains in

strength, general appearance, morals and manners;
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and, although their physique has not been so com-

pletely reformed and finely shaped as to justify ns

in applying to them Homer's lines that serve as

the text of this sketch, and saying,—
" What nervous arms they boast, how firm their tread,

Their limbs how turned, how broad their shoulders spread ;"

yet we can affirm, that not only their material

frames have been freed from many ills and blem-

ishes and nurtured to healthier and fuller growth,

but that favorable conditions for the attainment of

intellectual and moral development have been made

possible.

Thus the fire of physical culture, lighted in our

g3'mnasium, has kindled a large amount of common

sense and well-being throughout the school, and

has produced most satisfactory results.

For these, as well as for the belief in the benefi-

cence of gymnastic exercises which has taken root

in this institution, the blind of 'New England and

their helpers are as much indebted to the faithful

devotion, calm enthusiasm and assiduous labors ot

both Col. John H. Wright and Miss Delia Bennett,

as were the Germans to the patriotic sentiments

and organizing genius of Jahn, who united them

in one nation and enabled them to endure unflinch-

ingly the hardships of the war and drive the

enemy out of their fatherland.
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Literary Departmen^t.

" Doctrina sed vim i)r<>iiiovi'(l iii.sitain.

Rectique cultiis pectora roborant

:

Utcunque defecere mores,

ludecorant bene iiata culpae."

So wrote Horace a little more than nineteen

centuries ago, and his words have stood the test

of years and human experience, and are as weighty

at the present time as they were during the empire

of Augustns. They embody the sum and sub-

stance of education, are full of meaning and Avis-

dom, and have been beautifully interpreted in the

following lines: —
" Yet sage instructions to refine the soul,

And raise the genius, wondrous aid impart.

Conveying inward, as they purely roll,

Strength to the mind and vigor to the heart

:

When morals fail, the stains of vice disgrace

The fairest honors of the noblest race."

Development and discipline of the mind, com-

bined with culture of the heart, have been the aim

and end of the course of instruction and training

pursued in our school.

In reviewing the work of this department, it

gives me sincere pleasure to note the progress

that has been made during the past year, and to

report the usual degree of success.

The advancement of the pupils in their respect-

ive studies has been rapid and satisfactory.
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The teachers have been faithful in the discharge

of their duties and eager to adopt or devise the

best means and most approved methods for im-

parting instruction. A reasonable degree of free-

dom has been accorded to them in all their plans

and arrangements; and while they have been

required to adhere closely to the fundamental

principles upon which our scheme of education is

based, and to travel in the same general direction

and by lines nearly parallel, they have been per-

mitted to use their own judgment in all details.

Those among them who are gifted with inventive

talent of any kind, have been allowed to exercise

it without any restraint whatever.

During the past year, as in the previous ones,

we have striven to raise the tone of thought and

study in our school and to inspire the pupils with

an enthusiastic desire for a wider culture, a choicer

selection of books and a more serious purpose in

reading. In all this intellectual work we have

been laying the foundations for clearer thinking,

for broader mental development and for genuine

character building.

At the close of the last school term the engage-

ment of Mr. Jay M. Hulbert, principal teacher in

the boys' department, was not renewed. Mr. Hul-

bert had served the institution for two consecutive

years conscientiously and to the best of his ability.

Mr. Jesse T. Morey of Ballston, ^. Y., was ap-

pointed to fill the vacancy. He is a young man of
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good parts and devoted to his chosen profession.

Moreover he is familiar with all the special fea-

tures of our work, having filled a similar position

in a sister institution in his native state.

We have also lost the services of one of the

ablest and most efficient teachers in the girls' de-

partment, Miss Harriet D. Burgess, who declined

a reelection last July for the purpose of entering

upon the duties of a home of her own. She has

since been married, and we have no doubt that the

young schoolmaster who was fortunate enough to

become her husband, cheered as he will be in his

work by the companionship of such a charming

consort, and one so full of sunshine and the ten-

derness of wifely love, will find life worth living

and teaching not a drudgery but a pleasant occu-

pation. Miss Sarah M. Lilley of Norwood, a grad-

uate of the state normal school at Bridgewater,

and a young lady of modest demeanor and earnest

purpose, has been appointed to the place of Miss

Burgess.

Music Department.
" Music! Oil, how faint, how weak.

Language fades before thy spell

!

Why should feeling ever speak,

When thou canst breathe her soul so well?"

Moore.

Music has continued to hold its position as one of

the strongest features in the scheme of education

of this institution, and the work of the department
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devoted to its cultivation has been characterized by

steady progress.

The number of pupils who received musical in-

struction during the past year was one hundred

and three. Of these, eighty-eight studied the

pianoforte; thirteen, the cabinet and pipe organs;

five, the violin; eight, the clarinet; one, the flute;

twenty-three, brass instruments; nine, the history

of music; thirty-seven (divided into five separate

classes) studied harmony; two, counterpoint;

eighty-three practised singing in classes, of which

we have five, and twenty received private lessons

in vocal trainiug.

Of the eighty-eight pupils who began to take

pianoforte lessons, tvvelve discontinued them—
after a fair trial and careful examination,— for

want of the necessary talent. Of the remaining

seventy-six, a few will learn to play the piano either

as an accomplishment merely or for their own

amusement, and more will become familiar with

the use of the key-board and the accord of

sounds for the sole purpose of obtaining such

elementary knowledge in this direction as is requi-

site for the acquirement of the art of tuning. But

by far the larger part of these students will qualify

themselves as teachers, while a few among them

give promise of attaining excellence as performers,

and may rise to the level of artists in their profes-

sion, if they can have the benefit of a course of

higher instruction.
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Each pupil has been examined separately in liis

study of the pianoforte once in two weeks. At

the end of each month he has been required to

play one selection in the presence of the other

scholars and the teachers. This exercise— which

has been in practice for several years— is found

to be very useful ; for it accustoms the performer

to play before an audience, and at the same time

shows his relative standing better than it could be

presented by any system of marking.

The members of our brass band have been fre-

quently engaged to give concerts or to play at

fairs and various other entertainments in Boston

and elsewhere. This has afforded them their best

opportunity for testing their powers before the

public.

During the last three months of the school year

a quartette of brass instruments and a cornet

soloist were hired to assist in the Sunday evening

service of the Phillips church at South Boston.

This experience was both pleasant and profitable

for the performers.

Our teachers have been insisting more and more

strongly, that the scholars, by constant pi'acticc

and repetition at frequent intervals, should keep

vividly in mind and be able to play faultlessly and

with proper expression all the music which they

learn wdiile under instruction; and which, consist-

ing as it does of a series of graded exercises,

etudes and masterpieces of the best composers,
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is of great service to them iu their profession after

they graduate and leave the school.

Our collection of musical instruments of various

kinds has been kept in very good condition and

replenished from time to time, and our supply of

embossed music on the Braille system has been

greatly increased both by a large importation from

abroad and by the productions of the Howe Memo-
rial Press. Sixteen chorals by John Sebastian

Bach, printed in score, forty-five hymn tunes, and

selections from Arban's instruction book for the

cornet are among the latter.

In addition to the regular lessons in the various

branches of vocal and instrumental music and the

ample means for thorough instruction and regular

practice afforded at the institution, external oppor-

tunities for the cultivation and i-efinement of the

taste of the pupils and the development of their

artistic sense have been eagerly sought and

greatly enjoyed. Thanks to the ceaseless kind-

ness and boundless generosity of the most eminent

musicians of the city and to the leading musical

societies and the proprietors of theatres— whose

names will be given in full hereafter— our scholars

have been invited to attend the finest rehearsals,

concerts, operas, oratorios, recitals, and the like.

And for such favoi's as these they are especially

beholden to Mr. Henry Lee Higginson, to whom the

Bostonians are no less indebted for his munificent

patronage of the queen of the fine arts than were
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(he Ixomuns to Maecenas, or the Florentines to

Lorenzo tie Medici.

Our pupils have also listened with delight to

many excellent pei'formances given in our own

hall by friendly artists.

There has been but one change in the corps

of teachers of this department. Miss Delia B.

Upson resigned her position at the end of the last

school session, and has since been united in wed-

lock with one of her fellow workers in the same

Held, Mr. Elmer Samuel Ilosmer, who retains his

post on the staff of instructors. They occupy an

apartment in one of our new brick houses on

Fourth street, and thus by losing an efficient

assistant we have gained a reliable tenant. Miss

Bertha E. Beed of Maiden has been chosen to

occupy the place made vacant by Miss Upson's

retii'ement.

Tuning Department.
'' Julia. lie plays false, father.

Host. How? Out of tiiue on the strings?
"

Shakespeare.

The art of tuning and repairing pianofortes has

proved to be one of the most important branches

of oiu* system of training the blind to useful occu-

pations and of equipping them for the practical

affairs of life, and the special attention which has

long been paid to it in this institution has suffered

no relaxation during the past year.

Thirteen pupils have been under instruction in
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this department. Of these three graduated at the

close of the last school term.

The course of instruction in tuning has been

thorough and systematic, and our facilities for the

study of the art and for practical work have been

more extensive than ever before.

By a wise combination of correct theory with

constant practice our scholars are enabled to make

steady progress and to become competent and

skilful operators.

Both the encouragement which our tuners con-

tinue to receive from some of the very best and

most influential families in Boston and the neigh-

boring towns, and the unanimity with which the

annual contract for the care of the pianofortes in

the public schools of this city has been awarded

to them for the eleventh time, bear convincing

testimony to the excellence of their work and

commend their services to all foir-minded and

public-spirited citizens.

Notwithstanding the unavoidable necessity which

compelled one of our most reliable tuners to give

up the performance of his duties during the early

part of the season, the business of this department

has sustained no loss whatever. On the contrary

the general patronage has increased, and the re-

ceipts show a gain even over those of the preceding

year.

Encouraging reports come to us from former

pupils who have established themselves as tuners
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in different parts of the country and wlio are pur-

suing their avocation very profitably and to tlic

entire satisfaction of their patrons, and of the

communities in which they live.

Department of Industkial Education.

" Nature lives by labor
;

Beast, bird, air, fire, tlie heavens and rolling world,

All live by action ; nothing lives at rest

But death and ruin." Dykr.

Industrial training- Avas adopted in this insti-

tution at the date of its organization as a very

essential part of our scheme of education, and it

has proved to be one of the most effective agencies

for placing our pupils in the conditions most

favorable to mental and moral improvement and to

the prospect of future independence, as well as

one of the best means for enabling them to con-

tribute their quota of endeavor towards the gen-

eral well-being in which they share.

The business in both branches of this depart-

ment has been conducted during the past year

with zeal and fidelity on the part of those in charge

of them, and with very gratifying results in each

case.

I. Workshop for the Boys.

The design of this workshop— the primary

object of which is to afford to all boys and youths

an opportunity and means of training in industrial

pursuits and of becoming qualified to contribute
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by their own exertions to self-support— has been

prosecuted with success, and most of the learners

have made satisfactory progress.

The usual mechanic arts have been carefully

taught, and special attention has been paid to that

of upholstery, an experienced journeyman having

been regularly employed to give instruction in it,

and to aid our assistant workmaster, Mr. Eugene

C. Howard, to become familiar with its details.

Great stress has been at all times laid upon the

fact that most of our graduates have to labor in

the common field of human activities and earn their

bread in hand to hand competition with seeing

persons, and that they must be well-trained and

thoroughly equipped for the struggle of existence.

The gods usually stand by the side of that army

of which the soldiers are drilled and armed in the

best possible manner. With a good preparation

and a determination to overthrow the barriers

raised in their way by physical infirmity, the blind

can enter the arena of practical life with a hopeful

outlook. Doubtless, in seeking employment and

endeavoring to place themselves in the ranks of

producers, they will meet with many obstacles and

a gi-eat deal of mistrust and opposition, arising

solely from ignorance of their abilities. But they

must bear in mind that courage, earnestness of

purpose, perseverance, enterprise and readiness to

do with their might the first honest work that is

offered to them seldom fail to ensure success.
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charming little verse of Charles Kingsley, and

invariably act in accordance with the wholesome

advice therein contained:—
" Do the work that's nearest,

Though it 'b dull at whiles
;

Helping, when 3'ou meet them,

Lame dogs over stiles."

//. WorTcrooms for the Girls.

These rooms have lost nothing either of the

industry and activity which have characterized

them for so many years, or of the spirit of cheer-

ful diligence which pervades them and brightens

their atmosphere. They continue to be as attrac-

tive and in as good condition as they ever

were.

This state of things may be ascribed in part to

the general tone of our school and to many whole-

some influences which are prevalent there, but it

is mainly due to the unremitting efforts, exemplary

devotion and exquisite tact of the principal in-

structress and chief organizer. Miss Abby J. Dill-

ingham. Under her patient care and wise direction

the girls have made excellent progress in various

manual pursuits. Many of them have become

adepts in the manipulation of sewMug and knitting

machines and the use of the needle. In some

kinds of sewing, knitting and crocheting they

surpass the majority of those who can see. They
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display fine taste and excel in several lines of

handiwork, because their teacher like Athene—
to borrow Homer's words— " gave them skill and

beautiful design."

" liepi ydp dcpidi dajHEV \l0?jv7j

E^'pyar tTTidrcxdBai nepixixXea -Hal cppevai tdOXd?.^^

In addition to the valuable benefits which our

girls derive from thorough and systematic training

in various branches of handicraft, they are required

to take turns in doing the lighter household work

and to gain practical experience in domestic affairs.

Owing to the uncommon facilities and opportuni-

ties which our family system offers towards this

end, there are few among them who, on leaving

the institution, will not be able to do their part

towards making their homes comfortable and

pleasant.

It is with deep regret tliat I am obliged to speak

of Miss Dillingham's feeble health, which compelled

her to ask to be relieved from her duties for one

year. Her request was granted and we earnestly

hope that she will soon recruit her strength in the

enjoyment of absolute rest and recover her health

completely. Miss Cora L. Davis, to whose fitness

for her task and efficient services we have had

occasion to refer in previous reports, was promoted

as substitute for Miss Dillingham, and Miss A.

Margaret Morrison of Salem has been appointed as

her assistant.
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" No iron so li.'iid, luit ni.st will fret it;

No perch so high, but climbing will get it

;

Nothing so lost, but seeking will find it;

No night so diuk, Itut there is daylight behind it."

The discovery of ways and means for rescuing

persons alllicted with combined blindness and

deafness from the dread dungeon of deathlike

darkness and stillness, and for enabling them to

come into communion with the outer world, is one

of the grandest achievements of the nineteenth

century.

History has preserved the names of only a few

members of the human family who have been

doomed to that terrible state of mental and spirit-

ual incarceration, which one of its more recent

victims, Mr. Morrison Heady of Kentucky, delin-

eates so pathetically in his most powerful and per-

fect poem. The Double JSFight; but there is no

mention of any serious attempts having ever been

made to teach them systematic language as a

means of intercourse with their fellows. The

ideas expressed on the subject by the renowned

abbe de TEpee in his learned speculations were

merely vague theories, which had no foundation in

fact and were never confirmed by practical tests.

It is just fifty years this autumn since the popu-

lar heart of this country first went out in sympathy

toward Laura Bridgman in her dreadful affliction.
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Attacked early in childhood by that dire disease,

scarlet fever in a malignant form, she was shorn

of the senses of sight and hearing, taste and smell,

and was left in a most deplorable condition. For

five months she lay in a darkened room. After

long suffering she began to rally. She improved

slowly, and two years had passed before her health

was fully restored; but her mind was shut up by

what appeared to be an impenetrable wall. Her

deprivations were simply appalling. She was left

with the meagre equipment of touch as her sole

means with which to find her way into the world

of thought, speech and light. Benevolent per-

sons, amazed at the immensity of her calamity,

asked, "Who will free this imprisoned soul?

Who will bridge the chasm which separates this

isolated spirit from her kind?" In the midst of

general silence the illustrious founder of this insti-

tution answered, "I will try;" and hastened to

Hanovei", New Hampshire, to ascertain the facts

in the case and induce the parents of the little girl

to send her to Boston and place her under his

care.

Dr. Howe was by constitution a champion of

freedom, by impulse a philanthropist, and by

genius and purpose a reformer. Like many

another gallant worker in the world he had the

soldier spirit with the savior intent— and the love

of adventure as well. He was the very man to go

out as an apostle of liberation. He entered upon
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DK. HOWE TEACllINd LAL'liA IJKIlXiMAN.

the task of piercing a trackless forest and purvey-

ing mental pabulum to the starving mind of Laura

with] undaunted courage and indomitable will.

He had no precedent to follow, no indices to be

guided by. But he was determined to succeed.
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In his estimate, obstacles of whatever magnitude

were only " things to be overcome," and nothing

more. He was confident that his little pupil pos-

sessed the desire and capacity for acquiring a com-

plete arbitrary language, and resolved to enable

her to do so. Perseverance, skill, sagacity, inge-

nuity, and in fact all the resources of his fertile

brain and the forces of his unbending will were

brought to bear upon this point. Finally, after

numberless trials and heroic efforts for weeks and

months, the first and most important step was

taken. Laura was made to understand that all

things have names which can be expressed by

complex signs or letters embossed on paper or

formed by the fingers. Thus a grand victory was

won. The means were discovered for reaching

the human soul in its saddest and completest im-

prisonment. A new jewel was added to the crown

of philanthropy; and the name of Dr. Howe was

engraved on the golden tablets on which are in-

scribed the names of the benefactors of mankind.

Laura's happy deliverance from so fearful an

entombment became widely known all over the

civilized world, and was hailed with great delight

and universal wonder. Philosophers and thinkers

of both Europe and America have made it the sub-

ject of much profound thought and serious com-

ment. Titled nobles, nay, even crowned heads,

have confessed the merit of this marvellous

achievement, and have bowed in homage to the
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noble spii'it of the deed. The royalty of genius,

culture and goodness— too princely for coronet,

diadem, or any badge of distinction— has rendered

its tribute of praise; and the devotees of the

science of education have found a mine of study

and suggestion in this extraordinary case.

The achievement of Dr. Howe, like a column of

holy fire, blazed upon the pathway and indicated

the course to be traversed by his successors. The

methods and processes employed in Laura's case

were soon applied to that of Oliver Caswell and

proved to be most efficacious. They have since

become standard and are now used on both hemi-

spheres with great success.

" All can raise the flowers now,

For all have got the seed."

After the glorious discovery of Christopher

Columbus the Atlantic ocean became a common
thoroughfare.

During the past twenty-five years the number

of persons bereft of the senses of sight and

hearing has increased in Europe and America.

Sporadic cases are found almost ever3'where, but

by far the largest proportionate number of them is

scattered among the rural population of Sweden.

Reliable statistics show that there are from thirty

to thirty-five sufferers of this class in that country.

A benevolent lady, Madame Elizabeth Anrep ]N'or-

din, has taken a most profound interest in the wel-
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fare of these hapless human beings. She has called

the attention of the royal family to their existence

and condition, and through its influence has in-

duced the government to bring the matter before

the parliament and obtain the legislation necessary

to secure a special provision for their care and

training. Aided by a religious society, she came

to this country about twenty months ago, visited

the institutions for the deaf and those for the blind

in 'New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Hartford,

Northampton and Boston, and spent several weeks

under our roof studying the case of Laura Bridg-

man and every incident connected with it. On
her return home to Skara, Sweden,— where her

husband is the principal of an establishment for

deaf-mutes,— she organized a little school and

commenced work with five pupils. Owing to

the lack of suflScient pecuniary means this most

beneficent enterprise is not making as rapid prog-

ress as we earnestly desire.

The last census of the United States does not

give the exact number of persons afilicted with the

loss of two or more senses, but it is safe to state

that there cannot be fewer than forty. About one

dozen of these have been or are now under in-

struction in various schools for the deaf or for the

blind.

The case of James H. Caton has been known

for a number of years. We have still in our pos-

session a few lines of autobiography, which he
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wrote for ns on a type-writer in 1880, soon after

Garfield's election. He was graduated from the

'New York Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in

June last and delivered the salutatory address.

Agnes O'Connor has been in the Illinois Insti-

tution for the Deaf and Dumb since last winter.

She was taken [there by the superintendent, Dr.

Gillett, who had found her in the Cook county

almshouse, and was placed under the immediate

supervision and tuition of his niece. Miss Jane Y.

Gillett. The exact age of the unfortunate girl is

not known, but she is not far from her fifteenth

year. Dr. Gillett has spared no pains in directing

her education, and she is making very satisfactory

progress.

Albert A. Nolen of Salem, Massachusetts,

was admitted to the American Asylum for the

Deaf and Dumb at Hartford, Oct. 14, 1886, at

the age of twelve years. The principal of that

institution, Prof. Job Williams, assigned the task

of introducing him to a knowledge of words to

one of his most competent teachers. Miss Kate C.

Camp, and has himself taken a deep interest in

devising or providing means to facilitate her work.

During a brief visit which I made last February

in Hartford I had an opportunity of witnessing the

processes employed in the training of this lad and

of seeing the progress he was making, and it is

with great pleasure that I bear testimony to the

excellence of both the methods and the results.
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Mr. Frank Battles, acting principal of the Penn-

sylvania Institution for the Blind in Philadelphia,

has among his pupils three who are both deaf and

sightless. Their names and ages are as follows :
—

William A. Miller, born in England, Dec. 30>

1871, lost his sight at eleven years of age; Mar-

tha Morehouse, born in ]S"ew Jersey, Sept. 2,

1866 ; Katharine A. W. Parry, born in England,

July 20, 1872, lost her sight at seven years of age,

but sees enough to distinguish color and objects

plainly. They all retain the power of speech,

having lost the sense of hearing after they had

learned to talk. They are taught by means of the

single hand manual alphabet used by the deaf, and

are making satisfactory progress both in their

studies and in various handicrafts.

Edith M. Thomas was admitted to the kinder-

garten for the blind connected with this institution

several weeks ago, and one of our graduates. Miss

Lilian May Fletcher, was engaged as her special

teacher, and has already taken successfully the

first steps in opening to her the mysteries of

language.

But of all the blind and deaf-mute children who

are under instruction Helen Keller of Tus-

cumbia, Alabama, is undoubtedly the most remark-

able. It is no hyperbole to say that she is a

phenomenon. History presents no case like hers.

In many resj^ects, such as intellectual alertness,

keenness of observation, eagerness for informa-
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tion, and in bi-ightness and vivacity of temper-

ament she is unqiiestionaljly equal to Laura

Bridgman; while in quickness of perception, grasp

of ideas, breadth of comprehension, insatiate thirst

for solid knowledge, self-reliance and sweetness of

disposition she certainly excels her prototype.

Helen was born June 27, 1880, w^ith all her

faculties. At the age of about nineteen months

she had a violent attack of congestion of the

stomach, and this illness resulted in total loss of

sight and hearing. On the 15th of July, 188G, her

father, Capt. Arthur H. Keller, wrote me a letter,

giving me a brief account of the deprivations as

well as of the mental activity of his little daughter,

and asking me whether I could procure a compe-

tent teacher foi' her. I responded in the affirm-

ative, and my thoughts Avere almost instinctively

turned towards Miss Annie M. Sullivan. She had

just graduated from our school, where she had

stood at the head of her class, and her valedictory

address— a beautiful original production, teeming

with felicitous thoughts clothed in a graceful style

— was a revelation even to those who were ac-

quainted with her uncommon powers. After due

deliberation I decided to make known to Miss

Sullivan the contents of Capt. Keller's letter and

to inform her that the position would be open to

her provided she could fit hei-self for its require-

ments. She replied that she would try, and began

immediately the work of prepai-ation with great
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earnestness and unremitting application. She

studied Laura Bridgman's case thoroughly in all

its phases, perused voluminous books on mental

development, read the reports of Dr. Howe with
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assiduous care, mastered his methods and processes

in their minutest details, and drank copiously of

his noble spirit and of the abundance of his faith

in the efficacy of human capacities and innate

powers for redemption and improvement. Having

become convinced by actual observation that she

was well equipped for her work and absolutely

competent to take charge of the little girl, I wrote

again to Capt. Keller, recommending her most

highly and without any reservation. In conse-

quence of this correspondence liberal terms were

offered, an agreement was readily effected, and

my dear friend and former pupil started for Ala-

bama the last week in February.

On entering upon her work Miss Sullivan was

struck with the extraordinary intelligence and

remarkable aptitude of her little pupil. She com-

menced to give her instruction, and chose for the

object of the first lesson a beautiful doll, which

had just been sent to the child from Boston and

for which she seemed to cherish a warm maternal

attachment. For obvious reasons the greatest

difficulty and most perplexing part of the task of

introducing blind and deaf-mute persons to the

mysteries of language is to make them understand

that all objects have names which can be expressed

by arbitrary signs. This is the principal and most

important part in the whole undertaking. As the

French say, it is the first step that counts more

than anything else.

" C'est le premier pas qui coute."
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"When this is accomplished all else goes well,

and success is assured. ]^ow, in looking over the

record of every known case, we find that this

starting point, this initiative step has invariably

been slow, tardy, uncertain, and not infrequently

vexatious. It was nearly three months before

Laura Bridgman— the brightest and quickest of

them all— caught the idea. It was not so with

Helen. The thought flashed across her marvellous

brain as soon as it was transmitted to it by one of

its " lackeys or scullions," the sense of touch. In

three lessons she perceived, clearly and distinctly,

that words stood for objects; and in less than a

week's time she was in possession of the mystery

of this relation in the fulness of its meaning, and

became mistress of the whole situation. As if im-

pelled by a resistless instinctive force she snatched

the key of the treasury of the English language

from the fingers of her teacher, unlocked its doors

with vehemence, and began to feast on its contents

with inexpressible delight. As soon as a slight

crevice was opened in the outer wall of their two-

fold imprisonment, her mental faculties emerged

full-armed from their living tomb as Pallas Athene

sprang from the head of Zeus. Her thoughts,

long suppressed for the want of adequate means

for exjjression,—
" Burst their confinement with impetuous sway."

In illustration of the wondei-ful mental activity

and the rapid development of this remarkable
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child, and as showing also some of the prominent

traits of her character, the following extracts are

taken from Miss Sullivan's letters:—
May 2, 1887. — Helen is truly a wonderful child. It seems

to me that one with all her senses could not have accomplished

any more than she has done in these three months,— indeed, it is

not yet quite three months since she began. She knows almost

three hundred words and is learning five or six a day. Their

length does not seem to make any difiference to her. One day

she touched the railing of the stairs and wanted me to give

her the name for it. I spelled balustrade to her two or three

times. Two days afterward I thought I would see if she remem-

bered any of the letters, when, to my surprise, she spelled the

word without a mistake ; and such words as ice-cream, straw-

berry^ raspberry , and rocking-chair she learns as readily as words

of two letters.

I never have to spell a proper name to her but once. The

name of the gentleman who is boarding with us is Mr. Goodnow,

and Helen always calls him by it. I suppose Laura's instructors

did not teach her titles, because they thought she would not

perceive the difference between the name and the title, but I

have made Helen pause after Mr., Mrs., or Uncle, as the case

may be, and Avhen she is a little farther advanced T can very

easily explain this to her.

She sits for an hour or two every day finding tlie words she

Knows in her books, and whenever she conies to one she screams

with delight. I can now tell her to go up stairs or down, to go

into the hall or room, to lock or unlock the door, to sit or stand,

walk or run, lie or creep, and she understands me. 'Whenever

I give her a new word, especially a word expressing action, like

Jio]) or jtimp, or an}- of those already mcnlioned, she throws her

jarms around me and kisses me.

June 19.— Mj' little pupil continues to manifest the same

eagerness to leaiii as at first. Every waking moment is spent in
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the endeavor to satisfy her innate desire for knowledge, and her

mind works so incessantly that we have feared for her health.

Bnt her appetite, which left her a few weeks ago, has returned,

and her sleep seems more quiet and natural. She will be seven

years old the 27th of this month. Her height is four feet, one

inch, and her head measures twenty inches in circumference,

the line being drawn around the head so as to pass over the

prominences of the parietal and frontal bones. Above this line

the head rises one and one-fourth inches.

During our walks she keeps up a continual spelling and

delights to accompany it with actions such as skipping, hopping,

jumping, running, walking fast, walking slow, and the like.

When she drops stitches she says, "Helen wrong, teacher will

cry." If she wants water she says, " Give Helen drink water."

She knows four hundred words besides numerous proper nouns.

In one lesson I taught her these words,— bedstead, mattresSy

sheet, blanket, comforter, spread, pilloiv. The next day I found

that she remembered all but spread. The same day she had

learned, at different times, the words, house, tveed, dust, siving,

molasses, fast, slotv, maple-sugar and counter, and she had not-

forgotten one of these last. This will give you an idea of the

retentive memory she possesses. She can count to thirty very

quickly, and can write seven of the square hand letters and the

words which can be made with them. She seems to understand

about writing letters and is impatient to " write Frank letter.""

She enjoys punching holes in paper with the stiletto and I sup-

posed it was because she could examine the result of her work
;

but we watched her one day, and I was much surprised to find

that she imagined she was writing a letter. She would spell

"Eva" (a cousin of whom she is very fond) with one hand,,

then make believe write it ; then spell " sick in bed," and write-

that. She kept this up for nearly an hour. She was (or

imagined she was) putting on paper the things which had

interested her. When she had finished she carried it to her

mother and spelled, " Frank letter," and gave it to her brother
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to take to the post oflice. She has been witli me to take letters

to the post oflice.

She recognizes Instantly a person whom she has once met,

and spells the name. Unlike Lanra, she is fond of gentlemen,

-and we notice that she makes friends with a gentleman sooner

than with a lady.

There is seldom a cloud seen upon her face and we observe

i;hat it grows brighter every day. She is always ready to share

whatever she has with those about her, often keeping but very

little for herself. She is very fond of dress and of all kinds of

finery, and is very unhappy when she finds a hole in anything

she is wearing. She will insist on having her haii- put in curl

papers when she is so sleepy she can scarcely stand. She

•discovered a hole in her boot the other morning and, after

breakfast, she went to her father and spelled, "Helen new boot

Simpson" ( her brother) " buggy store man." One can easily

;see her meaning.

In farther illustration of her love of dress I

.quote from a letter of earlier date:—
Have I told you that Helen has a great notion of " primping ?

"

Nothing pleases her better than to be dressed in her best

clothes. The other day I told her to put her hat on and I

would take her to walk. I was changing my dress at the time

and I suppose Helen thought I was di-essing up. She went

.downstairs in a great hurry, and showed her mother that she

wanted her best dress on. Mrs. Keller paid no attention to

her. Hence she decided to fix herself. When I called for her

I found the most comical looking child imaginable. She had

wet her hair until the water was running in little streams in all

dii-ections, and if it did not look sleek nothing ever did. She

had found her father's hau'-oil and put no small quantity of that

on'as a " finishing touch." Then she had oiled her face. She

had known people put glycerine on their faces and she probably

.thought they did.it for the sake of appearance. Tlien she took
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the baby's powder, and applied that in small patches, so that-

she looked like a little darkey with a white eruption. When

she had completed her toilet to her own satisfaction she came

for her mother's approval with such a self-satisfied air. Of

course she found us both laughing as if we would die. You

never saw any one look so comical. I assure you we had hard

work to make her dress according to our ideas.

In the course of four months Helen mastered

more than four hundred and fifty common words

— nouns, verbs transitive and intransitive, adjec-

tives and prepositions— which she could use cor-

rectly and spell with perfect accuracy. At the

same time she learned to read raised characters

with the tips of her fingers almost spontaneously

and with very little effort on the part of her in-

structress, to converse freely by means of the

manual alphabet, to cipher, to write a neat " square

hand," and to express her elementary ideas in cor-

rect composition. In brief the total sum of the

knowledge which she acquired in four months-

exceeds that which Laura Bridgman obtained in

more than two years. This may seem a fabulous

or extravagant statement, but the following auto-

graph y«c-smi7e copy of the first letter which she

wrote to her mother, July 12, 1887, while on a

short visit at Huntsville, — reproduced on a smaller

size than the original merely in order to fit the

width of the page but without the slightest addi-

tion or alteration,— leaves not a shadow of doubt

on this point :
—
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This letter, compared with the fii'st one which

Laura Bridgman wrote to her mother in 1839
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when she was ten years of age, and of which Dr.

Howe preserved an autograph facsimile in the

eighth annual report of this institution, is superior

in every respect.

On her return to Tuscumbia from her visit to

Huntsville, Helen wrote a long letter to her

cousin George, giving him a minute account of

everything that occurred on her way home. She

speaks of her meeting in the steam cars a kind

lady, who gave her a drink of water but who " did

talk wrong on fingers."

Epistolography amounts almost to a passion

with Helen. Last September, having been told by

her teacher that our little blind girls had just

come back to school after the summer vacation,

she sent them a note of friendly remembrance and

sisterly greeting. This letter was written without

assistance on the twenty-ninth of that month, and

as it furnishes a more striking and tangible proof

than mere descriptions and verbal statements can

aflPord of the astonishing progress which this re-

markable child is making with amazing rapidity,

I insert here an autograph facsimile copy of it,

differing only in size from the original: —
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In chirography and grasp of ideas, as well as in

variety of subjects and fluency of expression, this

epistle is a decided improvement upon that which

she wrote to her mother. Our girls received it

with great joy and read it with sincere admiration.

They immediately set to work to prepare an answer

and forwarded it with a little desk as a token of

their love and good will. In acknowledgment of

this gift Helen wrote a most characteristic letter,

dated Oct. 24, 1887, of which the following is a

facsimile :—

drLnUHll IrLL-n-J ni^ 13

iI-uj-lIl -ornutE -UOU a. Vli'c t V.

J t KoL-a I. -U v\L I'D-u. jki:L£U--i| desk.-

] JlcI wtllU U^titk ^a LTV m t^jxW^ OTL

CL Lt£ Irtoj -nt-ui k-^tsjs, CL -ul tLat ^ a. Jl a

\\.\ CIO to KuuLi-irLLLe Ve Lr'Vouok!: '^i

Its a-u d Ca-ailv J a -n. li btackt

LO CIO CO aUUC^TJLUV-E "-t- " >V

.K. k Vts q-Tl d CaTuDv J a "n. a

urtll eCJ-rut to b-OStc^tT. U-tlJ

n-

S t 1 T4 OUJ.

"h. c<.-u c-u Li Ta-udoLl Srut do ^ S c'^^t

L^^LcV dacto'u.liJ-i-Cl. ciLiTc ac^
1TV t^L tLivt l-d ttuclIl t k E n. -vir E l L J Cxtv d
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That the little witch could, in the course of

twenty-five days, make such strides in the acquisi-

tion of language and the enlargement of her vocabu-

lary, as are indicated by this letter, seems almost

incredible. Yet the evidence before us is so clear

and conclusive that it does not leave room for the

slightest doubt. Pronouns are undoubtedly the

most difiicult part of speech for children to learn

to use correctly, and Helen's employment of them

is one of the most noticeable features of her last

composition. Upon this significant gain, as well

as on Helen's speedy general improvement, Miss

Sullivan dwells with emphasis in a letter which

she addressed to me a few days later and from

which I take the liberty of copying the following

extract :
—

You have probably read, ere this, Helen's second letter to

the little girls. I am aware that the progress which she has

made between the writing of the two letters must seem

incredible. Only these who are with her (.hiily can realize the
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rapid advancement which she is making in the acquisition of

language. You will see from her letter that she uses many of

the most difficult pronouns correctly'. She rarely misuses or

omits one in conversation. Her passion for writing letters

and putting her thoughts upon paper grows more intense.

She now tells stories in which the imagination plays an im-

portant part. She is also beginning to realize that she is not

like other children. The other day she asked, " What do my
eyes do?" I told her that I could see things with my eyes,

and that she could see them with her finajers. After thinkinor

a moment she said, " My eyes are bad !
" then she changed it

into " My eyes are sick !
" What a blessing it is that she will

never realize fully the magnitude of her loss !

To my perfect delight, while I was arranging-

the materials for this imperfect sketch, I was my-

self favored with a charming letter from Helen, of

which I could not resist the temptation to publish

the following facsimile as an additional illustra-

tion of her marvellous progress: —

d t a V m. n. • a."Ka.a-rvo s J UJ' \. L L

ttacLtH tjlt L L L S 6 -n. 1 l t^ta

LaiL • ji. k Q t a QU d |v k 1 tu a o £ 5

"Kva- ke k L c tlLh-e s . C ol «^ k i Tt 1 1 TV.
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These lettei'S, printed in chronological order, are

sufficient in themselves without comment or ex-

planation to show that their tiny author is a most

extraordinary little individual. Indeed, she is a

mental prodig-y, an intellectual phenomenon. In

view of all the circumstances her achievements

are little short of a miracle. It would be extremely
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difficult, nay impossible, to find a child in full

possession of his faculties who could accomplish,

in six or seven months, more than Helen has done.

Access to her doubly imprisoned mind was gained

so speedily that it seemed almost like a touch of

witchcraft. Her intellectual faculties bloomed

into fragrant flowers as soon as a breath of the

warm spring air from the external world entered

their rayless and dreary incasement. Her progress

was not a gradual advancement but a sort of

triumphal march,— a series of dazzling conquests.

The innate desire for knowledge and the instinctive

eiforts which the human faculties make to exercise

their functions are shown as remarkably in Helen's

case as they were in Laura's.

The case of this child is unique and of absorb-

ing interest in every respect. So for as I know it

is the only one in existence which promises to

throw important light upon such psychological

questions as were not exhaustively investigated by

Dr. Howe, on account of the biasing influence

which bigoted and fanatical zealots brought to

bear upon the mind of his pupil during the process

of his work. Let ns hope that both science and

humanity will profit by the present opportunity to

the fullest extent.

But, remarkable and unparalleled as is Helen's

case, that of her teacher is, in some points, no less

noteworthy. Miss Sullivan entered our school

Oct. 7, 1880, at the age of sixteen years. Her sight
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was so seriously impaired as to justify her classi-

fication with the blind. The circumstances of her

early life were very inauspicious. She was neither

rocked in a cradle lined with satin and supplied

with down cushions, nor biou<;ht uj) on the lap

of luxury. On the contrary, her experiences in

childhood and youth were of a most distressing

character. But it should be remembered that it

is adversity rather than prosperity which stimulates

the perseverance of strong- healthy natures, rouses

their energy and develops their powers. This was

precisely the case with Miss Sullivan. When she

was admitted to this institution her stock of in-

formation was painfully meagre. Her blindness

cut her entirely off from all advantages; but even

before the obscuration of her vision her struggle

for the means of existence had been so constant

as to preclude all possibility of her acquiring the

rudiments of knowledge. Hence she was obliged

to begin her education from the lowest and most

elementary point; but she showed from the very

start that she had in herself the force and capacity

which ensure success. The furnace of hardships

through which she passed was not without benefi-

cent results. It freed the pure gold of her nature

from all dross. For, as Byron puts it,—
" The rugged metal of the mine

Must burn before its surface shine."

An iron will was hammered out upon the anvil of

misfortune. Miss Sullivan was not very long
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under systematic instruction before she gave

unmistakable evidences of the depth, the steadfast-

ness and the beauty of her character. She spared

no pains to remedy the defects and to fill out the

gaps in her training. She toiled, in season and out

of season, to overcome obstacles. She was deter-

mined to climb to the top of the ladder, and used

uncommon industry, perseverance and resolution

as steps for the ascent. She has finally reached

the goal for Avhich she strove so bravely. -The

golden words that Dr. Howe uttered and the ex-

ample that he left passed into her thoughts and

heart and helped her on the road of usefulness;

and now she stands by his side as his worthy suc-

cessor in one of the most cherished branches of

his work, carrying it on in a most satisfactory

manner and receiving the benediction of his

spirit.

" Delightful task, to rear the teDcler thought,

To teach the young idea how to shoot,

To pour the fresh instruction o'er the mind.

To breathe the enlivening spirit, and to fix

The generous purpose in the glowing breast !

"

Miss Sullivan's talents are of the highest order.

In breadth of intellect, in opulence of mental

power, in fertility of resource, in originality of

device and in practical sagacity she stands in the

front rank. Only one of Dr. Howe's assistants.

Miss Wight (afterward Mrs. Edward Bond), could

vie with her in these respects; and a great pity it

was that Laura was not placed under the broad,
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quickening and vitalizing influence oi" this most

excellent ^V()man al an earlier stage of hei- educa-

tion, ^vhen her mind was more plastic and sus-

ceptible to lasting impressions of generous views

and lihei'al ideas.

Miss Sullivan is truly an honor to the graduates

of this institution. Her intelligence, vivified by

earnestness and colored l)y a high sense of self-

respect, is conspicuous. By proper treatment and

skilful ' surgical operations the thick opaqueness

of her eyes was converted into translucency, and

now she is able to read and write with but very

little difficulty. Her personality is marked and

positive. The story of hei* life is one of high

endeavor and grand achievement. Helen's rescue

from the abyss of darkness and stillness is the

crown of her work. She undertook the task with

becoming modesty and diffidence, and accomplished

it alone, quietly and unostentatiously. She had

no coadjutors in it, and there will therefore be no

plausible opportunity lor any one to claim a share

in the origin of the architectural design of the

magnificent structure because he or she was em-

ployed as helper to participate in the execution of

the plan.

At my ui'gent request Miss Sullivan pi-epared a

brief account of Helen's life and education, which is

an admirable specimen of terse, clear, cogent state-

ment of facts and of conclusions based thereon.

Here is the tale as told in her own words: —
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Helen Adams Keller, daughter of Arthur H. and Kate

Keller, was born June 27, 1880, in Tuscumbia, Alabama.

Her father was formerly editor of the North Alabamian,

an old, influential and well-known journal, and is now United

States marshal for the northern district of Alabama. Mr.

Arthur H. Keller's father was a native of Switzerland, who

came to America before the revolution and settled in Mar^^land.

His mother, Mary F. Keller, was born in Rockbridge, Virginia.

Her maiden name was Moore, and she was a great grand-

daughter of Alexander Spotswood, the lirst colonial governor

of that state, and the founder of the order of the " Knights of

the Golden Horse Shoe." She was also second cousin to

General Robert E. Lee.

Helen's mother is a daughter of the late General Charles W.

Adams of Memphis, Tennessee, a distinguished lawyer, and a

brigadier general in the confederate army. He was a native of

Boston, Massachusetts, but moved to the south when quite a

young man. Mrs. Keller's mother was an Everett, and her

grand parents on her mother's side were also from the north.

When Helen was about nineteen months old she was attacked

violently with congestion of the stomach ; and this illness

resulted in total loss of sight and hearing. Previously she had

enjoyed perfect health, and is said to have been an unusually

bright and active child. She had learned to walk and was fast

learning to talk.

During this sickness her life hung in the balance for several

days, and after recovery there -was no evidence for some time

of any injury to her eyes, except a red and inflamed appearance.

The terrible truth soon dawned upon her parents, however.

They tried every available avenue of relief, carrying her to the

best specialists of the day, from none of whom, however, did

they receive the slightest hope of her restoration to sight or

hearing. For many months her eyes were very painful, and

she buried them in the bed-clothes away from the light. Soon

she ceased to talk, because she had ceased to hear any sound.
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But her busy liniiii was not idle. Ilcr iiiiml \v:is bright uiid

clear. As her i)liysical strciiiitli returned she hei^'an to e\iiil>it

woiulerful aptitude for learning everything about the economy

of the household. She also learned to distinguish the different

members of the family and of her acquaintance, and became

faiiilHar with tlieir features through the sense of touch.

As her mother "went about her daily household duties Helen

was always by her side. Her little hands felt of every object

and detected every movement. Then she began to imitate the

motions of those ai'ound lier, and to exi)ress her wants and

many of her thoughts by signs. Both her power of imitation

and her ability to express herself by means of natural signs

were developed to a remarkable degree.

Ilei" parents finally became convinced that there was no pos-

sibility of Helen's regaining either sight or hearing, and on

March 2, 1887, I became her teacher.

I found her a bright, active, well-grown girl, with a clear

and healthful complexion and pretty brown hau*. She was

quick and graceful in her movements, having fortunately not

acquired any of those nervous habits so common among the

blind. She has a merr}^ laugh and is fond of romping with

other childi-en. Indeed she is never sad, but has the ga^'ety

which belongs to her age and temperament. When alone she

is restless and always flits from place to place as if searching

for something or somebody.

Her sense of touch is so acute that a slight coutact enables

her to recognize her associates. She can even distinguish

readily between puppies of the same litter, and will spell the

name of each as soon as she touches him. So nice is her sense

of smell that she will recognize different roses by their fra-

grance ; and b}' the same sense she can separate her own

clothes from those which belong to others. P^qually perfect is

her sense of taste.

She inherited a quick temper and nn obstinate will, and owing

to lier de[)rivations neither had ever been subdued or directed.
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She would often give wa}' to violent paroxysms of anger when

she had striven in vain to express intelligibly some idea. As

soon, however, as she learned to use the finger alphabet these

outbursts ceased, and now she seldom loses her temper. Her

disposition is sweet and gentle, and she is remarkably affection-

ate and demonstrative. She frequently leaves work or play to

caress those near her and likes to kiss all her friends. If she

is conscious of having displeased any one she is not satisfied

until she makes her peace with a kiss. She is never irritable

or fretful, and no longer cries from vexation or disappointment.

Seldom Avill physical pain draw tears from her eyes ; but she

will discover quickly if a friend is hurt or ill, or grieved by her

own conduct, and this knowledge makes her weep freely.

Her fondness for dress and finery is as noticeable as that of

any seeing child. She is happiest when she has on her best

dresses, and she spends much time over her toilet. She learned

with astonishing readiness to conduct herself properly at the

table, to be neat and orderly about her person, and to be cor-

rect in her deportment. When I had been with her long

enough for intimate mutual acquaintance, I took her one morn-

ing to the school-room and began her first lesson. She had a

beautiful doll which had been sent her from Boston, and I had

chosen it for the object of this lesson. When her curiosity

concerning it was satisfied, and she sat quietly holding it, I

took her hand and passed it over the doll. Then I made the

letters d-o-I-l slowly Avith the finger alphabet, she holding my

hand and feeling the motions of my fingers. I began to make

the letters the second time. She immediately dropped the doll

and followed the motions of ray fingers with one hand whUe

she repeated the letters with the other. She next tried to spell

the word without assistance, though rather awkwardly. She

did not give the double "1," and so I spelled the word once

more, laying stress on the repeated letter. She then spelled

doll correctly. This process was repeated with other words,

and Helen soon learned six words, cloU, hat, mug, pin, cup,
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ball. When iiivcii one of tlicso objects she woiiM spell its

name, but it was iiioir than a week l)efore she imilcrstood that

all things wvw tliiis ideiitilii'il.

She would iiiaiiifest pleusiiri' wiicii told the iiaiiie of a new

object, and was always delighted to receive a [)at of ai)i)i(nul.

One day I took lui- to the cistern. As the water gashed

from the pnmp I spelled ir-a-t-e-r. Instantly she tapped my

hand for a repetition, and then made the word herself with a

radiant face. Just then the nurse came into the cistern-house

bringing her little sister. I put Helen's hand on the ])aby and

formed the letters b-a-b-y, which she repeated without help and

with the light of a new intelligence beaming from her express-

ive features.

On our way back to the house everything she touched had to

be named to her and repetition was seldom necessary. Neither

the length of the word nor the combination of letters seem to

make any difference to the child. Indeed she remembers helio-

trope and chri/santhemnm more readily than she does shorter

names.

Helen now understood that everything had a name and that

by placing the fingers in certain positions we could communicate

these names to each other. Since that day my method of

teaching her has been to let her examine an object carefully

and then give her its name with my fingers. Never did a child

apply herself more joyfully to any task than did Helen to the

acquisition of new words. In a few days she had mastered the

manual alphabet, and learned upwards of a hundred names.

At the end of August she knew six hundred an<l twenty-five

words.

At first it was necessary to use a great many signs in conver-

sation with her ; but these were laid aside as soon as the better

medium of communication was established.

Next I taught her the verbs, beginning with sit^ stand, shut,

open. As the spelling of each \yord was accompanied by the

action it represented she soon caught its meaning, and almost
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immediately used it in forming sentences. The verb give was

troublesome, but she mastered it in a few days.

This lessou was followed with one on words indicative of

place-relations. Her dress was put in a trunk, and then on it,

and these prepositions were spelled for her. Very soon she

learned the difference between on and in^ though it was some

time before she could use these words in sentences of her own.

Whenever it was possible she was made the actor in the lesson,

and was delighted to stand on the chair, and to be put into the

wardrobe. In this way she learned the force of these words

more quickly than she could have done with the use of a box

and ring. In connection with this lesson she learned the names

of the members of the family and the word is. " Helen is in

wardrobe," '' Mildred is in crib," " Box is on table," " Papa is

on bed," are specimens of sentences constructed by the child

during the latter part of April.

Next came a lesson on words expressive of positive quality.

For the first lesson I had two balls, one made of worsted, large

and soft, the other a bullet. She perceived the difference in

size at once. Taking the bullet she made her habitual sign for

smaU,— that is, by pinching a little bit of the skin of one hand.

Then she took the other ball and made her sign for large by

spreading both hands over it. I substituted the adjectives

large and small for these signs. Then her attention was called

to the hardness of the one ball and the softness of the other,

and so she learned soft and hard. A few minutes afterwards

she felt of her little sister's head and said to her mother,

*' Mildred's head is small and hard." Next I tried to teach her

the meaning of fast and slow. She helped me wind some

worsted one day, first rapidly and afterward slowly. I then

said to her with the finger alphabet, "wind fast," or "wind

slow," holding her hands and showing her how to do as I

wished. The next day while exercising she spelled to me,

" Helen wind fast," and liegan to walk rapidly. Then she said,

*' Helen wind slow," again suiting the action to the words.
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M:iy-(l:iv slif caiiR' to iiic :iii<l said, '' '•ivc llclcii !<cy fipi'ii

door;" 1 tlu'ii tau<>;ht lici- tlu- word /'/// and she Icanu'd at oiute

to sa>', " uivc HcU'ii key :iiid IIcli'ii will open door." I had

tried a lew iiioiniii^s hrforc to iiinkr her undcistMiid tlic use of

the eonjiiiictioii imd, which she now supplies of her own accord.

She often surprises nie in this way. \\'licii I think I have

failed to uiake somethiuii i)lain to her and conclude to await

another opportunity she antici[)ates me and shows me that she

has already caught my meaninij,-. 1 now thought it time to

teach her to read printed words. A slip on which was printed,

in raised letters, the Avord box was placed on that object ; and

the same exi)eriment was tried with a great many articles, but

she did not immediately comi)rehend that the lal>el-name repre-

sented the thing. Then I took an alpliMbet sheet and put her

finger on the letter A, at the same time making A with my

fingers. She moved her finger from one i)rinted character to

another as I formed each letter on my lingers. Incredible as it

may seem, she learned all the letters, both capital and small,

in one day. Next I turned to the first page of the Primer

and made her touch the word cat, spelling it on my fingers

at the same time. Instantly she caught the idea, and asked

me to find (hxj and many other words. Indeed she was nuich

disj)leased because I could not find her name in the book.

Just then I had no sentences in raised letters which she could

understand, all of them being for more advanced pui)ils ; l)ut

she would sit for hours feeling of each word in lier book. When

she touched one with Avhich she was familiar a peculiarly sweet

expression would light up her face, and we saw her countenance

growing sweeter and more earnest every day. About this time

I sent a list of the words she knew to Mr. Auagnos anil he very

kindly had them printed for her. Her mother and 1 cut up

several sheets of printed words so that she could arrange them

into sentences. This delighted her more than anything she had

yet done ; and the practice thus obtained prepared the way for

the writing lessons. There was no dillicnltv in making her
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understand how to write the same sentences with pencil and

paper which she made every day with the slips, and she very

soon perceived that she need not confine herself to phrases

already learned but could communicate any thought that was

passing through her mind. I put one of the writing boards

used by the blind between the folds of the paper on the table,

and allowed her to examine an alphabet of the square letters,

such as she was to make. I then guided her hand so as to form

the sentence, "cat does drink milk." When she finished it

she was overjoyed. She carried it to her mother, who spelled it

to Helen as she read it. The child could scarcely restrain her

excitement and joy as each word was thus repeated to her.

Day after day she moved her pencil in the same tracks along

the grooved paper, never for a moment expressing the least

impatience or sense of fatigue. The weeks she spent in form-

ing the same letters over and over again were weeks of interest

and pleasure to me. With such a gentle, persevering and

patient pupil, who would not find teaching a delight?

On the 12th of July she wrote without assistance a correctly

spelled and legible letter to one of her cousins ; and this was

only a little more than a month after her first lesson in chirogra-

phy. She is very fond of letter-writing and has written several

epistles,— which are truly wonderful, when her age and oppor-,

tunities are considered.

As she had now learned to express her ideas on paper I next

taught her the Braille system. She learned it gladly when she

discovered that she could herself read what she had written
;

and this still affords her constant pleasure. For a whole evening

she will sit at the table writing whatever comes into her busy

brain ; and I seldom find any difficulty in reading what she has

written.

Her progress in arithmetic has been equally remarkable.

She can add and subtract with great rapidity up to the sum of

one hundred ; and she knows the multiplication tables as far as

the jives. She was working recently with the number forty
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wlit'ii I said to lici', *' make twos." She ic|ilic(l without waiting

to ciplicM- out the sum, " twenty twos make forty." Later I

said, 'Mnake tit'teen throes and count." I wished her to make

the groups of tlirees and supposed she would then have to count

them in order to know what number fifteen threes would make.

But instantly she spelled the answer, "fifteen threes make

forty-five."

Slie said to me a few days ago, " what is Helen made of?"

I replied, " flesh and blood and bone." A little while after-

wards I asked her about her dog, " what is Jumbo made of?"

After a moment's pause she answered, " flesh and bone and

blood." 1 then turned to her doll and asked, " what is Nancy

made of?" Helen was puzzled, but at last she replied slowly,

as if in doubt, " straw." Evidently she w'ent through a process

of reasoning, and concluded that her doll was not made of the

same material as herself and her dog.

On being told that she was white and that one of the servants

was black she concluded that all who occupied a similar menial

position were of the same hue : and whenever 1 asked her the

color of a servant she would say, "black." When asked the

color of some one whose occupation she did not know she seemed

bewildered, and finally said, " blue."

Helen takes great pleasure in feeding the domestic animals

and in learning their habits and uses. It would puzzle a far

wiser person tiian I am to answer many of her eager questions.

Her power of imitation is strongly developed. Her memory

is retentive, and her curiosity insatiable. The relation of things

she quickly perceives, — so quickly that she seems sometimes

to divine our very thoughts.

By way of illustration I will give a few of the many instances

where she has exercised this inexplicable mental power.

She has never been told anything about death or the burial

of the body, and yet on entering the cemetery for the first time

in her life, with her mother and myself, to look at some flowers,

she laid lu-r hand on our eyes and repeatedly spelled, "cry,

—
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cry." Her eyes actually filled with tears. The flowers did not

seem to give her pleasure, and she was very quiet while we

stayed there.

Her grandmother told Mrs. Keller in Helen's presence that

orange peel soaked in wine made a nice flavoring for cake.

Mrs. Keller gave Helen the orange peel and showed her how to

cut it up and put it into the jar. As soon as Helen had done

this, she went to her mother and'spelled, "wine"; nor would

she be satisfied until the wine was added to the jar.

One of her dolls was knocked off a table and broken. As we

were tired of seeing it lying about Mrs. Adams said to Mrs.

Keller, "give it to Bessie,"— a little negress on the place.

Instantly Helen said, with her fingers, " Helen will give Bessie

doll."

On another occasion while walking with me she seemed

conscious of the presence of her brother, although we were

distant from him. She spelled his name repeatedly and started

in the direction by which he was coming.

When walking or riding she often gives the names of the

people we meet almost as soon as we recognize their presence.

Frequently when desirous of making suggestions to her, outside

of the routine of her studies or her daily life, she will anticipate

me by spelling out the very plan I had in mind.

Of necessity much must be omitted which would be of interest

concerning this remarkable child. Her progress so far has been

most gratifying. With great patience and perseverance she is

constantly adding to her little store of knowledge. Every day

finds some new task completed, some fresh obstacle overcome.

This wonderful story narrating, as it does, con-

cisely, but with force and clearness, the simple

facts relating to the education of one of the most

remarkable children in existence, is full of pro-

found interest, not only to scholars and men of
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science, hut to all thinking persons. Helen's

progress will continue to be carefully watched in

the future as it has been in the past, and every

new development will be faithfully recorded by her

devoted teacher.

All which is respectfully submitted by

M. ANAGNOS.
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[At a meeting of the board of trustees, held Jul}- 2, 1887, the follow-

ing vote was pas.sed unanimously :
—

Voted, That the board of trustees appoint a visiting committee on the kindergarten

consisting of twelve ladies, who shall visit the liindergarten and consult with the^matron

on its domestic affairs and extend towards the children such kind notice and advice as

they may deem proper.]

Mrs. Elizabeth C. Agassiz.

Miss Bkssie Andrews.
Mrs. William Appleton.
Mrs. Maud Howe Elliott.

Miss Clara T. Enuicott.

Miss Saraii B. Pay.

Mrs. John L. Gardner.
Mrs. Thomas Mack.
Mrs. Robert Treat Paine.
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INCORPORATION OP^ THE KINDP:RGARTEN.

On application of the trustees of the Perkins Institution

and Massachusetts School for the Blind, the following act

of incorporation was passed by the legislature at its last

session :
—

Commonfoealtb of Passat^usetts.

In the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty -seven.

AN ACT

To AUTHORIZE THE PeRIONS INSTITUTION AND MASSACHUSETTS SCIIOOl,

FOR THE Blind to hold additional estate for the purpose of

A Kindergarten for the Blind.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativps in General

Court assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows :
—

Section 1. The Perkins Institution and Massacliusetts School for

the Blind is authorized to establisli and maintain a primary school for

the education of little childi-en, by tlie name of Kindergarten for

the Blind, and to hold for this purpose real and personal estate to an

amount not exceeding two hundred and seventy-five thousanil dollars

in addition to the amount it is now authorized to hold.

Sect. 2. The said Kindergarten for the Blind shall be under the

direction and management of the board of trustees of said corporation.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

Passed to be enacted.

Passed to be enacted.

House of Rei'REsentativtss, March 14, 1887.

CHAS. J. NOYES, Speaker.

In Senate, March 1.5, 1887.

HALSEY J. BOARDMAN, I'reHidfnt.

OLIVER AMES.

Secretary's Department, Boston, March 30, 1887.

A true copy.
Witness the Seal of the Commonwealth.

HENRY B. PEIRCE,

Secretary of the Commonwealth.

March \b, 1887.

Approved.



KINDERGARTEN FOR THE liLIND.

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF TIIK DIRECTOR.

'• Henceforth their tears shall cease to flow,

Nor shall they utter plaint nor sigh,

Who, having drank the draught of woe,

For joy's sweet cup may set it by."

Mrs. Julia Waki> Howk.

To THE Board of Trustees.

Gentlemen,— Of all the new-born blessings that

have come during the past year, bringing their

prophecy, their hope and cheer, like the melodious

benediction of the advent angels, the inauguration

of the kindergarten for little sightless children is

the most precious.

For some time past the consummation of this

project has been the uppermost thought in my
mind and has completely controlled my energies,

and it is with a sense of unalloyed satisfiiction

and ineffable pleasure that I present the first an-

nual report of the infant institution.

Who does not rejoice in the success of a be-

nevolent enterprise so full of promise to the blind,

so honorable to the community at large, so credit-

able to our civilization and so encouraging to the

friends of suffering humanity and of social progress?
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Before proceeding to give a brief account of

the oi'ganization of the kindergarten, and of its

actual operations during the past five months, I

beg leave to repeat here a few remarks of an

historical character vv^hich were primarily prepared

for another purpose.

Origin and Growth of the Kindergarten.

" From the low prayer of want and plaint of woe,

O never, never turn away thine ear !

Forlorn in this bleak wilderness below.

Ah ! what were man should heaven refuse to hear?"

Beattie.

The plan of establishing a kindergarten and

primary school for the blind had its origin in a

careful study of the condition and needs of a large

number of little children and in an ardent desire

to shield them from all pernicious influences dur-

ing the springtime of their li\*es, as well as to

bring within their reach the inestimable benefits

of home and the means of physical, mental and

moral development.

We learned by experience a long time ago that

our system of education, with all the progress and

improvement it had constantly been making, was

not yet complete. An essential element was lack-

ing at its very base. The link necessary to attach

its chain to a solid foundation was missing. For

reasons relating partly to the want of room, but

chiefly to the undesirableness of congregating or
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herding promiscuously together uiuler the same

roof little blind children and older hoys and girls,

no satisfactory provision could be made for the

instruction and training of the former, no light

could be procured to illumine their pathway and

reveal to them the many things that without its

help must lie hidden in darkness.

It is unquestionably true, however, that these

tiny members of the human family are in greater

need of early attention and of wise cultivation of

their faculties than their seeing brothers and

sisters. The ills attendant on their infirmity and,

in many instances, the nature of their environment

make their claim for outside aid an imperative one.

Midnight darkness enshrouds them from the cradle,

and no twinkling star-gleams light their pathway.

Born, for the most part, among the poorest and

most ignorant classes of society and cut off from

all healthful enjoyments, they enter upon the

career of their existence w^ith weary heads, aching

hearts and feeble footsteps. From the nature of

their calamity they start out handicapped in the

race of life, and they too often fall back into idle-

ness and stolidity. Distress, danger and disease

surround them everywhere. Scarcely a ray of

gladness illumines the dreary monotony of the

days and weeks and months of their sad lot.

They are exposed to all sorts of poisonous influ-

ences which stunt their physical growth, dwarf

their mental development, and render them victims
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to an intellectual blight that often approaches

closely to . imbecility. The word " home " is a

travesty when applied to the dismal abodes in

which they pine away and wither beneath the

biting frosts of destitution and neglect. Buffeted

hither and thither they crawl out into the sunlight,

half-frozen and half-starved. Enveloped b}^ the

thick clouds of want and privation they are beyond

the reach of the vivifying warmth of happiness in

childhood, and, as a consequence, they seldom

develop those latent stores of spiritual heat which

feed the noblest forces of the being. The tempes-
«

tuous storms of wretchedness roar over and around

them. Grief and sorrow are their habitual visitors,

if not their constant companions. In short, afflic-

tion and misery constitute the upper and the

nether millstone between which they are threatened

with being crushed and ground forever.

" Alas ! misfortunes travel in a train,

And oft in life form one perpetual chain."

"What a gloomy aspect the condition of these

hapless children presents to all feeling and sympa-

thetic persons! "Who can stop to think of it with-

out a throb of the heart? "Who can measure the

depth and breadth of their woes and suiFerings

and attempt to picture them to himself or relate

them to others without a tear?

" Quis talia fando

Temperet a, lacrymis ?
"
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Now rellcctioii, experience and common sense

all combine to show that the salvation and future

welfare of these children depend wholly upon their

being removed from tlieir gloomy habitations

before vice and error can take root, and placed in

a pleasant and cheerful home— a veritable sunny

nursery— where the golden beams of education

will shine upon them, and the silken cords of

judicious care and parental love twined together

will draw them out of the darkness of misery,

sloth and torpor into the glorious light of comfort,

diligence and activity. In the great procession of

humanity it depends upon us whether their places

shall be high or low, good or bad, pure or vicious,

useful or helpless.

There is nothing so important for them as pri-

mal work. Energetic husbandry in the spring

brings a good harvest in the summer. For forma-

tive purposes childhood is the most valuable

period. It is humanity's fortress against the

encroachments of sin. Its influences resemble

the letters cut on the bark of a young tree which

grow" and widen with age. The impressions made

during its early bloom are never effaced. Like a

mirror it reflects in after-life the images of the

objects which were first set before it. The ideas

implanted in the mind at the very dawn of intelli-

gence are like seeds dropped into the ground—
they lie there and germinate for a time, after-

wards springing up in acts and thoughts and
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habits. Goethe's words, " early training makes the

master," express a truth which is confirmed by

universal experience. Unless the soil is well

husbanded in season, and freed entirely from all

baneful growths, brambles Avill choke the rising

flower-plants, and the harvest will yield noxious

weeds in place of delicious fruitage. It was Juve-

nal who said that the man's character is made at

seven, and that what he is then he will always be.

This may seem a startling assertion, but Lj'curgus,

Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, Bacon, Locke and Lord

Brougham, all emphasize the same idea. Philan-

thropists, thinkers and leading educators of recent

date bear convincing testimony to its correctness.

I^or is there a single dissenting voice on this point

among those who devote themselves to the cause

of the elevation of the blind. On the contrary

they all agree with perfect unanimity that the

period of early childhood, when mind and char-

acter are alike pliable, is the time most favorable

to the eradication of vicious propensities and to

the development of latent possibilities for good;

and that infant schools, organized and carried

forward on the kindergarten plan should consti-

tute the first round in our educational ladder.

Froebel's system is admirably suited to the in-

struction of little sightless children. It provides

for the nourishment of each root of the being. It

cultivates head, heart and hand, and makes the

body agile and lithe. It is the water turned upon
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the wheel to set it in motion. It is the rain tind

dew and sun to evoke the sleeping germ and bring

it into self-activity. It is the best agency for

drawing out all that lies dormant in infiint nature,

for directing the budding faculties, guiding the

instincts and desires, and furnishing the right food

for mental and moral growth. Its plays and

games, enlivened by music, form a beautiful series

of gymnastic exercises adapted to tender years

and filled out with the buoyancy of pure sportive-

ness. Habits of observation, industry and atten-

tion, accuracy of perception, a sense of harmony,

fertility of imagination, manual dexterity and the

first principles of reasoning are all taught by

means of the gifts, or .simple toys, in a most

rational and impressive manner. Whatever comes

in at the open door of the senses is turned into

practical power. In their occupations in the kin-

dergarten the children are trained to handle, re-

construct, combine, invent and create. They must

work for what they obtain. They learn through

doing. Thus they develop patience, perseverance,

skill, self-control and force of will. They are en-

couraged by what they accomplish to aspire to

fresh achievements. Their knowledge is trans-

formed, by degrees, into an element of production,

or assimilated into character and competency for

the highest uses of life. Moreover, Froebcl's

system aftbrds to the blind unequalled facilities

for gaining an adequate conception of forms of
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various kinds, and rare opportunities for the prac-

tice and refinement of their remaining senses,

especially that of touch, which is the most impor-

tant factor of their education.

To procure for the little ones this early training

of head, heart and hand has long been a matter of

profound interest and constant study. Hence was

conceived the thought of a kindergarten for their

benefit. The idea gradually took definite shape,

and a movement was inaugurated to carry it out.

Earnest appeals were frequently addressed to the

friends of humanity, beseeching them to join in

the eff'ort to throw around the little victims of

affliction the mantle of protection and care, and to

lead them —
" Out of shadow into sunlight,

Out of darkness into day."

The importance of the project, set forth in all its

humane and educational, as well as in its econom-

ical and social phases, and urged upon the com-

munity at large with steadfast persistence, became

evident to a large number of persons, seized upon

their feelings and sympathies, and stimulated them

to action. The phalanx of the promoters of the

undertaking grew very rapidly in size and in-

fluence, and the means and methods which they

devised or pursued for raising money constitute

a most touching chapter in the annals of phil-

anthropy. Seldom have so many hands been
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stretched forth in aid of an educational enterprise.

Concerts, entertainments, fairs, sales, exhibitions

and subscriptions have all been resorted to, fi'om

time to time, in its behalf. The contributions

came not from the great heart of Boston alone,

which usually supplies the vital forces for all

beneficent works, but vai'ious parts of I^ew Eng-

land responded to our call as they were moved by

personal or public appeals. Many of the kinder-

garten schools, both large and small, situated in

town and in the country, have sent their offerings,

often accompanied by affectionate and encour-

aging messages. Little children have added their

gifts with a loving spirit which magnified their

intrinsic value. Young women, struggling hard

for subsistence, have contributed their mite with

exemplary self-denial; and, at the Perkins Institu-

tion, both teachers and pupils have labored untir-

ingly in furtherance of the cause. The poor from

the rude bench of toil, the rich from the velvet

cushions of ease and affluence, the chief worship-

pers of Apollo and the muses from the summits of

Parnassus, the strong and healthy from the field of

their occupations, the lame and invalid from the

depths of their imprisonment,— all vied with one

another in the endeavor to render the lives of their

little sightless fi-iends more bright. Through their

kind efforts and unceasing exertions funds were

obtained, a large and suitable estate was pur-

chased, a commodious and substantial building
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was erected and furnished— in a word, what

seemed to be a mere dream some five years ago

has now become an accomplished fact; and Mas-

sachusetts again leads the way in the march of

progress by establishing the first kindergarten for

the blind.

Dedication of the JS'ew Building.

" Dedicate to nothing temporal."

Shakespeare.

The 19th of April last was a most significant

day in the history of the kindergarten. It saw

the consummation of a part of the fondest hopes

of its projectors, and marked the completion of

the fine spacious building and its formal dedica-

tion to the use of little sightless children.

There was a pressing demand for admission

cards, but the number issued was strictly limited

to the seating capacity of the hall. A distin-

guished company, representative of the benevo-

lence, the intelligence, the refinement and the

wealth of our community, attended the ceremonies.

ISTever before have so many of our best citizens

manifested such a deep interest in the welfare of

the blind.

The exercises were all that could have been

desired. Dr. Samuel Eliot presided and was at

his best. He told the story of the project in a

most admirable manner and paid a very beauti-

ful tribute to the memory of its departed friends
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and promoters. His words were so full of force

and pathos that they seemed like sparks of fire

leaping out from the forge of earnestness. Dr.

Peabody used no exaggerated figure of speeeh in

saying that he " had never heard eloquence more

genuine, more fervent or better adapted to uplift

the souls, warm the hearts and stimulate the gen-

erosity of those who listened." IS'o less effective,

discriminating, graceful and cogent were the ad-

dresses made by Kcv. A. P. Peabody, D.D., Rev.

Phillips Brooks, D.D., Rev. C. A. Bartol, D.D.,

Rev. Brooke Herford, Hon. J. W. Dickinson, and

Mr. John M. Rodocanachi, the Greek consul;

while the poem which was expressly written for

the dedication by Mrs. Julia Ward Howe was a

" gem of the purest lustre." The exercises were

interspersed with excellent vocal and instrumental

music furnished by the students of the Perkins

Institution. The ceremonies were most impres-

sive and interesting in all their features.

The influence of such an occasion could not be

lost. Its echoes passed out into the social atmos-

phere and continued to vibrate there in ringing-

tones; and we can joyfully look towards the

future, hoping that the tiny educational tree so

auspiciously planted and so deeply rooted in the

hearts and sympathies of a community whose

generosity is proverbial, will thrive and spread

its branches over all parts of New England, con-

stantly bearing richer fruits and continuing to be
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a blessing to humanity. We see as yet only the

tips of its fair leaves as they are bursting from

the calyx. It is reserved for the coming years

to behold a most lustrous and fragrant bloom.

But while there is much in this garden of be-

neficence to cheer and encourage its friends and

benefactors, there is also not a little to stimulate

them to more earnest work, greater consecration

of their energies, and larger gifts.

Opening of the Kindergarten.

" Large was the cave, but scarce at noon of day

The winding mouth received a feeble ray
;

Yet from an opening to the right appeared

A beam of sunshine that the dwelling cheered."

HOOLE.

Immediately after the dedication of the build-

ing the arrangements for the organization of the

kindergarten were completed, and on the second

day of May its doors were thrown open for the

reception of pupils.

Owing to the want of sufficient funds only a

small proportion of the little lambs — for whose

rescue so many strenuous efforts have been put

forward — was brought to the fold; but as soon

as the necessary pecuniary means are procured

none will be allowed to remain out of its lumi-

nous pale and grope in darkness.

It was a delightful and grateful privilege, that

of welcoming the first cluster of ten pupils within
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the walls of the dwelling that is brightened and

cheered hy the beams of intellectuul and moral

sunshine.

Thus the inf^mt school was fairly launched on

its career of usefulness, and the beginning of its

active operations marks the birth of a new era in

the education of the blind. Its work is carried on

with regularity and good results, and we extend

a most cordial invitation to its numerous friends

and patrons to visit it and walk about its halls

and schoolrooms, so that they may receive the

silent but expressive blessing of its tiny pupils

and learn in the true though mute eloquence

of these hum.ble individuals the luxury of doing

good.

KUMBER AND CONDITION OF THE CHILDREN.

" Little by little the seed we sow,

Into a wonderful yield will grow."

The total number of pupils so far received at

the kindergarten is 17. Of these 11 are girls and

6 boys. There are 4 more candidates who

have already been accepted and will soon be

admitted.

One of the little girls, Edith M. Thomas of

Maplewood, is both blind and deaf. Of the pecu-

liar characteristics of this case we will speak

presently.

A brief statement of a few particulars and

simple facts relating to the bodih and mental
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condition in which some of the children were

when brought to us seems to be in order here;

• for it will give a better and clearer idea than could

otherwise be obtained of the misery and wretched-

ness of their surroundings in some cases and of

the ignorance and indulgence of their guardians

in others. It will also bear convincing testimony

to the imperative necessity of primal work and

of the measures which have been urgently advo-

cated for the mitigation of the cruel blows of fate

and the woes produced by neglect.

H. R , aged 7 years, on entering the school

was very delicate and feeble in body, and so in-

dolent both mentally and physically that she

manifested no interest in anything, and was averse

to making the slightest effort in any direction.

She had evidently been tended and cared for like

a baby, and was nearly as helpless. After having

been assisted in dressing and undressing several

times she was allowed to take off her clothes

alone. She succeeded in getting her feet into the

neck of her night-gown, and then stood helpless.

She had to be dragged out of doors to take exer-

cise, and when the matron tried to teach her to

pick lip small stones and throw them, her unwill-

ing and unskilful fingers feebly tossed them into

her own face. In a few weeks her little pale coun-

tenance had begun to look rosy. She had gained

in flesh and walked with a firm step. She had

learned to dress and undress herself with but
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slight assistance, and willingly performed the little

exercises in which she was trained.

R. A. W , aged 9 years, is the child of very

poor parents, who live in the narrowest and most

nnhealthy quarters. Iler condition on entering

the school bore witness to the bad results of over-

crowding and neglect, which made it necessary

to have her head carefully shaved, as well as to

take other measures to ensure cleanliness. She is

a very intelligent and interesting little girl, and

promises to do well.

C. B. S , although the oldest pupil in the

school, seemed at first to be one of the most hope-

less cases, on account of her utter lack of manual

dexterity. She had a habit of leaning forward,

rocking her body to and fro, and shaking her

arms and hands convulsively. Pier fingers were

like sticks, and, despite the fact that she is ambi-

tious to acquire skill in using them, and is interested

in her tasks, the difficulty with which she learns

enforces the truth that early training is indispen-

sable for the fullest develoj^ment. She has already

improved a good deal, however, and performs

some of the simplest kindergarten work with a

fair amount of skill. She greatly delighted her

teacher recently by standing erect and quite still

while repeating a little poem she had learned.

"W. L , aged 6 years, is the youngest child

in the group. Although very small in size and

nttcrly helpless he is quite intelligent and very
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loquacious. The following letter, which was writ-

ten to his mother from his dictation, is a fair sample

of his mental capacity: —
Mamma, how are you getting along? I am getting along

pretty well. Very good letter I writ now.

How is Mary Jane getting along? Is she coming to see

me? Is she going home?— and she's home now. It's a funny

letter.

1 writ Miss Bangs. I put on, " Dear Miss Bangs." Don'

tell her that ! — shows I thought of her, doesn't it ?

Mamma, are you coming to see your boy ?

Edith M. Thomas, blind and deaf. This little

girl was born in 1879, in Chelsea, Massachusetts.

She was a very bright and active child, physically

and mentally well developed. At the age of four

years she was attacked with malignant scarlet fever

and diphtheria. She was unconscious for a long

time, and little, if any, hope was entertained of her

recovery. She finally rallied, however, but her

sight was gone, and the loss of the senses of

hearing and smell and of the power of speech

gradually followed. At the age of six years she

had become totally deaf. Owing to the loss of

hearing her speech degenerated, becoming less

frequent and more inarticulate, until it has now

ceased almost entirely. Only at rare intervals,

and under the impulse of some powerful emo-

tion, she utters a few words. It is only a few

weeks since she entered the kindergarten. She

is physically strong and healthy, and eager to
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examine every new thing which comes within

her reach. She is especially fond of playinj^ and

romping ont of doors. Both confinement and

mental application are irksome to her. When
she came to the school no channel of communica-

tion with her mind had yet been opened, and what

she did was simply an imitation of what had been

done within her range of touch. A competent

teacher has been procured for her, under whose

tuition she has commenced learning the finger

alphabet, and has already mastered four or five

words. She can dress and undress and feed

herself very well. She rolls up her napkin and

puts it in the ring, and seems to be, by nature,

skilful with her fingers.

This account might be enlarged by the addition

of several other cases, but these are sufficient to

illustrate the tale which has been often told, and

to set its moral in relief.

Officers and Teach ehs.

" Now, trust ine, 't is fin office of grciit worth,

And you an officer lit for tlie pluce."

Shakkspkaue.

The present corps of officers and teachers of the

little school consists of the matron, Miss Isabel

Greeley; two kindergartncrs, Miss Fanny L. John-

son and Miss Maria A. Swan; and an assistant

matron, Miss Nettie B. Vose.

The experience of the past few months enables

I
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me to say that the selection of all these persons

was a fortunate one, — for every one of them has

proved to be true to the trust reposed in her,

devoted to the welfare of the pupils, and faithful

in the performance of the work allotted to her.

But we were peculiarly fortunate in the choice of

the principal oiScer.

The matronship of the kindergarten is a place

of responsibility and importance. It may be

properly likened to the heart of the organic struc-

ture of the household. Hence its occupant must

be a person of rare gifts. She must unite excel-

lent moral character and uncommon intelligence

with good judgment, executive ability, talent for

practical business, winning manners, tact, industry,

patience and genuine motherly love for children.

Moreover she should be entirely free from the vice

of selfishness, as well as from the dreadful chronic

disease of fault-finding, the victims of which are

out of harmony with their environment wherever

they may be, while in a public institution they

become veritable nuisances. Miss Greeley is, both

by nature and attainments, eminently fitted for the

varied and exacting duties of the office. Blessed

with a cheerful disposition which inclines her to

look steadily on the sunny side of things, and

animated by an ardent desire to promote the inter-

ests of her charge, she fills her position with

marked efficiency, gentle firmness and dignified

urbanity. Thus far her administration of the affairs
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of the kinder'j^arten lias been so prudent and

economical as to merit the unreserved commenda-

tion ol" youi- board and the aj)i)roval of the friends

and patrons of the establishment.

Miss Johnson, the teacher who first organized

the chisses and instructed them for several months

alone, is a well-trained and capaljle kindergartner,

a thorough believer in Froebel's methods and

practices, and has proved herself very successful

in her work.

Miss Swan has been recently employed to take

charge of the little boys, and is striving conscien-

tiously to become acquainted with their special

requirements and to give satisfaction in the per-

formance of her duties.

Miss Vose is a valuable assistant to Miss Gree-

ley, Like her chief she is very fond of children,

and her^laily ministrations to their wants, enhanced

by the amiableness of her character and the sweet-

ness of her disposition, are a soui'ce of comfort

and happiness to them.

One of the leading physicians of Jamaica Plain,

Dr. Henry W. Broughton, has kindly consented

to attend, gratuitously, to any cases of illness which

may occur among the children, and I am glad to

avail myself of this opportunity to tender to him

my cordial thanks and grateful acknowledg-

ments.

I
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Financial Status of the Kindeegarten.

" ah debts are cleared."

Shakespeare.

At the dedicatory ceremonies of the kindergar-

ten reference was made to its financial status,

with special emphasis, by several speakers. It

was then announced that, despite the strenuous

efforts which had been put forth to raise the

necessary funds, the amount of $11,000 was still

needed to complete the payments for building and

furniture. In addition to this the sum of $5,000

was required for the current expenses of the year.

The Rev. Phillips Brooks, on being informed at

the close of his eloquent address of the exact

pecuniary condition of the infjint school, asked

permission to make a few supplementary remarks

on this point, and spoke as follows:—

Will you allow me to saj', before the next speaker is an-

nounced, that I was not aware, while I was speaking, of exactly

the financial condition in which this kindergarten stood? I

have heard, since I finished what I said just now, some par-

ticulars which I did not know then ; and I have also received

one communication which I feel that I must make to this meet-

ing, and then leave it to its responsibility. 1 understand that

there is a debt of eleven thousand dollars upon this kinder-

garten as it stands today. One person now present offers to

give one of those eleven thousand dollars provided the other

ten be also given. Such a communication ought to be put

immediately before the rich and generous people of Boston

who are here this afternoon. The promise of one-eleventh
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oii<i-|it fctlaiuly U) K'lid {)co[)lt' to Lliiiik wluitluir tlicy arc not

able to give their elevt-iitlis of it, and so let tiiis institution go

fortli absolutely without a debt to the good \V(jrk which it will

have to do.

The warm and hearty approval with which

these words were received indicated that they

sank deep in the souls of those present, and

touched a responsive chord in their feelings.

At the end of the meeting Dr. Eliot came for-

ward with a generous gift of money which he had

brought with him for the purpose. He was fol-

lowed by that Nestor of Boston's benevolence,

Mr. William Endicott, Jr., who started from home

foi- the kindergarten with one of the elevenths in

his pocket. In the forenoon of that day a let-

ter was received from Mrs. William Appleton, in

which she expressed her regrets at her inability

to attend the exercises and at the same time en-

closed her eleventh.

On the following morning Mrs. John L. Gard-

ner, who was the authoress of the anonymous

communication read l)y Dv. Brooks, sent her

eleventh, and appealed to others to do likewise.

Iler efforts in this direction boi-e fruit. Then

the chorus of liberal givers was joined by such

stanch friends and constant benefactors of the

blind as Mrs. J. Huntington Wolcott, Miss Edith

Rotch, Mrs. Saraii S. Kussell, ]\rr. T. Jeffer-

son Coolidge, Mrs. Martin Brimmer, Miss liouisa

M. Alcott, Mrs. IJenjamin Kolch, Mr. WiWiam
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Amory, Mrs. J. Templeman Coolidge, Miss Helen

C. Bradlee, the Orpheus Musical Society, Miss S.

G. Littell, Mr. John Foster, Mrs. Sarah M. Pratt,

Mrs. Louis Agassiz, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mer-

riam, Rev. Dr. Bartol and sister, the Misses

Crufts, Mrs. M. Day Kimball, Mrs. David P.

Kimball, Mr. William Montgomery, the Misses

Cheever, Mrs. N. M. Field of Monson, and a

host of others. It seemed as if the hearts of the

entire community were beating warm and high

toward the kindergarten. The result of this mani-

festation of active S3^mpathy and good will— which

shone like a fair white star in the firmament of

beneficence— was most gratifying. It was pub-

licly announced on a subsequent occasion that the

whole amount of $11,000 had already been con-

tributed.

Many were the warm fi-ieuds and enthusiastic

promoters of the cause of the little sightless chil-

dren who assisted in the accomplishment of this

noble end; but foremost among them was the hon-

ored and revered president of our corporation, Dr.

Samuel Eliot. By the use of his pen and by his

eloquent addresses he called public attention to

the matter, and it was mainly due to his exertions

that a fresh interest was awakened in many direc-

tions and substantial aid was secured in the way

of donations and subscriptions.
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Imperative Need of an Endowment of

iii>i(K),or)().

" 1 1:11(1 ;iih1 loiiu; luis boeii tlie contest,

Hut the victory is sure.

There is no doubt of the coiuiuest,

If we to the end endure."

It is matter lor thanksgiving and rejoicing that

the incubus of debt has been lifted, and that the

infant institution, like a fine vessel substantially

built and well rigged, has been auspiciously

launched on the voyage of its usefulness free from

encumbrances. This was indeed a grand step in

the right direction, full of cheer and encourage-

ment, and we pray most fervently that it may be

followed by others of equal importance and greater

significance. What is now imperatively needed

to place the kindergarten on a solid financial basis

is an ENDOAVMENT FUND OF §100,000, of which

the income only should be used for current ex-

penses, without encroachment upon the principal.

This is the anchor of its safety, the prime condi-

tion of its growtti, the talisman of its stability.

Without a reliable source of revenue it cannot

thrive and prosper; for this alone, and not the

uncertain fruits of sjiasmodic effort, can infuse

into its existence the sense of vitality and the

essence of security. Ko matter how great an

enterprise is in its conception and how beneficent

in its purposes, freedom from pecuniary anxiety is
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not merely a desideratum, but an indispensable

element of its success.

The sum of nearly $3,000 has already been con-

tributed towards this permanent fund, and we

appeal to the generosity and benevolence of the

friends of suffering humanity for the balance.

We beg for a consideration'of this object by those

who are favored with the stewardship of riches

and who are making plans for usefulness and

beneficence. By gift, donation, annual subscrip-

tion or legacy,— in some way we ask them to

help us.

Will not the knights of wealth, as well as the

public in general, assist in the endeavor to rescue

some of the humblest and lowliest and most help-

less children from the very jaws of wretchedness,

and enable them to stand erect and walk in the

paths of independence, virtue, dignity and self-

respect?

We hear of hundreds of thousands of dollars

being bequeathed every year to educational insti-

tutions. Will this stream of money pass by on

the other side to enter the treasuries of wealthy

colleges and universities already richly endowed

and amply j^rovided for? Have the little sightless

children— neglected, underfed, scantily clad and

suffering for want of proper care— no claims on

the remembrance and kindness of the favorites of

fortune? We plead, we implore, we entreat, that

their cause shall remain forgotten no longer, and
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that they shall not be denied a few crumbs at least

of the rich intellectual and artistic feast which is

constantly being increased both in quantity and

variety for those who are in full possession of all

their faculties.

Hopeful Outlook of the Future.

" I dimly guess from blessings known

Of greater out of sight."

AV I urn Kit.

In closing this report it affords mc very great

pleasure to state that the kindergarten has had a

rao.st auspicious beginning, and that it continues to

receive constantly many evidences of regard and

sympathy from all classes of society. Thanks to

the assiduous efforts of its friends and to the gen-

erous assistance of its benefactors, it has won its

way to public recognition and has been accorded

a prominent place in the ranks of the most favored

philanthropic enterprises. lis value as one of the

most potent agencies in the education of the blind

is universally acknowledged, and the signs are not

wanting that the success which it has already

attained is not only a demonstration of its benefi-

cence, but also a harbinger of greater blessings to

come.

Strong in the hope that active and efficient

measures will be speedily taken to secure a firm

and lasting foundation for the kindergarten, we

look back upon its early history with gratitude,
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contemplate its present condition with pleasure,,

and await the future with great confidence.

For a concise account of what has been done

in the infant school during the brief period of its

operations I refer you to the report of the matron^

which is hereto appended.

All which is respectfully submitted by

M. ANAGNOS.
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REPORT OF THE MATRON.

To Mil. IM. Anagnos, Director.

Sir,— 111 in:ikin<>- (ho first report of the kindergarten

for the blind we arc necessarily limited to giving an

account of the simple beginning of the work.

The edifice provided for this object and recently dedi-

cated opened its doors for the reception of i)ui)ils on the

second of May of the i)resent year. On that day ten

children were received who eomj)leted one term of eight

weeks,— the term closing June 2 9th for the summer

vacation. Xot until the school reopened in September

did it enter upon its first full year of existence.

Never before, we believe, ha>\ a work of this kind been

so favorably inaugurated under such suitable and {;om-

plete conditions, and with such superior advantages for

the early education of those whose physical limitations

prevent them from pursuing studies by the usual methods

furnished at the common schools. With thanksgiving

word and sona" the kindergfarten was dedicated to be

the home of childhood, the school where true and har-

monious development might I)e possil)le, the garden

where each plant could grow in all beauty and useful-

ness. No indifferent hand had i)lanted or builded here.

Imprinted upon the prosaic walls of stone and brick was

the benevolence of the community ; into the very struc-

ture were wrouiiht the ten(U'r ministrations of children^.
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the noble munificence of men and women ; and when

the building was completed and these little ones with

unseeing sight came hither, they caught at once the ani-

mating spirit of the place, felt the gracious influence,

the sunny attractiveness of their surroundings, and love,

order and contentment were the first fruits of the

enterprise.

The class numbered seven girls and three boys, the

youngest of whom was six and the eldest ten years of

age, the average age being eight years. There was no

delay in taking up the simple course of instruction pre-

viously marked out ; from the first day unto the last

the life progressed harmoniousl}^ and the quick response

of the child's mind to the adaptive power of the system

here taught was made apparent, as it has so often been

before. One fact which has been many times reiterated

was made palpably evident in this brief initial term,

namely, that the earlier sightless children can have

the l)enefit of kindergarten instruction, the l)etter it will

be for them, the younger the child, the more satisfac-

tory will l)e the result. Xo question of expediency can

be woi-th considering when the child's development

imperatively demands that this training be begun at

the earliest practicable age. The lack of mental and

physical momentum in all children, even the most

promising ones, of this class is too apparent to be

gainsaid ; and the surest and happiest antidote for list-

less inactivit}'^, the best corrective of abnormal habits,

is found to l)e intelligent occupation. Some children

have this in their homes, but many do not. This is

eminently what the training at the kindergarten for the

blind bestows. It diligentlv cultivates all the senses
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that remain lo the sightless child, I'or wlioii one avenue

to the soul is closed light must enter in some otlun- way.

Ours he the gentle task to teach them—

" Tlic sunshine by tlie heat.

The river's silver flowing

By murmtu's at their feet.

The foliage by its coolness,

The roses by their smell.

And all creation's fulness

By love's invisible."

In eight weeks tlun-e was a noticeable improvement in

the physical appearance of these children, due, we

believe, to the regular employment of mind and body,

and to physical exercise in the open air and in the

"fvmnasium. Xo better evidence is needed to show the

success of the Avork done l>y the teacher than was seen

in the eaijer enthusiasm of the children for their kin-

dergarten pursuits, and the marked progress made by

them from day to day.

The vast possibilities of the work are alluring. This

opportunity for intelligent monopoly of these early

fleeting years of childhood is infinitely valuable and

precious. Its solemn responsibility should l)e no temp-

tation to renounce it. People can stand aloof and

show their pity, but sympathy is the truer relation

between souls. It makes each the helper of another.

It renders work a pleasure and life a song.

Respectfully submitted by

ISABEL GREELEY,
Matron.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Among the pleasant duties incident to the close of the year

is that of expressing our lieartfelt thanks and grateful acknowl-

edgments to the following artists, litterateurs, societies, [)ro-

pi'ietors, managers, editors and publishers, for concerts and

various musical entertainments, for operas, oratorios, lectures,

readings, and for an excellent supply of periodicals and weekly

papers, minerals and specimens of various kinds.

As I have said in previous reports, these favors are not only

a source of pleasure and happiness to our pupils, but also a

valuable means of aesthetic culture, of social intercourse, and

of mental stimulus and improvement. So far as we know

there is no community in the world which does half so much

for the gratification and improvement of its unfortunate mem-

bers as that of Boston does for our pupils.

/. — Acknoidedymevis for Concerts and Operas in the City.

To IMr. Henry Lee Higginson we are under great and con-

tinued obligations for thirty season tickets to the series of

twenty-four symphony concerts, and for twenty-eight tickets

to an extra symphony concert.

To Mr. Eugene Tompkins, proprietor, and IMr. Henry A.

McGlenen, manager of the Boston Theatre, for a pass admitting

parties of above fifty in number to five or six operas.

To the Handel and HaA'dn Society, through its secretary,

Mr. E. B. Hagar, for twenty-eight tickets to one concert.

To the Apollo Club, through its secretary, Mr. Arthur Reed,

for six tickets to each of four concerts.
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To the Boylston Club, llirouoii its secretary, Mr. F. II.

Ratcliffe, for eight tickets to each of six concerts.

To the Cecilia, through its secretary, Mr. George D. Coale,

for an average of eighteen tickets to each of four concerts.

To the Euterpe Society, through Mr. Arthur Foote, for an

invitation to two concerts. To an anonymous friend, for two

tickets to the same.

To the Boston CIkhuIxt Concert Society, through its secretary,

Mr. John Cone Kinil):ill, for ten tickets to each of eight concerts.

To Mr. Arthur Foote, for live tickets to one pianoforte recital

and for a pass to one organ recital.

To Mr. Willard Burr, through Mr. George J. Parker, for an

invitation to one concert.

To Mr. H. W. Holland, for four tickets to one concert.

To Mrs. M. Gascoigue Bullard, for an invitation to one

pianoforte recital.

To Miss Anna M. Dunlap, for six tickets to one pianoforte

recital.

To Abby W. Stone, for ten tickets to a pianoforte recital

given in aid of the Children's Hospital.

To Ladies Schumann (Quartette, through Mr. George J. Parker,

for twenty tickets to one recital.

To ]Mr. George J. Parker, for ten tickets to concerts given

by Miss H. Louise Laine and Miss Harriet Allen.

To iVIr. Julius Eichberg, for twelve tickets to one violin recital.

To Mr. William Apthorp, for tw^elve tickets to each of four

lectures on music.

To Rev. J. J. Lewds, pastor of the Broadway Universalist

Church, for a general invitation to their concerts and lectures.

//, — Acknowledgments for Concerts, Lectures and Readings

given in our IlalJ.

For a series of recitals, concerts and readings given from

time to time in the nuisic hall of the institution we are greatly

indebted to the following artists :
—
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To Mr. Arthur Foote, assisted by Mr. George J. Parker, for

one concert.

To Mrs. William H. Sherwood for two pianoforte recitals.

To Ladies Schumann Quartette, assisted by Miss Harriet

Allen, pianist, and Mr. George J. Parker, vocalist, for one

concert.

To Mr. Charles A. Bond, assisted by Miss Ada Drew and

Miss Edith Hatch, vocalists, and Mrs. Jessie Hinckley Water-

house, reader, for one concert.

To Mr. Homer A. Norris, organist, assisted by Miss Cliarity

Martin and Mrs. Carrie Carper Mills, vocalists, and Miss

Fanny Payne, pianist, for one concert.

To Mrs. Erving Winslow, for one reading.

To Mr. George J. Parker, assisted by Mrs. Ella Cleveland

Fenderson, vocalist, and IVIr. Pennington, accompanist, for one

concert.

To Mr. Ernst Perabo, assisted by Miss Nora Bannfield, for

one pianoforte recital.

To Prof. Carl Baermann, for one pianoforte recital.

///. — Acknowledgments for Books, Specimens, etc.

For various books, specimens, etc., we are indebted to the

folloAving friends :
—

To Mr. Andrew Newell, and the Society for Providing

Evangelical Religious Literature for the Blind.

IV.— Acknoivledgments for Periodicals and Newspapers.

The editors and publishers of the following reviews, maga-

zines, and semi-monthly and weekly papers continue to be very

kind and liberal in sending us their publications gratuitous!}',

which are always cordially welcomed and perused with

interest :

—

The N. E. Journal of Education, . . Boston, Mass.

The Atlantic, " "

Boston Home Journal, . . . . " "
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Yoiitli's (oiniiMiiioii. ..... lios/im, M(

()iii' Dmiili Aiiiiiinls, '1 copies,

TIk' Christian, ....
The Christian Ri-^istcr,

The Musical IJet'ord, .

Tlie Musiciil llerahl, .

Tlie Folio, ....
Littell's Living Age,

Unitarian Review,

The Watclnnan,

The Goiaen Rule,

Zion's Herald, ....
The ilissionar}' Herald,

Tlu- Well-Spring,

The Salem Register, .

The Century, ....
St. Nicholas, ....
The Journal of Speculative Philosophy

The Christian Union,

Church's INIusical Journal,

Ooodson (lazette, . Vn. Inut. for Deaf-Mates and Blind..

Tablet, . . West Va. Inst. " " "

Good Health, ...... Battle Creek, Mich.

L'Amieo dei Ciechi, ..... Florence, Italy.

Valentin Haiiy, a French niontiily, . . Paris, France.

Salem, Mass.

New York, N. Y.

Cincinnati, 0.

I desire again to render the most liearty thanks, in behalf of

all our pupils, to the kind friends who liave thus nobly remem-

bered them. The seeds which their friendly and generous

attentions have sown have fallen on no barren ground, but will

continue to bear fruit in after years ; and the memory of many

of these delightful and instructive occasions and valuable gifts

will be retained through life.

M. ANAGNOS.
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ANALYSIS OF THE MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT.

Meat, 32,154 lbs., $2,895 02

Fish, 4,383 lbs., 207 27

Butter, 5,571) lbs., ..... 1,485 29

Rice, sago, etc., ..... 49 87

Bread, flour, and meal, .... 1,256 85

Potatoes and other vegetables, . 719 74

Fruit, ....... 452 98

Milk, 32,107 qts., 1,687 09

Sugar, 8,025 lbs., 491 43

Tea and coffee, 710 lbs., .... 231 25

(Jroceries, ...... 848 20

Gas and oil, . 420 64

Coal and Avood, ...... 2,911 93

Sundry articles of consumption, . 165 65

Wages and domestic service. 4,496 01

Salaries, superintendence and instruction, . 17,443 70

Outside aid, ...... 229 89

Medicine and medical aid, .... 18 10

Furniture and bedding, .... 1,303 85

Clothing and mending, .... 67 20

Stable, 370 00

Musical instruments, ..... 677 64

Boys' shop, ...... 80 00

Books, stationery and api)aratus, 737 30

Construction and repairs, . . . . . 2,036 80

Taxes and insurance, . . . . . 781 00

Travelling expenses, ...... 64 93

Sundries, ....... 93 17

12,222 80
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WORK DEPAIITMENT, Oct. 1, 1887.

Statement.

Ainouut due Perkins Institution, .... $47,400 35

Anioinit of receipts over expenditures, . . 621 62

$46,778 73

Cash received during the year, .... Sl6,278 45

Salaries and wages paid blind people, . $3,676 19

" " seeing people, 2,538 81

Amount paid for stock, rent and sundries, 9,441 83

15,656 83

6621 62

Stock on hand Oct. 1, 1886, 87,427 38

Adding error on stock, . 13 49

7,440 87

Stock on hand Oct. 1, 1887, S4,607 91

Receivable bills, Oct. 1, 1887, 2,244 23

6,852 14

588 73

S32 89
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'I'hc folhnviiit*' uceoimt cxliihits llio .stall' of lliu property as

embraced in the books of tlic institution, Sept. 30, 1H87 :
—

Benl Esfafc i/ichUiiy Income.
House 11 Oxford street, .... $5,500 00
Three Iiouses on Fifth street, . !),900 00
House ;');)? Fourth street, 4,800 00
Four houses on Fourth street, |22,4")0 00
Less mortf^ages, . . . 7,000 00

15,450 00
14,900 00Two briek houses, . ' .

Three houses corner of Day and Perkins
streets, Koxbury, 7,450 00

$58,000 00W/
Real Estate used by the InstUidinn.

Real estate used for school pvu'poses,

South Boston, ..... 246,277 00
Real estate used for school purposes,
Roxbury, 63,482 00

Unimproved land, South Boston, 9,975 00

Notes and Mortgages.
Mortgage notes, ..... 197,000 00
South Boston R.R. Co. note, . . 7,500 00

Railroad Stock.

Boston & Providence, ot» sliares, value, . 6.540 00
FMtcliburg, 70 shares, value, 6,790 00
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 100

shares, value, 13,500 00
Chicago, Burlington & Northern, 3

shares, value, ..... 210 00
Eastern preferred, 31 shares, value. 3,831 00

30,371 00
Railroad Bonds.

Eastern (> per cent., 1 at $1,000, value, . 1,250 00
Boston & Lowell 5 per cent., 1 at $1,000,

value, ....... 1,000 00
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 4s, 27 at

$1,000, value," . . \ . . 25,650 00
Chicago, Burlington & Northern 5s, 14

at $1,000, value, 14,140 00
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 6s, 5 at

$1,000, value, 5,625 00
Ottawa & Burlington (is, 5 at $1 ,000, value. 5,500 00
Kansas City, .St. Joseph & Council Bluffs

7s. 5 at^S'l.OOO, value 6,200 00
St. Paul ct ^Manitoba 4s, 10 at $1,000, value, 8,000 00
So. Kansas, Gulf Division 5s, 10 at $1,000,

value, 9,900 00
Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield 5s,

10 at $1,000, value, .... 9,800 00
87,065 00

Amount carriedforward, . $699,670 00
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Amount broughtforward, .

Cash,
Household furniture, South Boston,
Household furniture, Roxbury,

Provisions and supplies. South Boston,

Provisions and supplies, Roxbury, .

Coal, South Boston,....
Coal, Roxbury, ....

Work Department.
Stock and bills, ....

Musical Department
One large organ.
Four small organs,

Forty-five pianos,

Brass instruments.

Violins,

Musical library,

Prifiting Department.
Stock and machinery,
Books,
Stereotype plates, .

School furniture and apparatus.

Library of books in common type,

Libi'ary of books in I'aised type,

Boys' shop,

Stable and tools.

$15,000 00

4,064 96

$716 64
85 73

i,909 00
250 00

$5,000 00
300 00

10,500 00
500 00
35 00

600 00

2,500 00
11,072 00
8,225 00

2,900 00

9,500 00

$699,670 00

3,028 47

19,064 96

802 37

3,159 00

6,852 14

16,935 00

21,797 00
7,000 00

12,400 00
115 13

596 00

$791,420 07
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'llic f()rc<;t)iii<i' piopcily iipifsciits (lie follow iiijf I'liuds iiiid

halancH's and is aiiswcraltlc tor the saiiio :
—

General fund investments: Real estate,

stoeks, notes, etc. (incliullnj;; tlic Ilaii'is

fund of ijSO.OOO :uiil the Richard
Perkins fund of S;-JO,()(HI), .

Less amount over-invested,

Pi'intino^ fund,
Kindergarten, real estate yielding' income,
Cash in treasury, .

'.
. $8,028 47

Cash due from general fund, . ;i,;5,']() 33

$201,119 59
3,33(3 33

Buildings, unimproved real estate and
personal property in use for the insti-

tution. South Boston, ....
Land, buildinafs and ])ersonal ])ro])erty in

use for the kindergarten, Roxbury,

7,4.00 00

G,3G4 80

$257,783 26
111,3GG 41

13,814 80

340,572 91

67,882 69

$791,420 07

Total amount of property belonging to

the kindergarten,

Total amount of property belonging to

the institution jn'oper, ....
$81,G97 49

709,722 58

$791,420 07
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KINDERGARTEN FUND.

List of Contributors.

From September 30, 1886, to October 1, 1887.

Amoiait ackjioicledgecl in the last animal report,

Miss Ida M. Mason (third contribution),

Lawrence Model Lodging House (second donation)

,

Mrs. George Gardner, ......
Mrs. Eleanor J. W. Baker, . . . . .

Miss A. C. Lowell (second contribution).

Misses Annie and Alice Matthews, proceeds of fair,

Proceeds of fair held February' 22, by Emily Beebe,

Marjorie Cochrane, Marion Fenno, Bessie AYells

and Lina Stevenson, ....
Mrs. J. H. Thorudike (fourth contribution),

Mrs. J. H. Thorndike (annual),

Mrs. J. C. Phillips, ....
Miss Edith Kotch (second contribution)

,

J. B. Glover (second contribution),

Mrs. W. C. Loring, ....
A friend, ......
Miss Anne Wigglesworth (fourth contribution),

Mrs. W. O. Grover, ....
Mrs. Annie L. Cummings, Portland, Me.,

George W. Wales (third contribution), .

C. W. Amory (third contribution),

Mrs. Mary E. Pierson (third contribution).

Proceeds of entertainments held February 22 by

pupils of Perkins Institution,

Amount carried fora-ard.

;0,595 51

1,000 00

1,000 00

500 00

300 00

200 00

190 12

117 00

100 00

10 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

75 70

$65,188 3.S
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Amount hronfjld fonrnnl, . . . .

Mrs. FraiK'is Hmoks, sale of " Ihidi '" (foiirtli coii-

triltution )

,

......
M. ]\I. 1). and \j. W . 1). {secuiid c(;ntril)iitiuii j,

John Felt Osgood, .....
Mrs. J. B. S. Jackson (fourth contribution), .

F. W. llunncwoll (second contribution),

Citizens and Congregational Sunda^'-school of Kens

ington, N. II., .

St. Peter's Sunday-school, Ik'vcrly (tliird contril)u

tion), .......
]Mrs. II. W. French, proceeds of children's fair ii

Roxl)ury, .......
Mrs. W. S. Tilton,

Joseph H. Center (tliird contribution), .

Miss INIargaret C. Billings, ....
Five Newport friends, through Miss Kniily B. Chase

A friend, .......
Miss M. A. Wales (fifth contribution), .

Mrs. F. A. Brooks (second contribution),

Mrs. John Parkinson (second contribution), .

Miss Norcross (third contribution),

Proceeds of fair, by Ethel Purdon and IMargare

Lothrop, .......
II. AV.,

Mrs. B. AV. Taggard, .....
Medford,

Proceeds of pupils' concert in Rutland, \'t., .

Proceeds of an entertainment by the Dozen Club,

George W. Wales, .....
Miss Lucy Lowell, annual. ....
A friend, for books, .....
Mrs. J. T. Clark,

Amount carried foricard.

80') ,188 :V.)

07 (»()

:>{) (10

oO (M)

."^0 00

;".0 00

41 00

40 00

.) / r^

2."» 00

'>:, 00

•2r> 00

>:> 00

2.', 00

•2.'. 00

2i> 00

2;-> 00

2;') 00

21 50

20 00

20 00

20 00

18 8;-)

12 00

10 00

10 00

10 0(1

10 00

§0.3,9.''. 1 4(»
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Amount brought forward,

Miss Clara B. Rogers (second contribution),

C. E. Jenks (third contribution), .

Miss S. Putnam,

Miss Mary R. Mason, . . . „

From the infant class of Congregational Sunday

school, Northborough, through Miss Small,

Children of Miss Perkins's kindergarten, Amhers

(second donation),

H. S.,

J. D. R.,

A few children from district school No. 2,

Compton, R. I.,

Miss Wiltze's kindergarten, .

Mrs. Priest,

A friend, ......
A friend, ......
A young lady,

Miss Small's kindergarten, . . .

Through Laura Bridgman,

Mrs. AVilliani Appleton (third contribution),

William Endicott, Jr., ....
T. Jefferson Coolidge (second contribution),

Mrs. John L. Gardner (second contribution),

Mrs. Sarah S. Russell (second contribution),

Authors' entertainment, through Mrs. Porter,

Mrs. J. Huntington Wolcott (sixth contribution),

Miss Edith Rotch (second contribution),

John Foster, .....
K. P.,

Mrs. Martin Brinmicr, ....
Concert by the Orpheus INIusical Society,

Mrs. B. S. Rotch (fourth contribution),

Amount carried foneard,

$65,951 40

5 23

5 00

5 00

5 00

4 00

2 50

2 50

2 00

Litth

2 00

2 00

1 70

1 00

1 00

1 00

56

50

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

1,000 00

54 G 00

on), 500 00

500 00

500 00

500 00

500 00

342 00

300 00

$74,680 39
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Amount brour/hl forirdrd,

Williiun AnioiT, ......
INIrs. .1. Teinijleman Coolidge ( third eontriltiitioii),

Mrs. INIary S. Curtis, .....
Miss Cornelia I>. I>oanliii;m, i)n)ec'(.'(ls of fair,

Proceeds of f:iir by cliildrcn of Cliauncy II;i

School, .......
Sunday-school of First Church,

Dr. Sauuu'l Eliot (second contriluition),

Miss Louisa M. Alcott (second conti'ilnition),

Mrs. Sarah INI. Pratt,

Friend B. II.,

Mrs. N. M. Field, Mouson (second contri])ution).

Mrs. M. Day Kimball,

Mrs. David P. Kimball, ....
Easter offering of Trinity Church, .

Miss Helen C. Bradlee, ....
Mrs. R. C. Waterston,

Mrs. C. E. "Ware (second contribution),

Rev. Photius Fisk, United States Navy,

Mrs. B. Joy Jeffries, to pay for bookcase,

Miss ]\r. L. "Ware (second contribution).

Proceeds of sale, by the children of Miss Rust's kin

dergarten, ......
Miss S. G. Littell (second contribution).

Rev. Cyrus A. Bartol, .

Miss jMary Bartol,

The Misses Crufts,

Mrs. L. L. C, .

R. Sullivan (third contribution),

Mrs. Richard Baker, Jr. (animal),

Mrs. Charles Faulkner, .

AmoxDit carried foni:((nl,

. $74,fi80 39

200 00

200 00

200 00

12.J 00

115 25

no 00

1 00 00

1 00 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

75 00

75 00

75 00

G3 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

. ?77,518 G4
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Amount hronrjlit forward, .... $77,51^ 64

First Congregational Sunday-school, New Bedford

(second contribution), ..... 50 00

Mrs. E. C. Agassiz, 25 00

Mrs. Maud Howe Elliott, 25 00

Miss A.M. Cbeever, 25 00

Miss M. E. Cheever, 25 00

A gentleman, ....... 25 00

]Mrs. Julia B. II. James (second contribution), . 25 00

Mrs. S. E. Guild (second contribution), . . ' 25 00

Cyrus Brewer, ....... 25 00

Charles Merriam, ....... 25 00

Mrs. Charles Merriam, ...... 25 00

William Montgomery (third contril)ution), . . 25 00

Mrs. John F. Anderson, 20 00

Thomas Cushing, ....... 20 00

Mrs. C. M. Weld, 20 00

A sympathizer from Revere, ..... 20 00

S. B., additional, 20 00

An old lady 20 00

Mrs. E. L. Davis, 20 00

Mrs. Hayes's school, . . . . . . 18 00

IVIrs. Robert Swan (fourth contribution), . . 15 00

Miss Ellen M. Wheelock, 10 00

From a " brother," 10 00

Miss Lilian Whiting, for May and June, . . 10 00

Miss H. Louisa Brown, 10 00

Miss Dorr, 10 00

H. W., 10 00

Miss II. AV. Faulkner (annual), .... 1000

Miss Faulkner (annual), 10 00

Mrs. Otis Norcross, Jr., (second contribution), . 10 00

Mrs. E. C. Morrison (annual), . . . . 10 00

Aynonnt carried forward, ^116 64
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Amount brought forward,

Miss Julia l>yiii:iii, ....
Additional from fair hold by tlit' Misses NN'ortlii

J^ittlo folks at Miss Sampson's school, Charle

(second contribution),

Mrs. Klizabc'th (). P. Sturgis,

Miss ]\Iary K. I'arkmau (annual), .

Miss Helen Marrett,

Unitarian Sunday-school, Littleton (second (

bution), ....
T)r. Klislui S. Boland, .

Mis. Dexter N. Richards,

K. T. B., .

Miss A. A. Grecnough,

Children of ]\Iiss Sopor's kindergarten, Sonu

Miss II. Callonder (annual), .

Mrs. B. C. Vose, .....
Cash, .......
Isaac Fenno, .....
A young lady, .....
Friends from Danvers, ....
Little gills, through Miss S. F. Perry, .

Mrs. Chamberlain. ....
A friend, ......
A little boy and girl, Si each,

Miss Olive A. Prescott,

Miss William's kindergarten, Worcester,

Children of Cottage Place kindergarten, No.

Master Charles AVinslow and two other boys.

Uev. ]\Ir. Rogers, Swampscott,

Ilany Vose, ....
'I'hroiigh Laura Bridgman,

Master Walter J. Trowbridge,

Total,

878,110 M

10 00

ngton H r^o

L'StOWl

;> 00

i) 00

o 00

eoiitri

00

5 00

00

r, 00

.', 00

Tville 5 00

00

r> 00

r> 00

00

6 00

;} 00

2 00

2 00

2 00

2 00

2 00

1 If}

2, 1 IS

1 00

1 00

] 00

1 00

7.')

$78, 2:^2 .S2
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ENDOWMENT FUND.

The following additional contributions to the kindergarten

for the blind have been received from date of June 13 to

Oct. 1, 1887: —

Appleton, Mrs. William, fourth contribution,

Bethmann's, Mrs., kindergarten children, third con

tribution, .......
Brooks, Miss, ......
Children of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Kindergarten

through Miss Sharp,.....
('hildren of District No. 2, Little Compton, R. I.

proceeds of fair, .....
(hildren of Melville-street Kindergarten, through

Miss E. Manson, .....
Children of Ruggles-street Kindergarten,

CofTiu, S. R.,

Darling, Cortes A., Providence, R. I., .

Finney, Willie, ......
Flint, Charles L., .

Harrington, — , . . . . .

Harrington, J. D.,

H. W.,

Kindergarten at Riverpoint, R. I.,

Lawrence, Mrs. Amos A., .

Marrett's, Miss M. E., Sunday-school class, Cam-

bridge, .......
Merrill, Miss Frances S., proceeds of lawn party,

Montgomery, William, fourth contribution,

Shuman, Miss Lillian, proceeds of fair at Swamp

scott, .......
Standing, Samuel F., .

Amount carried forward^

$1,000 00

1 18

2 00

100 00

17 09

50 00

1 Of)

2 84

2 00

2o 00

1 01

100 00

1 00

5 00

25 00

5 00

100 00

10 00

231 00

25 00

63 71

5 00

$1,772 88
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AiiKiiiiit hroiKjlit fiiniKird,

Siiii(l:iy-scli()(>l, Tliiid ('otigreg:ilioii;il Such

Caiiibiidiicpoit, .....
Syinonds'.s, INIiss, kiiKUTgiirlcii cliilclaii, sfcond

C'ontriliiition, .....
'I'how, Mrs.,......
Wliitt'liead, INIiss Knima,

Wliitehead, Miss Mary,....
J'revionsh/ acknowledged :

May, :Miss Al.l.y W., Fcl.niary, 1886, .

Warron, Mrs. William Wilkins, June, 1H87,

Total

tv of

61,772 HH

r, 10

n :»H

i 00

.') 00

.o

100 00

1,000 00

$-2,896 96

All contributors to the fund are respectfully requested to peruse

the above list, and to re2:)ort either to Edward Jackson, treas-

nrer, Xo. 17f! Devonshire street, Boston, or to the director,

M. Anagnos, South Boston, any omissions or inaccnrades

v'hich they may fnd in it.

The kindergarten has been in operation since last May.

Seventeen children have been admitted, and more will be as

fast as the means for their support are supplied. Five thou-

sand dollars are needed for the current expenses of the year,

which should be provided for by a permanent fund of $100,000^

About $3,000 have been received thus far for this purpose.

Further donations to this, as well as annual subscriptions, are

most earnestly solicited, and will be gratefully acknowledged

EDWARD JACKSON, Treasurer,

No. 1 78 Devonshire street, Boston.
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LIST OF EMBOSSED BOOKS,
Prixted at the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts

School for the Blind.

TITLE OF BOOK.

Hook of Proverbs, . . .

Book of Psalms, ....
New Testament, ....
Book of Common Prayer,

Baxter's C'aH, .....
Hymns for the Blind,

Pilgrim's Progress, . . . .

Natural Theology, ....
Selections from the Works of Swedeuborg, .

Hiograpliical Sketches of Distinguished Persons,

P)iographical Sketch of (ieorge Eliot,

Memoir of Dr. Sanmel (J. Howe, .

Howe's C3-clopa3dia

Combe's Constitution of ^lan.

Cutter's Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene,
" Life and her Children," or a Reader of Natural History

Philosopliy of Natural History,

Geometrical Diagrams, ....
Wentworth's Grammar School Arithmetic,

Huxley's Science Primers, Inti-oductory,

Higginson's Young I^olks' History of the United States

Constitution of the United States, .

Dickens's Child's History of England,
Freeman's History of Europe,
Sclimitz's History of Greece, .

Sehmitz's History of Rome, .

Guyot's (Geography,
Scribner's (rpographical Reader, .

American Prose, ....
Most Celebrated Diamonds, by Julia R. Anagnos
Dickens's Christmas Carol, with Extracts from Pickwick
Dickens's David Coppertield,....
Dickens's Old Curiorsity Shop,
Emerson's Essays, ......
Extracts from British and American Literature

George Eliot's Silas Marner, ....
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield,
Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, ....
Hawthorne's Tanglewood Tales, .

Scott's Quentin Durwaixl
Scott's Talisman, ......
The Deacon's Week,
Tlie Last Days of Pompeii, by Edwaril Buhver Lyiton
Bryant's Poems,
Byron's Hebrew Melodies and Childe Harold,

Poetry of Byron, selected by Matthew Ai-nold,

Holmes's Poems,

$2 00
a 00
7 50
;] 00
2 50
2 00
3 00
4 00

3 00
25

3 00
32 00
4 00
3 00
;] 00
3 00
1 00
3 00
2 00
3 50

40
G 00
2 50
3 00
2 50
4 00
2 50

G 00
50

3 00
15 00
12 00
3 00
5 00
3 50
3 00
5 00
4 00
(J 00
(5 00

25

9 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
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List ok I''mi'.ossi:i> Iiooks— ('niirlndcd.

TITI.K OK IKK IK.

Loncf*'!low's Evangeline,
Loiii;-r('ll()\v's Evangeline iiiid oilier Pooius,

Lowt'lTs IVK'nis, .....
Milton'.s I'anidise Lo.st, ....
Pope's Kssay on .Man and other Pooms,

.

Seotr.s Lay of the Last Minstrel and ;)7 otlier

Shakes|)eare*s Hamlet and .lulins C'lesar,

Shakesjieare's King Ileiny Fiftli. .

Shakes])eare's Uonieo ami -Inliet, .

Tennyson's In Memoriani and oflier Poems,
AN'hitfier's Poems. .....
Longl'ellow's IJirthday, by Julia 11. Anagnos,
C'onnnomoration Ode, by IL W. Stratton,

Juvenile Books.
8ori])t and jioint aljjhabet sheets per hundred,
An Keleetie I'rimer, ...
Child's First Hook
Child's Second P)0()k, ...
Chihl's Tljird P.ook

Child's I'ourth Hook, ...
ChikVs I''il'th Hook
Chihl's Sixth Hook,
Chihl's Si'v-nth Hook, ....
Youth's Library, vol. 1st,

Youth's Library, vol. 2d,

Library, vol. 8d,

Library, vol. 4th,

Youth's Lil)rary, vol. 5th,

Youtli's Library, vol. (ith,

Youtli's Library, vol. 7th,

Youth\s Library, vol. Stii,

Anders(;n's Stories and Tales,

Hi".jh> Stories in Bible Language, by Emilie 1"

Children's Fairy Hook, b}' ^L Anagnos,

.

Eliot'.'; Si.x Arabian Nights,

Heidi : transUited from the (lerman by Airs

Kingsley's (ireek Heroes,
Lodge's Twelve Popular Tales,
The (Jueen of the Pirate Isle,

.

What Katy Did, by Susan Coolidge,

Mrsic.
A few (ierman Chorals of J. S. Bach,
Key to Braille's Musical Notation,

.

Arban's Method for the Cornet and Sax-IIorn,
Forty-live ilynm Tunes,
Opus 2iil. by Czerny, .....
Musical Ciiaracters used by the Seeing,
Twelfth Andante and Waltz, by Charles Bach,

Poem

Youth's
Youth's

'oulsson.

Brooks,

8 *

$2 00
3 00
3 00
5 00
2 50
3 00
4 (JO

2 00
2 00
3 00
3 00

25
10

00
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
00
00
50
00

50
2 00

40
2 50

50
35

1 00
50

1 00
35
10

N. B. Tbe prices in the above list are set down per SET, not per volume.
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LIST OF APPLIANCES AND TANGIBLE APPARATUS,

Made at the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts

School for the Blind.

Geography.

/. — Wall Maps.

The Hemispheres, ....
United States, Mexico and Canada,

North America,

South America,

Europe,

Asia,

Africa, .

The World on Mercator's Projection,

Each $35, or the set,

size, 42 by 52 inches.

size, 30 by 36 inches.

II.— Dissected Maps.

1. Eastern Hemisphere,

2. Western Hemisphere,

3. North America,

4. United States,

5. South America,

('). Europe,

7. Asia,

K. Africa, .

Each $23, or the set, $184.

These maps are considered, in point of workmanship, accu-

racy and distinctness of outline, durability, and beauty, far

superior to all thus far 'made in Europe or in this country.
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"The New Kiiglaiul .Ioiini:il of Ivliicatiou " Hays, "They are

very strong, i)reseiit a (iiie, bright surface, and are an orna-

ment to any school-ruoni."

///. — Pin-Maps.

Cushions for pin-maps and diagrams, . . . each, SO 75

Arithmetic.

Ciphering-boards made of brass strips, nickel-

plated, ........ each, S4 2.')

Ciphering-types, nickel-plated, per hundred, . " 1 00

"Writing.

Grooved writing-cards, ..... each, $0 0"»

Braille tablets, with metallic bed, . . . " 1 aO

Braille French tablets, with cloth bed, . . . " 1 00

Braille new tablets, with cloth bed, . . . " 1 00
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TERMS OF ADMISSION.

Candidates for admission must be over nine and under nineteen

years of age, and none others shall be admitted.— Extract from the

by-laws.

Blind children and youth between the ages above pre-

scribed, and of sound mind and good moral character, can

be admitted to the school by paying $300 per annum.

Those among them who belong to the State of Massachu-

setts, and whose parents or guardians are not able to pay

the whole or a portion of this sum, can be admitted gra-

tuitously by application to the governor for a warrant.

The following is a good form, though any other will

do :
—

To His Excellency, the Oovernor.

Sni : — My son (or daughter, or nephew, or niece, as the case may

be), named and aged , cannot be instructed in the common
schools for want of sight. I am unable to pay for the tuition at the

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, and I

request that your Excellency will give a warrant for fi*ee admission.

Very respectfully, .

The application may be made by any relation or friend,

if the parents are dead or absent.

It should be accompanied by a certificate, signed by

some regular physician, in this form :
—

I certify that, in my opinion, has not sufficient vision to

be taught in common schools ; and that he is free from epilepsy, and

from any contagious disease.

(Signed) .



1()0

Tlioso |)!i|)('i's slioiild l)c (lone ii|) touctlicr .'iiid foiw .irdcd

to the DiiM'.ci'oi: <M' TiiK iNsrnrnoN I'oi: 'iiik Ulinu,

Blind c-liildrcn and youth residing in Muiiic, New

IIimi[)sliiro, A crinont, Connecticut ;ind Khode Island, by

applying as above to the governoi", or the " Secretary of

State," in llieir respective states, can obtain warrants for

free admission.

The sum of $300 above specitied covers all expenses

(except for clothing), namely, board, lodging, washing,

tuition, and the use of books and musical instruments.

The })upils must furnish their own plothing, and pay their

own fares to and iVoni llie institution.

An obligation will be re(]uired from two responsible

persons that the pupil shall be kei)t proi)erly supplied

with decent clothing, shall be provided for during vaca-

tions, and shall be removed, without expense to the insti-

tution, Avhenever it may be desirable to discharge him.

The usual period of tuition is from five to seven years.

The friends of the ])upils can visit them whenever they

choose.

The use of tobacco, either in smoking or otherwise, is

strictly prohibited in the institution.

Persons applj'ing for admission of children nuist fill out

certain l)lanks, copies of which will l)e forwarded to any

address on application.

For further information address M. Axagnos, Direc-

Toit, l^ERKixs Institution for the Blind, South Boston,

Mass.





APPENDIX.

IJrorcedinivi of the (! ommenri^mcnt tf\*criif5efi

The Perkins Institution and Massachusetts

School for the Blind.





COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

PERKINS INSTITUTION AND MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL

FOR THE BLIND.

The commencement exercises of the Perkins Instiln-

tion. which arc held aniiiiallv at 'Fremont 'reni])K'. are

h)oke(l forward to us the crowning event of the year, —
the one day in which, as a school, it ap})ear8 before the

])nhlic on another stage than its own— and the class of

gradnates who this year anticipated, witli mingled feel-

ings of pleasure and regret, the receiving of their diplo-

mas and takino' leave of the school, was larjjer than usual.

r>ut a peculiar interest pertains to the exercises of the

])resent year, for the recent completion and opening of

th<^ kindergarten at Roxbury marks a new epoch in the

history of the education of the blind as well as in the

amials of the Perkins Institution ; and as a visil)le assui-

aiice of the accomplishment of this long cherisluMl li()))e

the first class of little ones was to appear upon the plat-

form.

The approaching exercises were announced in most of

the newspapers of the city, in a form somewhat similar

to the following, which appeared in the Boston Post,

May L\s : _
The Perkins Institutiox.

The annual festivals of the Perkins Institution for the

Blind are alwavs deliijfhtful occasions to all who are
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interested in the cause of the education of sightless

children and desirous of witnessing a brief illustration of

the cour-;e of their instruction and training, and of its

results. The commencement exercises of this year, which

are to l)e held in Tremont Tem})le on Tuesday, June 7,

at 3 P.M., will be no exception to the rule. They will

represent the various departments of the school and give

a hint of their respective work. Exercises in geometry,

geography, reading by the toucli, modelling in clay,

military drill and gymnastics Avill be interspersed with

piano and clarinet solos, and band and choral music.

Dr. Samuel VAiot will preside and present the diplomas

to a class of ten graduates. A brief opening address

will be made by the Rev. M. J. Savage. Laura Bridg-

man will be present, as usual. Plie little children from

the kindergarten recently opened at Rox1)ury will occupy

seats on the platform, and on behalf of this department

Mr. Harvey N. Shepard will address the audience. Cards

of admission to the floor and first balcony can be obtained

at the salesroom of the institution. No. 37 Avon street.

The second balcony is open to the i)ublic whose attend-

ance is cordiallv invited.

PROOK AMME.

Part I.

1. OROAN. Fu2:ue in G minor. Bach.

Charles H. Piiicsco'iT.

2. BRIEF OPENING ADDRESS.

Rkv. M. J. SavaGk.

3. HAND. " Hallelujah Chorus," Handel.
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4. EXERCISK IN GEOMETUY.

By Nink Mr.M»KK.s ok tiik (!|{ai)Ijatin<} Class.

5. PIANOFORTE SOLO. March from " Tamih.-luser
"

(Wagner), F. LLizt.

C. A. W. IIOWLAM).

(',. EXERCISE IN GEOGRAPHY.

GeOIJGK W. IIoDGDON and II\l51tY E. MOZEAI.OUS.

7. READING BY THE TOUCH.

Makv Etta Ellingwood axii Maky F. Guievk.

5. SOLO FOR CLARINET. Air and Variations, . . Brejmtnt.

Clarence W. Baskord.

Part II.

1. GYMNASTICS AND MILITARY DRILL.

2. CHORUS FOR FEMALE VOICES.

" The Mountain Broolc," Rheinhenicr.

H. THE KINDERGARTEN. " Grandmotlier's Johnnycake."

Remarks on the Kindergarten by Harvey N. SiiErAiu), Esq.

;. CHORUS FOR MALE VOICES. "Farewell," . Mendelsnohn.

.-.. VALEDICTORY.
William Beard Perry.

fi. PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS.

By Dr. Saaiuel Eliot.

7. CHORUS. " Wie sclion Icuditot der .Morgenstern!" J.S.Bach.

NAMES OF Trl^.XDrATES.

Caroline E.\stman Adams. Christopher A. Wickes Howlam

Clarence Wilbor Basford. Elisiia Robinson Kenyon.

Asa Everett Benson. William Be.vrd Perry.

George William Brown. Williaai Sterne Smith.

Frederick Bates Gould. Patrick Francis W.^shington.
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KINDERGARTEN FOR THE BLIND.*

This institution has begun its work. The building expressly

designed for it on a convenient and delightful site at the corner

of Perkins and Day streets, Roxbury, was dedicated on the

nineteenth of April, and opened to pupils on the second day of

May. Ten children have been admitted, and more will be as

fast as the means for their support are supplied.

Several thousand dollars are still needed to complete the

payments for building and furniture.

Five thousand dollars are needed for the current expenses of

the year. It is very desirable that these should be ultimately

provided for by a permanent fund, and the consideration of

tins object by all who are interested in the blind, and partic-

ularly in little sightless children, is earnestly asked for.

Donations and subscriptions for the above purposes will be

gratefully acknowledged by EDWARD JACKSON, Treasurer,

178 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

SAMUEL ELIOT, President.

M. ANAGNOS, Secretan/ and Director.

With each succeeding year the demand for tickets

increases, and each year the supply is sooner exhausted.

Many even of those who thought themselves early

applicants were disappointed at learning that there

were no tickets left.
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The wotithcr was favoi!i])Ic— a fair Juno day— and

the Temple was crowded. The tickets stated that scsats

were not reserved after three o'clock, and when that

hour arrived the crowd was allowed to enter and take

the seats remaining. There was a sudden movement,

and before one had time to realize its ini})oi't not a

vacant seat was to be seen on tloor or balconies. Very

many of the audience were still standing, however, and

remained so until the close of the exercises. It was

emphatically a good audience, not onl}^ in numbers but

in the moral, intellectual and social culture which it

represented.

On the platform, beside the school, were Dr. Samuel

Eliot who presided, Mr. John S. Dwight, Rev. Minot J.

Savage, H. N. Shepard, Joseph Glover, Samuel T.

Cobb and others. A few seats farther back sat Laura

Bridgman. Very pleasant it was to watch her expressive

face when occasionally some old acquaintance took a seat

beside her and, in the touch of the hand, she recognized

some familiar friend, and they entered into an animated

conversation with the fingers. But the centre of interest

was the front row of little arm-chairs in which were

seated ten little ones, the firstlings of the kindergarten

for which Mr. Anagnos has been earnestly la1)orino- for

more than five years.

First on the programme was an organ solo, Bach's

Fugue in G minor, performed by Charles H. Prescott,

" with excellent taste and expression," Dr. Eliot then

came forward and opened the exercises with the follow-

ing remarks :
—

Ladies and Gentlemen^ Friends of the Blind and of the

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School :— I need not
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invoke your kindly consideration of tlie exercises which have

now been begun. Your presence here in these great numbers
shows the interest which you feel in the school, in its members
and in their work. I am sure that what you hear and see this

afternoon will not diminish that interest, but, on the contrary,

increase it a hundredfold. We are here assembled, as it were,

in a great atmosphere of common sympathy, and before these

exercises close we shall all agree that it has been good for

us to be here.

I regret, and we all regret very much, the absence of His Ex-
cellency, the governor. For many years the commonwealth
of Massachusetts has shown its concern for this, one of its

most favored children, by the attendance and by the voice of

its chief magistrate ; and the governor has not left us without

an expression of his concern for us this afternoon, and I will

read a note which he has addressed to the director of the

.school :
—

COMMONWHAI.TH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Executive Department, Boston, June 3, 1887.

Mr. M. Anagnos.

Dear Sir:— I am in receipt of your favor inviting me to attend

the commencement exercises of the Perkins Institution and Massa-

chusetts School for the Blind, which are to occur in Tremont Temple

on the afternoon of Tuesday the 7th instant.

As my engagements for that day will take me to Brockton in the

forenoon and to North Easton in the afternoon, I shall be unable to

do as you desire.

Regretting that I cannot be with you and having for the institu-

tion of which you have the charge the kindest feelings and the best

wishes for its prosperity and success,

I am yours very respectfully,

OLIVER AMES.

I have now the pleasure of inviting you to listen to the Rev.

Minot J. Savage, who, as the programme has already informed

you, has been good enough to consent to deliver the opening

address.
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OPENING ADDRESS.
i!Y Ki;V. MINOT .). SAVAOK.

IjCuUes and Gentlemev :— It litis never been my pleasure to

attend one of these commenccnu'iit exercises before, and I

hardly know in what terms I ought to speak. When I stand in

the presence of a brother or sister less favored by natural gift

or endowment than][mj'self, I feel touched, as I know you all

do, with the tenderest sympathy, and feel humbled as I never

do on any other occasion of my life. I cannot understand the

state of mind of those who can thank God that they are " not

as other men," or who can, as tlrey say, feel thankful that they

have not been afflicted as has a brother or a sister. I am

grateful ; but I am huinble and sympathetic to the extent of

even making me forgetful of gratitude. And when any man

or any number of men, through their wisdom, through their

patient toil and teaching, are able to take these, the lesser en-

dowed of our fellows, and give them, as it were, a substitute

for that of which they have been deprived, or which has never

been theirs, it seems to me one of the sublimcst, one of the

grandest things of wiiich I can conceive. To create a new

sense, if it were possible, would be the same thing, practically,

as to create a new world. Each one of our senses— touch,

taste, hearing, smell, sight— brings us into contact with a new

universe ; and they who lack one of these senses are shut out,

for the time, from one of the mansions in the great house of

our Father.

T have Avondered sometimes, and I gave expression to this

wonder this afternoon in talking with one of my friends before

we came in here, — I have wondered why it is that the lack

of sight appeals so to popular sympathy more than loss of

hearing, more than the loss of some of the other senses. I

suppose it is, perhaps, because this is such a glorious, such a

resplendent world to those of us who can see ; it appeals to us

in BO dramatic a fashion that we cannot understand how the
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loss of this sense could be quite paralleled by the loss of any

other faculty or power.

As to this matter of a new sense creating a new universe,

perhaps it is worth while for a moment, taking this as a start-

ing point, for us to think it out a little and see how wondrous a

universe this is, how the most magnificently endowed of us

come into contact with only a very small part of it, and how it

is possible for us who, as we think, have all the senses, and

those finely trained and cultured, still to train ourselves to

come ever into contact with higher and deeper things in this

inexhaustible world of our Father. As you are aware, it re-

quires a certain rapidity of palpitation of the ether, there must

be a certain number of thousands of wave motions in a second

striking the eye, before there is produced this wonderful result

that we call seeing ; and then if the rapidity is increased and

passes beyond a certain other number, we cease to be able to

sec again. But the point I wish to suggest to you is that all

we see is just a little universe within two lines ; that there is

an infinite universe invisible on one side, and another, prac-

tically infinite, invisible on the other ; so that if we could have

a sixth sense, a seventh, an eighth, or any wonderful extension

of these that we now possess, the universe would become to us

most grandly large.

But these friends of ours who have lost or have never

possessed the sense of sight do have that power which science

has told us is the root, the germ, the beginning of all the other

senses. We are familiar by this time with the terra " evolu-

tion," with the idea of development ; and we know that all the

fine, wonderful and beautiful things that make up the world

around us have grown from very small and insignificant begin-

ninos ; and so we know that it is the marvellous sense of touch,

— this sense that has given Laura Bridgmau almost as grand a

world as any of us possesses,—simply the sense of touch that is

the starting-point of all the senses— of sight, of hearing, of

smelling, of tasting ; for when we see, it is because the molec-
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ular movements of the air or of the ether come iu contact with,

that is touch, the eyes, and then there goes on that won<h-ous

process that nobody lias yet been able to explain by wlii(th tliis

physical toiu-h is translated into the sense of seeing, that

nobody has ever been able to understand. I, for one, am

exceedingly grateful when I consider the fact that those who

do not see in the sense in which we are able to use our eyes,

are yet able by the wonderful power which they have developed

in their fingers to enter into those other worlds, the universe of

thought, of feeling, of truth, of nobleness, which makes them

kin with us and children of God.

And, friends, there is one thing that it seems to me we may

profitably remember this afternoon, and that is, that we who

tliink we are in contact wath all that is fair and desirable

in God's grand universe, we wdio think we have all the senses

and faculties with Avhich humanity is endowed and that thus we

are able to possess God's glorious worlds,— it may be true

concerning us that even these who are blind see more than we

do ; for, after all, this outer world, magnificent as it is, glorious

as it is in color, beautiful and bright with sunshine, lovely with

the stars at night, this is only the outer house of God, only the

shell of that which makes his real world. I know and you

know men and women who can see, who can touch, who can

taste, who can smell, who can hear, who are blind still ; blind

to truth, blind to justice, blind to tenderness, blind to brotherly

love, blind to kindness, blind to all those things that really

make us human, blind to those things that make us crowned

children of God. So that we need not only to be interested in

these our friends as they are trained and cultured into a substi-

tute for that which they have never possessed in the same sense

as ourselves, we need to learn a lesson from them ; for, perhaps,

contented wath the outer as we may be, we may wake up b}'-

and-by to find that they have been in contact with that which is

invisible, while we, lost and absorbed in the external, have for-

gotten these inner, grander worlds of the Almighty.
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And then 1 am glad and grateful as 1 look towaid the future.

The older I grow the more certain I grow that this life which

we are living here is only, after all, to us what the Perkins

Institution for the Blind is for its inmates— only a school in

which we are to learn to see a little better, learn to see a little

more deeply ; and I believe that all of us, and they with us,

shall graduate by-and-by'into a world so much finer, so much

more beautiful in color, so" much more intense in its thrilling,

throbbing life than we are familiar with here, that they shall

forget all this deprivation, all these dark years, as it seems ta

us, as we may forget a day's disappointment of our childhood.

And so I believe that God, the kind Father of us all, holds

them and us equally in his keeping and that he will bring us

by-and-by to see grander tilings than any of which as yet we

can dream.

Your presiding officer suggested a thought that would have

been fitting for my opening, but which 1 will use for my close.

It hardly seems necessary for me even to refer to it. It is the

thouglit of the public interest in this work, the sympathy of the

people in what is being done, and their readiness ever to rally

to its hearty support. When I looked over this floor and

through these galleries and saw the throng of people, and

learned that these meetings are always just as thronged, it

seemed to me that all that it was necessary for me to do in this

regard was, on behalf of Mr. Anagnos and the Institution for

the Blind, to thank you most heartily for that interest which

does not need stimulating, because it already so grandly

exists.

The address was delivered with a depth of feeling which

emphasized the noble thoughts which it expressed, and

sent them home to the hearts of the audience.

The Hallelujah Chorus, l)y Handel, was then given

by the brass band oi the institution, and was followed by

a geometrical exercise in which the young men of the
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graduating class demonstrated the theorem that " the;

square of the hypothenuse of :i right-anghMl triangle is

equal to the sum of tlu; scjuare of the two othei* sides."

For the assistance of tlie audience tlie master, Mr. J. M.

Ilulhert, had drawn tlie diagram u[)on a l)]ackboard, and

followed with a pointer the demonstration given by the

pupils from mental pictures. This exercise " called forth

unqualified praise."

Liszt's arrangement of Wagner's March from Tann-

hd'.u.sar was played l)y C. A. W. Ilowland, one of the

graduates, and was well received. He was greeted with

bouquets as he left the piano.

The exercise in geography was given by (ie(H-ge W.
Hodgdon and Harry E. ]\Iozealous, whose fingers seemed

to recognize the outlines of the miscellaneous collection

of states and countries from dissected maps as quickly as

the eyes of the audience could do it. They named them

and mentioned some fact of interest connected with each

" with surprising readiness and <juickness." While they

were thus engaged another lad rapidly put together a

dissected map of South America.

Reading hy touch does not cease to excite the wonder

and admiration of an audience. The selections were

pleasing, the younger girl reading the story of the geese

that claimed honor as descendants of the famous geese

of old that saved Rom« by their cackling ; and the elder,

extracts from >Stlas Marner, showing the develo|)ment

of his miserly character, the loss of his gold, and his

finding of another treasure in the little child whose golden

hair shininjj: in the firelijrht at his feet first attracted his

eyes with the hope that his gold had been restored.

Their tiuency was much (U)nunended, and it was remarked
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that they fitted '
' the phrase to the thought with an ex-

pressiveness many a seeing child might envy."

The first part of the programme closed with an air and

variations from Brepsant, played by Clarence W. Basford,

another member of the graduating class, whose perform-

ance, as compared with that of last season, says an ob-

server, showed " that he had been improving steadily

through the year."

The second part of the programme opened with gym-

nastic exercises and a military drill. Ten little boys in

dark blue flannel suits with large white neckties ascended

the steps, deployed into position upon the stage and went

through a series of dum1)-bell exercises with almost per-

fect precision, guided only by the music of the piano.

As they left the stage a like number of little girls appeared

from the opposite side. They were dressed in white and

< arricd light, silvered wands decorated with knots of pale

blue ri])bon. Their calisthenics, likewise performed to

the music of the piano, made a picture which was evi-

dently very pleasing to the audience. These, in turn,

were followed by a squad of twelve young men in mili-

tary uniform who were drilled under command of Col.

John H. Wright, and afterwards executed the silent

maruial with equal precision. Each of these exercises

elicited enthusiastic applause.

The Mountain Brook, by Rheinberger, was then sung

by a chorus of female voices, and was warmly commended.

Of this performance a critic remarked, '' There are some

remarkably fine voices among these girls, and that their

musical instruction is of the best goes without saying."

To illustrate the kindergarten training pursued at the

school several small tables were placed upon the plat-
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iiiu\ fui'iiislu'd willi clay I'nr iiiodclliiiL'- TIk' leu little

children fVoni tlu" kindcriiartcn propiu", who have only

been one month :it school, wi-ic also similarly .su[)plied,

and all were soon husily at work. Dr. Kliot then intro-

duced the next speakei' with the (ollowinLT prefatory

remarks :
—

REMARKS ON IIIK KINDKRGARTEN.

i;V SAMl Kl- ELIOT, I.L.I).

Thih is iioL tlie lirst tnue that kindergarten exercises have

been performed in this phiee on this day, but it is the first time

that pupils of the kindergarten proper, and in the department of

this institution recently opened in Roxbury, have been present

to take part in our comineucement exercises. These ten

little children seated in front of the platform come from the

kindergarten, the especial kindergarten, which our (hrector,

our trustees, our corporation and this great-hearted community

of Boston have been working for, and giving to, during the

past five years. The kindergarten is an assured fact, and may

be said to be iiuU'pendent of any new friends it may acquire ;

and yet it is the wish of idl who are interested in it that

it should be daily acquiring new friends, new benefactors.

The money lecjuired for the erection and furnishing of the

buikliug has all been received and there is no longer any

necessity for asking the citizens of Boston or its neighborhood

to help us discharge any debt, or to complete the erection of

any building, or to pay for any e(juipment. T rejoice that it

is so, and that on this conniu'iieement day wt' can begin with-

out the shadow of a dollar of debt resting upon this institution,

in any part of it. It is an immense argument in favor of the

kindergarten that it should have so touched the hearts of

people witliiii these very last few days that a deficit, as it

might bi' e:dled, lathci than a debt, of 811,000, which existed
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on the clay when the new builcUng was dedicated, exists uo

more. But as they used to say in France, " Le rot est nwH!"
" Vive le roi!" we are perpetually giving others an opportunity

to share in the good work .which interests us so deeply, and

there is still a golden opportunity for all such as are liberally

and beneficently disposed to establish this kindergarten on a

perfectly safe foundation, so that its current expenses shall be

met from a permanent fund. One hundred thousand dollars

are enough for the present to create this permanent fund, and

towards this $1,000 have already been received. This is an

earnest of the thousands that are to follow. I am sure that if

every man and every woman here this afternoon will bear away

the impressions which these little sightless children cannot fail

to make upon them, the $100,000 will not be long in coming

into the treasury of the Perkins Institution. I need, however,

say no more. You are to be addressed by one who is good

enough to take an interest in this special department of our

labors, and who will tell you all you need to hear about the

blessings of the kindergarten for the blind, llarvey N. Shep-

ard, P^sq., will now address you.

ADDRESS ON THE laNDERGARTEN.

BY HARVEY N. SHEPARD, ESQ.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:— To the time of

Froebel very little change had been made in the ways and very

little gain in the ends of teaching over those coming to us from

the Middle Ages. It was the same old story of puzzles in

grammar, as if one could learn to speak rightly, not by good

reading, but bj' stupid trifles from the monks of the cloisters

;

of page after page told by rote from the spelling book, and of

long lists of kings and queens and dates and cities and

mountains, dry as the dust of a mummy and of no more use.

Children were made parrots to do certain tasks and learn

certain tricks, with no more meaning in them than the scholar
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in Quincy fi'lt wlion, after ii!iiiiiii<; all the capitals of all the

states ill tiie iiiiion, she said they were not of the animal nor

of the mineral kingdom, but of the vegetable.

Kroebel chose ratlier the Greek idea : a graceful body and a

sound mind ; a strong being easily and ])leasantly working for

the love of all beauty in nature and in ait, and the hatred of

all vileness in others and in himself. The end before the

Greek teacher was a whole man, by training all the pcjwers of

a child to their highest action, bodily and mentally, in har-

monious d(!velopment, into a being, joyous in its own lif(!, and

full of passion for grace and strength in every form, in the

athlete, the soldier, the statesman, the poet or the philosopher.

The result has been a rich heritage for the wonder and admira-

tion of the world. Marathon and Thermopylae have stirred

the souls of men for two thousand years, wherever and whenever

patriots have risen to overthrow tyranny and dethrone wrong.

The Partheuon and the head of the Olympian Zeus are the

ideals in architecture and in sculpture for which artists raay

toil without hope ever to surpass their excellence. Homer,

Herodotus, Demosthenes and Plato have given to us sublime

works, which are the highest attainment of human genius and

an inspiration for all time.

The Greek idea is only the natural idea, for nature is ever

busy with (!hildren and leads them to the springs of knowledge

and keeps them by the streams of learning, without suspicion

on their part of task or toil. Their bodies grow in strength,

grace and beauty when they chase the yellow butterfly across

the green waves of the meadow, or fill their arms with crimson

clover and golden buttercups, or follow the bleating sheep by

the rippling brooks into the forest of stately pines and l)road

reaching oaks. Their souls grow in purity and truth and

simplicity when they watch the glory of the sunshine upon the

hills and its rainbow tints on the white caps of the distant

mountains, or hear the vast ocean breaking in wrath upon the

iron rocks of the shore, or feel the awful grandeur of Orion
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and the innumerable stars piercing through the darkness of

night

.

This is Froebel's system ; natural in its ways, rich in its re-

sources, and simple in its principles. Its gifts and toys, its

games and plays, its cube building, sewing, weaving and mod-

elling in clay, teach a child forms, numbers and color, not from

books by hearsay, but from tangible blocks, bits of wood and

strips of paper, so that, by the constant handling of these, true

ideas grow in his mind, without weariness, as easily as the

flowers spring up and grow in a fertile soil under the warm rays

of the sun. The games too are a healthy exercise. To fly

about with arms stretched out like a bird, and to the music of a

sweet song, is an inspiration. The powers of mind and body

unfold with harmonious growth into happiness, confidence,

hope, neatness and kindness. The child comes unconsciously

to love what is true and beautiful and good, to think for him-

self, and to move and act with that grace and skill which make

the body the quick and steady servant of the mind.

This is just the system for the little blind children, who are

shut off from the common education of those that see. They

are the stricken lambs of the human flock. Their eyes are

darkened ii-revocably, without one hope of day. Not for them

the beauty of nature and the glory of art, nor the colors of the

flowers, nor the plumage of the birds, nor the brightness of the

firmament. The}' live in ceaseless gloom from the cradle to

the grave. About most of them too is an environment of

misery. They hunger for bread and they pant for air and

they suft'er for the lack of a little human charity to lead their

weary feet and wasted limbs from the narrow street and the

wretched home, where they are forced to stumble about like

savage creatures, into the realm of love and the genial warmth

of a wise training. Then will the good seeds spring up and

bear before the ground has been given over to the weeds and

tares. In them as in our own children are the germs of good

and promise which will bud and open in the sunshine and pure
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ftir. As the warm breath of spiiiii; lilts the yellow orocais ami

the bright tiilip lioiii the darkiu'ss of tho, earth so will this

system lift theses sightless waifs from the darkness of misery

into a useful and happy life. You need no proof of tliis from

my lips— there it is in the deft lingers of those charming boys

and girls who are tlu' most eloquent example of the great

promise of this beneficent system, nature's own divines and

fruitful method.

The Perkins Institution cannot give a kindergarten to these

children, as its laud is now crowded with l)uildings and cot-

tages, schoolhouses aud shops ; and until lately there has been

no provision anyw'here, under national, state, municipal or pri-

vate control, for the instruction of the blind under ten years of

age. Let us rejoice that to the other glory of the institution,

so renowned that no distinguished stranger comes to our shores

without visiting it, it has added this crown of a kindergarten

for the little ones. It is eminently fitting this should have been

done first in this good old conunonwealth. Our fathers had

hardly built a sheltering roof for their families when they

established for the first time in all the history of the world

common schools for all children at the public expense. Massa-

chusetts has been true to this trust, and in the days of her

heaviest burdens, even when the civQ war took away her sons

and millions of her money, she gave freely and liberally to her

schools. We shall only carry out the principles of the fathers

now if we give to all the children the inestimable privileges of

an early training, for the blind have as much claim, at least, to

be educated as those do who can see.

It is five years since the director of this institution, with that

devotion, enthusiasm and confidence which are as much a part

of his nature as the blood of the heroes of the classic land

which throbs in his veins, made his first public plea ; a touch-

ing, a moving appeal, that no one who has a heart of flesh or

the least love for the sunny presence of these lambs of our

Father may read without tears, for this kiudergarten. It is a
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hard task to raise a large sum of money for a new object 60

little understood by the community, and a will less resolute

than his would have failed before the barriers. His earnestness

took hold upon the cords which move the great heart of man-

kind. Indeed, no man can feel the woes of these little sight-

less waifs and refuse to do something on their behalf. His

faith proved true, and soon the children took up the holy cause.

Laura Bridgmau Avrote with her own hand an appeal which

stirred the community even as of old the burning eloquence of

Demosthenes swayed the men of Athens. Tiny hands were

stretched forth in aid, and the offerings of the children, saved

by their own denials, were the pillar of fire to lead the march

of goodness to the promised land.

The kindergarten has been established and has begun its

work. It occupies a delightful site in Roxbury, and ten chil-

dren find there a home. No more noble monument in the limits

of our city ! There it stands, a memorial forever of the love

of the big and the little, the rich and the poor, of men and

women and children, for the unfortunate ; and may the night

never come when its doors shall not stand wide open for the

shelter of these stricken ones, and the bright rays of its benevo-

lence shall n'ot carry some sparks of love into their fettered

souls. One hundred thousand dollars are needed for a per-

manent fund to meet the current expenses.

It cannot be that Boston will fail to give this sum and much

more. To think so, even for a moment, would be false to our

time-honored fame. No appeal was ever made to the great,

generous heart of this community for the suffering and dis-

tressed in any part of the world in vain. When the men of

Greece, led by our example and inspu-ed by the heroic spu-it

of their ancestors, rose in arms to sweep from their little land

the oppressive Turk, we withheld not words of cheer nor sub-

stantial assistance. When famine spread its blight on Ireland

the ships were not wanting to take food and provisions to the

stai'ving poor. The purse of Boston was open wide to relieve
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tho homeless o!' (!hic:igo, tlie [)l!iguG-stricken of tlie Mississippi

Valley jiiul the alTiighted people of Charleston. Millions have

been sent abroad for the conversion of the heathen. Can wo

do less for the poor and stricken in our own midst? No,

indeed ! 'IV) state liie ni-i'd is to get the money, for the thought

of little blind children growing up in eternal night, in poverty

and neglect, amid all the wealth and abundance of our fair

New England, is not to be endured. We may not restore their

sight, but we can pour a flood of siuishinc into their hearts.

The opportunity is here. May the little stream, begun in the

scanty offerings of the poor, be fed by generous gifts to brim

the river banks and overflow the land like the fruitful blessings

of the river Nile.

Mr. Anairnos, in a few iiripromptu words, made a strong

appeal for the endowment of the kindergarten, substan-

tially as follows :
—

These little children are a few pebbles we have saved on the

shore of misfortune. There are many more needing just as

much to be saved, but we have not the means to seek out and

to rescue all these little unfortunate ones. We have a field and

we earnestl}' ask for means to cultivate and develop it. The

building is now entirely paid for, and we would be glad to be

released from anxiety for the support of the school. For this

purpose we ask the sum of 8100,000 as a permanent fund from

which to meet the current expenses. One thousand has already

been given for this purpose, but we shall not cease our peti-

tions until the other S0!',000 are added, ami, in the end, you

will have to give it because you cannot get rid of us.

The playful earnestness of the last sentence provoked

a sympathetic laugh from tlie audience.

Meanwhile the little fingers had been steadily at work

writing in clay the history of " Grandmothei-'s Johnny-
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cake." Each cliild had made a model of one or more

implements connected with its production, and in turn

they held them up before the audience and explained

their uses. There were the plow, the harrow, the hoc,

the mill-stones, the sacks of grain, the wagon, the {)an,

the scoop, the spoon, the molasses jug, the miner's cap

and lamp, the coal hod and the stove ; and, last of all,

the youngest ones had prepared a model of the johiuiy-

cake itself. Then they sang a song written by a former

pupil of the school about the workers who prepare the

materials for the johnnycake. Mendelssohn's Farewell

was then given by a chorus of male voices, after which

came the valedictory address liy William Beard Perry.

VALEDICTORY.
BY WILLIAM BEAUD PERRY.

To portray the beautiful in color, to lead forth from the

rude stone the graceful in forui, are gifts that nature bestows

most sparingly ; yet there is to man in common a gift not

unlike these — though not admitting of tangible expression —
by which each for himself becomes an artist, and embodies in

pictures of the mind his most cherished hopes and ardent

longings.

A mtin's ideal is his conception of a perfect model embracing

what, if attained, would complete his happiness, and secure his

hio-hest welfare. At first it appears almost in the guise of

fancy, the offspring of a dream, or revery, — something to be

wondered at, to be longed for with scarcely a hope of acquire-

jjient,— but as it becomes more the companion of the thoughts

this air of vagueness and uncertainty disappears ; indeed, the

very hopelessness of realization often arouses a spirit that
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liKikcs r(';ili/;ili()ii possililc. As ;i man contciiiiilatcs liis itlcjil,

gazing iipoii it IVoni at'ai-. an intense longing springs up witliin

him to icalizc all liiat lie sees in it, arousing an energy that

calls forth tlie best in his nature. In his z(!al to api)roach the

ideal state, to ii'ali/e iiis coneeption, he becomes sulijcct to

another and a in'tter si'lf. Indeed, as lie treasui'es in his mind

this verv essence of his hopes he comes to look to it as a

source of insi)iration, as a i)o\ver to sustain and direct. When,

in the hour of disappointment, weary with discouragement, all

seems dark, turning to the ideal what a cheer as, with hoi)es of

a brighter future, it adds fresh fuel to the fires of ambition !

Obstacles may rise at every turn, but to a nature lured on by

this potent charm and impelled by a determined will they

yield as by magic. Hardships and misfortunes serve but to

prove its worth. In the lives of prominent men this regnant

power is as evident as it is potent. The framing of each

purpose, the curbing of each impulse, the rejection of each

seductive indulgence, can he referred to this one ruling passion.

As the banks confine and direct the flow of the stream, so is the

current of man's life confined and directed by the requirements

of his ideal.

The excellence of the ideal deiicnds upon the character of

the man, his surroundings and mental refinement ; the power,

upon the pluck and eneigy of the nature upon which it acts,

the native grit of the disposition. Hence the urgency of

cultivating those intluenci's which lend to refine and elevate,

of seeking to improve the mental faculties, of building up

characters frcjui which only pure and lofty ideals can

spring.

As a man enters into the pursuit of his ideal it must i)e with

a firm determination to concpier, backed l)y a knowledge that,

if successful, no honor nor praise conferred upon him will be

half so acceptable as its realization, and that, if unsuccessful,

no reproach can be so bitter, no despair so complete, as that

experienced when, ingulfed in the abvss of his own follv. he

»
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beholds far above him his ideal still shining, though dimly,

revealing truly the depths wherein he lies.

To His Excellency the Governor and the legislature of

Massachusetts, and to the corresponding representatives of the

other New England states, we return thanks for the many oppor-

tunities afforded by a liberal support of our school. To our

trustees, for their ever manifest interest, we are deeply grateful.

Director, teachers and matrons : whatever of praise or

credit this occasion calls for is due to you. Always have you

endeavored to instill in us those principles that are involved in

a useful and upright life. As we say farewell we do so with

the feeling that as far as our success depends upon your past

efforts it is assured.

Schoolmates : doubtless this occasion forecasts a day to you

when, by the excellence and merit of a senior year completed,

you, too, will receive the honors that now fall to us. Fired by

this thought do you seek by your endeavor to rise above

yourselves, to meet the crowning honor that awaits 3'ou !

Fellow graduates : under the shadowing care of our ahna

mater we have grown up together, united by ties of ever-

enduring friendship. Here have we sought to fit ourselves for

the work of life — to lay deep the foundations for a real and

lasting success. Now for the test ! Let us go forth manfully,

each to his calling, resolved to fulfil faithfully the task that

fortune may impose.

The audience listened with marked attention to this

"manly and able" address, and at its close several bou-

quets were presented to the speaker. The graduating

class then came forward and received their diplomas from

Dr. Eliot, who presented them with the following pre-

liminary remarks :
—

It is my privilege, my young friends, to place your diplomas

iu your bauds. They are not my gift, they are the gift of your

director and your teachers ; but your director asks me to give
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tluMii to yoii simply hccMiist' I hold mii <»IIici;il icliitidn to yon

wliicli. I trust, is iikhc tli.'iii ()IIici:il. I'oi' tliiTc h:i.s hccii no |i:irt

of yoiii' caiccr tluit lias not inspiri'd inlcivst in nic, and tlicre

will be no part of your (^aicei* in the years to conic that will not

inspiii' interest in iiie as loiij^ as I live. 1 rejoice t(j see so

large a class graduated today. It is the largest class to which

T have ever given diplomas since it fell to me to give them, and

I feel that each one of yon has a source of strength in the

numbers with which you unitedly go forth from the Perkins

Institution. Xiimliers, 1 know, an- nothing in themselves.

Two or three are as great and as good as twenty, fifty, or a

hundred ; but a good, round number graduating at once inspires

each member of the graduating class with a certain confidence

Avhicli is reasonable, and which will lead, I am sure, to desirable

results hereafter.

I congratulate yon still more that you graduate in what may

be called the kindergarten year of this institution. This hn-

plies a great deal more than the ojiening of a new deiiartment,

because it means the stretching forth of a helping hand to an

entirely new class of pupils, doing an entirely new sort of work,

and entering, we may trust, upon an entirely ncAV phase of

beneficent life. The ins|)iiatioii tliat conu's from the opening

of the kindergarten to tliis whole community ought to be felt

through and through, but there are no human l)eings in the

community to which that inspiration should come more thor-

oughly than to you. You an- of the kindergarten year and

from this year you will take, I am sure, an impulse to do good

in your day and generation, to look beyond your own borders

and see how far-stretching are the opportunities of good will

and of good works among men. The world is waiting for you.

It waits for you as it waits for the new-comers from every

educational institution of the country, but you have it in your

power to do something which the graduates of no other school

may do. I read an account last March or April of the annual

meeting of the College for the Hlind in Kngland. which was
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held in London ; and at that meeting there was an address by

Joacliiin, the great artist on the violin, who said that he owed

much of what he had done and what he had been to a blind

organist in (Termany, who first among all men had shown him

what music might do for a man and what part it might take in

a man's life. That organist in Germany, though he was blind,

was yet a guide and an inspiration to the greatest violinist of

our generation. IMay you be in your turn a guide and an inspi-

ration to somebody or other, to some circle or other in which

you move, and may the work of the Perkins Institution go on

through you where the Perkins Institution may be unknown by

namej unless you say that you once learned in it how to benefit

others. A waiTior who had a broken sword offered him to fight

the battle declined the weapon and turned away from the field,

but another took up the broken sword as it lay on the ground

and won the day. Your disadvantages are evident, but your

advantages are also evident, and if yon will take your broken

sword and turn it into a weapon of truth and honor you will

win the day in your generation. 1 do not know that swords

are the best emblems of life, or tluit anything else which stands

for force is to be set before you today, liatlier take something

that stands for the power of silent truth, of pervading principle,

of deeply-penetrating knowledge. Our own Longfellow says in

his sweet poem on Maidenhood—
" Bear a lily iu thy hand

;

Gates of brass cannot withstand

One touch of that magic; wand."

Bear the lily in your hands ! Bear it as the emblem of

purity, of simplicity, of truth, of devotion to great ideas, and

there is no gate of brass, there is no disadvantage arising from

the loss of sight, but will yield at one touch of that more than

magic wand. It matters not what any of us are so much as

what we are all trying to be. Where do we look, whither do

we tend, how are we growing? These are questions that come

home to the oldest as to the youngest among us, and on our
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iinswors to tliesi' (nu'stioiis :ill oiii' lixcs, oi- all that may Ix' left

of them, depend. Ask yourselves, my dear friends, the same

questions: wliither do I tend? How do I grow? And see to

it that you tend towards the truth and the light, and into that

truth and liiilit may you grow forever!

The exercises closed witli a grand clionis I»y liucli,

Wie sc//iiii /riic/tfet (lev Morf/eiiMern ! and as the audi-

ence withdrew many e.\])ressi()ns of satisfaction and de-

light were heard.

COMMENTS OF THE PRESS.

'V\\v ])r()('ee(Un<i-s were very generally noticed by l)oth

the secuhir and religious papers, and very full re])orts of

the exercises were })ul)lished, with favorable connnents.

Some extracts from these are subjoined :
—

THE PERKINS INSTPrUTION.

IMore than one heart, let us hope, took to itself the silent but

powerful sermon that was {^reached from the platform at Tre-

mont Temple yesterday afternoon during the commencement

exercises of the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for

the Blind. The group of young faces, some smiling and hopeful,

some clouded with a sadness beyond reprieve, and all sightless,

spoke a lesson to discontented people by which one, at least, will

endeavor to profit. " Dear me I
" said one woman, " the poor,

patient, wonderful things I And / have been making myself

miserahli" (and everybody else, too) because 1 am compelled to

earn my own living by hard woik. So long as I hold my facul-

ties intact 1 will never complain of life's treatment of me

again." How a single soul can witness the progress of these

darkened minds towards freedom and light and not believe

mightily in the Perkins Institution and its work, and the won-

derful I't'sults olitaiued bv that lony-needed and now visible
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kindergarten, is a mystery. Tremont Temple yesterday after--

nooii was packed, and late comei's had hard work to get in at

all. The commencement exercises were fully up to their usual

standard of excellence and were of unbounded interest. —

-

Boston Evening Transcript, June 8.

The Perkins Institution for the IJlind has its foundations laid

deep in the hearts of the people of Boston, and when a house is

thus built it is not set upon sand. The interest and sympathy

which the public has never failed to manifest in the affairs of

the institution was heartily expressed by the immense audience

that filled Tremont Temple to overflowing 3'esterday. Never

was this sympathetic interest more richly deserved than in this

latest appearance of the pupils of the school at South Boston,

in conjunction with the introduction to their friends of the ten

little blind children, under ten years old, the first fruits of the

new Kindergarten for the Blind at Roxbury. Scarcely a month

has passed since these initial half score of little children were

collected from theu* homes (most of which were such that in the

nature of things little could be done in them for the comfort

and education of the little sightless wights), and the result of

these four weeks of healthy outdoor life, of skilful training, of

unlimited bread and milk, is an astonishing one. These merry,

rosy little creatures, singing their pretty kindergarten song,

working with their wee hands in the soft clay and modelling

the simplest of the forms neatly^ and skilfully, appealed to the

hearts of the audience with an eloquence in comparison with

which the spoken or written words of their best friends is as

naught. Mr. Anagnos, in a brief speech, said that the last

dollar of the debt of the kindergarten had been paid off, and

that now there was need of a permanent fund, by which the

running expenses of the school can be met, and the ten little

children be given ten, twenty or even more comrades. One

hundred thousand dollars is the sum which will put the kinder-

garten on a solid, permanent basis, and when the superintendent
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usscrtcd that he incujit to raise that sum there seemed to be no

dissentient voiee anioiiir liis hearers. It is to l>e hoped and

believed that (he nioiiey will soon l)e fortlicoiniiii;-, for, Ihongh

Boston seems to l)e ti-yin<;- her hand a little in the hoodie lin(!,

she will not sncceed in it. Her schools, her free edn(;ation, iier

charities are tiie real jewels of her crown, and among these the

kindergarten is a pearl of great price.

—

Boston Evening Tran-

script^ Jnne 8, 1887.

The annual cunuiiencenient exercises of the Perkins Institu-

tion and Massachusetts School for the Blind, which took place

at Tremont Temple yesterday afternoon, proved an event that

blended in a greater degree than ever before the educational

and the philanthropic interests, the attendance and the satisfac-

tion manifested in witnessing the work of the institution being

unsurpassed by any that has preceded it. In addition to the

adjnirable attractions of the programme, the occasion had a

peculiar interest as being the first in which exercises of the

Kindergarten for the Blind were given by pupils from the

excellent institution which has so recently been founded at the

Highlands for this special class of training; and those who

witnessed them were ready to respond in sympathy, if not

in anticiiiation, to the thought of a permanent endowment fund

to carry on this high outgrowth of New England civilization.

—

Boston Journal, June 8.

A full report of the interesting graduating exercises of the

Perkins Institution for the Blind is given on another page of

the TraceUor. This school has always had a warm place in the

hearts of the people of Boston ; and evidence was afforded at

Tremont Temple, Tuesday afternoon, that it was never niore

deserved than at the present time. To those in the audience

who are not familiar with the work of the school, the work of

yesterday was a pleasant revelation. — Boston Evening Travel-

ler, June 8.
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Kind people, " remember the blind !
" The request is timely^

and I hope it may be heeded by those who are best able to aid

a noble work. The Perkins Institution and Massachusetts

School for the Blind is in need of money. Can one be chari-

table in a more worthy cause? Here is good, solid, honest

work being done, sincerely and with no blowing of trumpets
;

earnestly and with fine forgetfulness of self. Helpless people

taught how to help themselves ; unfortunates smitten through

no fault of their own, dead to the world of beauty, being

instructed how to live in a world that has been invented for

them. I regret the sharp edge on my pen on this occasion, but,

fortunately, the topic is in need of no sentiment. A little

money expended in this direction, and light will shine on the

most sad of all kinds of darkness. Think of this, good people,

before you begin your sunuuer pilgrimages of pleasure ;
— a

few dollars, if you please, towards a good work. Deny your-

selves a few cigars, a few yards of lace, a few bottles of wine,

and allow the money saved to drift in the direction of this

charity. I am persuaded that you will see better after you

have helped the sightless ; 1 know that they could be made the

happier by your self-denial. President Eliot says that "to

place the kindergarten on a lirin footing, a permanent fund of

one hundred thousand dollars is necessary." Here, then, is a

broad opportunity for philanthrop}' that prefers profitable action

to inactive sentiment ; that instead of pretending, does ; that

values realized ideals above mere ostentatious theorizino;.

Manhood is appealing to manhood without fine phrases and

without fawning or crouching. It is not turkey and mince pie

for a jail full of criminals, nor bouquets for a condemned

murderer ; but money for honest, helpless people who are

struggling in darkness for light. The appeal is less for charity

than for right. Good work is too rare to languish for lack of

judicious help. Open your purses, then, good people. The

cry is pathetic: "Remember the blind!"

—

Saturday Evening

Gazette, June 12.


